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1. Introduction
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1.1. Cell and metabolism

Cell  is  considered as  the  basic  unit  of  live.  It  is  delimited by a  lipidic  membrane

enclosing an heterogeneous environment in which the different types of bio-molecules
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interact and perform different biological processes. 

Cells contain a large number and variety of biochemical constituent being the most

representative: i) nucleic acids, ii) proteins and iii) metabolites

The  nucleic  acids  are  polymeric  chains  consisting  of  up  to  millions  of  monomers

known as  nucleotides.  Each nucleotide  has  three  components:  a  5-carbon sugar,  a

phosphate  group,  and  a  nitrogenous  base.  Based  on  the  carbon  sugar,  we  can

distinguish two families of nucleic acids, if the sugar is a deoxyribose, the polymer is

DNA and if it's a ribose, the polymer is RNA. They also differ in one of their building

blocks  or  monomers,  while  adenine,  guanine  and  cytosine  are  common  in  both,

thymine and uracil  are exclusive of DNA and RNA respectively. DNA encodes the

genetic instructions used to produce and regulate proteins. 

The information is stored in the DNA in the form of sequences of nucleotides that

encode for protein sequence. RNA molecules express the activity of the genes that are

transcribed in a given scenario. In particular mRNA (messenger RNA) molecules are

an intermediate product of the protein production process.  The final product  of  the

trancription-translation process that involves DNA and RNA are the proteins (Figure

1). These macromolecules are formed by binding amino acids with peptide bonds and

perform a variety of biological roles ranging from regulatory (signaling pathways) or

structural  functions  (contractile  proteins  in  striated  muscle)  to  the  catalysis  of

biochemical reactions (enzymes) among many others. 

Finally,  metabolites are  the  smallest  molecules  including a big amount  of  different

families  of  compounds  such  as  sugars,  fatty  acids,  lipids,  …  etc.  The  bio-

transformation of these molecules are involved in several essential biological functions

among which can be highlighted the production of building block necessary to create

complex molecules or to satisfy cellular energy demand. 

The set of chemical bio-transformations that consume or produce metabolites is known

as  metabolism.  The  metabolic  reactions  are  catalyzed  by  a  set  of  proteins  named

enzymes and as a whole is described in term of the metabolic fluxes (units of substrate

metabolized per unit of time). These enzyme-catalyzed reactions allow organisms to
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grow and reproduce, maintain their structures, and respond to their environments.

 Based on its function the metabolism can be divided in two categories: catabolism and

anabolism. Catabolism is aimed to produce energy by degrading substrates into simpler

molecules.  This  energy  is  stored  in  different  compounds  such  as  Adenosine

triphosphate (ATP).  In this process the substrates are oxidized generating reductive

power (i.e. NADPH) that in turns can be used to produce ATP. The anabolic processes

synthesize  the  building  blocks  for  complex  cellular  components.  Unlike  catabolic

reactions, the anabolic processes are energy-demanding which results in a high inter-

connected dependence between the anabolic and catabolic reactions. 

Metabolism has been studied for decades due to its close relationship with cellular

phenotype and consequently with several biological processes. 

In particular, the analysis of cellular metabolism has allowed the diagnosis of diseases

[1], novel drug target discovery [2] and improvement of biotechnological processes [3]

among others.

Metabolism  can  be  studied  by  gathering  the  metabolic  reactions  so  as  to  meet  a

specific biological role. These groups of metabolic reactions that operate together are

known  as  metabolic  pathways.  These  pathways  consume  or  produce  specific

compound through a  combination of  enzyme-based catalyzed reactions  to  satisfy a

particular  biological  demand.  A  number  of  pathways  are  well  described  in  the

literature: pentose phosphate pathways, glycoysis, tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle, etc,

which are refereed as canonical metabolic pathways. 

Metabolic pathways don't operate in isolation and within an organism many different

pathways  work  together  to  produce  an  overall  global  flux  (reaction/compound)

distribution. Consequently, emergent behaviors may arise from the interaction between

the different metabolic pathways. In addition, based on the paradigm of the molecular

biology, the metabolism is the final result of the different processes occurring within

the cell: DNA → RNA → Protein + Metabolite → Metabolism. 

Thus, based on this rationale, in order to study the complex behavior of metabolism is

necessary the use of techniques that permit to measure the different constituents of the
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cell massively. In this sense the development and use of automation equipment with

classical cell biology techniques (high-throughput technologies) permit the rapid and

highly  parallel  measurement  of  the  different  types  of  biomolecules  to  address

biological questions that are otherwise unattainable using conventional methods. The

set of techniques measuring massively the different constituents of the cells are known

as the different -omics [4].

1.2. Omic data in Systems Medicine

In the last decades, we have witnessed the development and  the increasing use of 

high-throughput technologies. These new technologies allow to analyze and quantify 

massively the different biochemical constituents existing within the cell increasing the 

amount, quality and variety of molecular data (the so-called omic data) [4].  

Current omic technologies permit to identify and quantify molecules at different layers 

of the cascade of events connecting the genotype with the phenotype (figure 1). 

The different experimental -omic approaches are  high-throughput, data-driven and at-

tempt to understand the cell metabolism as an integrated system [5]. 

Thus, some of the most widely used omics in systems medicine include: transcrip-

tomic, proteomic, metabolomics and fluxomic . Following, some of the better estab-

lished ‘omics’ being used  in the approach of systems medicine are briefly described:
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Figure 1. The most relevant omic data in integrated omic studies, represented as the different layers of

biological information

1.2.1 Transcriptomics

This discipline aims to identify and quantify the whole set of RNA molecules such as

messenger  RNA (mRNA or  transcripts)  or  non-coding  RNA [6].  Transcriptomics
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enable the quantitative measurement of the dynamic expression of mRNA molecules

and their variation in different scenarios at the genome scale, thus reflecting the genes

that have been expressed at any given time. This technology is based on the artificial

hybridization  of  mRNA that  takes  place  in  a  matrix  enclosing  the  corresponding

complementary  sequence  (probes).  One  of  the  most  widely  used  microarray

technologies is the high-intensity oligonucleotide microarray. This technique measures

the absolute abundance levels of mRNA by individually hybridizing each sample. This

hybridization  produces  a  fluorescent  dye  whose  intensity  is  directly  related  to  the

amount of mRNA in the biological sample. Next, these intensities are preprocessed in

order  to  account  for  affinity  differences  between  probes,  non-equal  quantities  of

mRNA in each microarray or noisy intensity [7]

This  technology  allows  the  measurement  of  thousands  of  mRNAs  simultaneously

providing  a  vast  amount  of  information  with  a  relative  low  cost.  Particularly

repositories like Gene Expression Omnibus [8] or Array Express [9] stores thousands

of microarray datasets that are freely available. 

1.2.2 Metabolomics

For most organisms, there is no direct relationship between gene expression or protein

abundance and metabolites [10]. Metabolomics provides a global characterization and

quantification of the metabolic profile of a given sample. The  metabolic composition

of  a  a  cell  gives  a  closer  picture  of  the  metabolic  processes,  and  hence  of  the

phenotype,  than  other  omic  approaches  such  as  transcriptomics  or  proteomics.

However, metabolomic approaches are intricate due to three main reasons: i) thousands

of metabolites could be present at time in a sample, some of them are almost identical

in  terms  of  molecular  composition  and  abundance,  ii)  the  concentration  of  two

metabolites present in the same sample may differ in several orders of magnitude [11]

and iii) among the biological constituents of the cell, metabolites present the largest

heterogeneity in term of chemical and physical properties [12]. Metabolomics analysis

is typically performed by employing mass spectrometry techniques. These techniques

including  time-of-flight  mass  spectrometry  (GC-TOF),  high-performance  liquid
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chromatography-mass  spectrometry  (LC-MS)  or  capillary  electrophoresis-mass

spectrometry (CE-MS),  among others,  are able to measure hundreds of metabolites

simultaneously allowing the qualitative and quantitative determination of the whole

metabolome of a given cell. In brief, these techniques convert the individual molecules

into ions that can be moved about and manipulated by external electric and magnetic

fields.  It  allows  the  measurement  of  the  mass-to-charge  ratio  and  determine  the

abundance of a given molecule. In addition to mass spectrometry techniques, Nuclear

Magnetic  Resonance  (NMR)  also  enables  the  detection  and  quantification  of

metabolites. This technique measures the magnetic response of the atomic nucleus of a

sample to an external  magnetic field. In both techniques, the response is measured

generating a particular spectrum that is used to identify the metabolites in the sample.

Despite the advances in NMR, the sensitivity of this  technique still  require further

improvements  to  achieve  the  same  sensitivity  as  mass  spectrometry  techniques.

Additionally,  in order  to  achieve  higher  coverage  and  better  identification,

metabolomics  analysis  can  also  be  performed  through  a combined  application  of

several technologies [13].

In contrast to transcriptomics or proteomics, the availability of metabolomic data is

still scarce and limited. One of the few repositories of metabolomic data is the Human

Metabolome Databse [14], that freely provides structural information of thousands of

metabolites presents in the human cells. 

1.2.3 Fluxomics

The different omics explained above provides snapshots of a set of components present

in a cell at a given time. Metabolic fluxes are the final result of the interplay of gene

expression,  protein  concentration,  enzyme  kinetics,  regulation  and  metabolite

concentrations. By analogy to other ‘omics-type analyses this technology was termed

‘fluxomics’.  Metabolomics  and  proteomics  provides  quantitative  measurements  of

metabolites  and  proteins,  respectively.  However,  inferring metabolic  fluxes  directly

from these omics may lead to erroneous conclusions due the nonlinear nature of the

interactions  between  enzymes  and  metabolites.  Fluxomics  gathers  the  set  of
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experimental and computational tools enabling to determine the metabolic reactions

fluxes  [12].  This  omic  integrates  in  vivo  measurements  of  metabolic  fluxes  with

mathematical models to allow the determination of absolute flux through a metabolic

network. Some fluxes defining the overall rate of nutrients consumption or production

(exchange  reactions)  can  be  easily  measured  (e.g.,  consumption  of  Glucose  or

secretion of Lactate). By contrary, intracellular fluxes are more difficult to determine

and  more  detailed  considerations  are  required  [15].  In  this  sense  the  use  of

metabolomic data from isotope labeling experiments is emerging as a powerful tool to

determine the internal metabolic fluxes. 
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Figure 2. A Representation of how the metabolic transformations of one molecule of glucose labeled in the

first and second carbon (orange circles) can produce different labeling patterns of glutamate depending on

the metabolic reactions involved in the process. Thus, we can analyze glutamate labeling using NMR or

the fraction 2-4 using mass spectrometry techniques in order to determine the metabolic reactions involved

in its metabolism. B Represents a work-flow to determine metabolic fluxes from metabolomic data based

on  labeled  substrates.  Thus,  using  computational  tools  that  integrate  a  previous  knowledge  of  the

metabolic pathways, we can analyze data from experiments with labeled substrates in order to determine

the internal metabolic fluxes.

These experiments are based on the use of substrates labeled with isotopic tracers,

mainly labeled with 13C (stable isotope), introduced at specific locations. As is shown

in the figure 2A, the inter-conversion of substrates via intracellular enzyme-catalyzed

reactions alters the labeling pattern of the carbon skeleton in the metabolites [16]. The

experimental measurements of 13C enrichment of metabolites allows the mathematical

tools to fit intracellular fluxes.

The isotopic enrichment of metabolites is represented with the concept of positional

isomers (Isotopomers) or mass isomers (Isotopologues). Isotopomers can be measured

by  Nuclear  Magnetic  Resonance  while  isotopologues  are  measured  by  mass

spectrometry techniques. Both techniques are based on 13C (a non-radioactive isotope

of 12C),, whose natural abundance is around 1.1%. The nuclear magnetic properties of

this isotope as well as its atomic mass are different from 12C allowing to NMR, in the

first  case  and mass  spectrometry techniques,  in  the  second,  to  detect  and  quantify

those metabolites with labeled carbons.

1.3. Computational approaches in Systems Medicine

The advent of high-throughput technologies in the 21th century has revolutionized the

study of biological systems transforming molecular biology into a data-rich discipline.

These, the so-called, omic technologies have provided quantitative data for thousands

of cellular components across a wide variety of scales. It moved the study of biological

systems from a reductionist approach, in which all molecular components (proteins,

DNA,  metabolites,  etc.)  were  studied  separately,  to  a  scenario  where  holistic
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approaches are required in order to understand how the biological actors interact in

highly interconnected networks where discrete biological function can only rarely be

attributed  to  an  individual  molecule  [17].  In  this  context  Systems  Medicine  has

emerged as an integrative discipline for  the  study of  complex interactions  between

biological systems components to explain the functional organization of cells within

the context  of organs, organisms and their  physiology [18].  However,  extraction of

‘knowledge’ from this ocean of omic data is not trivial [19]. In order to cope with this

challenging task a wide range of computational methods has been developed. Then,

based on how the experimental  data  is  used,  two main general  approaches can be

distinguished: i) data-driven approaches based on statistical methods and ii) model-

driven approaches which include an explicit description of the biological network.

1.3.1 Data-driven approaches

Data-driven approaches aim to extract knowledge and generate new biological 

understanding directly from the huge volume and diversity of bioscience data that is 

now available and so underpin and enable biological research. A large variety of 

statistical methods are available to determine the most significant differences between 

two groups of biological interest (e.g. treated and control) [20]. Since high throughput 

genomics is one of the most widely used technique to extract data from biological 

samples, most of the data-driven approaches are focused on the analysis of gene 

expression data. Next, are briefly explained the data-driven approaches used in this 

thesis, which are among the most relevant and widely tested methods used in systems 

medicine                                                                                                                             

1.3.1.1 Identification of genes differentially expressed by Rank Product

The rank product method is a widely accepted non-parametric technique for identifying

differentially  expressed  genes  in  replicated  microarray  experiments  under  two

experimental conditions or groups [21]. It has also been widely applied to other omic

datasets, for example in proteomics and metabolomics [22,23]. This method uses any

measure that compares two conditions like the logarithm based two fold change (log2
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FC),  to  entail  ranking  genes  according  to  their  differential  expression  within  each

replicate  experiment  and  subsequently  calculating  the  product  of  the  ranks  across

replicates.  This  approach assumes that  i)  only a  minority  of  genes  are  affected by

relevant expression changes, ii) the measurements are independent between replicate

arrays,  iii)  most changes are independent  of each other and iv) the variance of the

measurements is similar for all genes. 

Thus, for an experiment examining n genes in k replicates, assuming that the genes are

randomly  distributed in the k lists, the probability that a given gene was at the top of

each  list  (rank  1)  is  1/nk.  Generally,  for  each  gene  g,  one  can  calculate  the

corresponding combined probability to be at the top of each list  (rank 1) as a rank

product (RPup):

   (1) 

Where k is total number of replicates, rup
ig is the position of gene g in the list of genes

in the ith replicate sorted by decreasing FC that is normalized by the length of the i th

replicate  (ni).  The  most  strongly  up-regulated  gene  would  have  a  rup=1.  Likewise

rdown=1 corresponds  to  the  most  strongly  down-regulated  gene.  The  RP values  are

calculated over all possible pairwise comparisons. Thus, the genes with smallest RP

(RPup or RPdown) values are those that are more differentially expressed.  Next, in order

to correct  for  the  fact  that  the  pairwise  comparisons  between  samples  are not

independent is necessary to determine the significance of gene expression changes and

which genes are likely to be truly differentially expressed. Then, for an experiment

with k replicates and n genes, is defined the statistic p'. It is calculated by multiplying

RP by a factor F representing the number of possible products of k numbers smaller

than n that are equal to the numerator of the RP value:

   (2)

The  F  factor  can  be  determined  by  using  a  simple  permutation-based  estimation

procedure  [24].  Other  approaches  propose  a  continuous  gamma  distribution

approximation for the log-transformed rank products [25] or an exact distribution of
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rank products [26]. In this manner we can estimate how likely it is to observe a given

RP value or better in a random experiment. In addition, is necessary to determine the

conservative estimate of the percentage of false-positives (PFP) or q, for each gene g,

that is calculated as follows:

   (3)

Here, rank(g) gives the position of gene g in a list of all genes sorted by increasing RP

value.  This  estimates  the  PFP [27]  providing  a  significance  level  to  the  observed

changes on each gene. Now, one can decide how large a PFP would be acceptable and

extend the list of accepted genes up to the gene with this qg value. 

Thus, RP method offers reliable results in highly noisy data. This approach is powerful

for  identifying  biologically  relevant  expression  changes  and  can  lead  to  a  sharp

reduction in the number of replicate experiments needed to obtain reproducible results.

1.3.1.2 Define pathways differentially  activated and cell-specific  gene signature  by

Gene-set enrichment analysis

Typically,   the  strategies  for  gene  expression  analysis  are  focused  on identifying

individual  genes  that  vary   significantly  between  two states  of  interest.  Although

useful, these methods fail to detect biological processes, such as metabolic pathways,

transcriptional  programs, and  stress  responses,  that  are  distributed  across  an  entire

network of genes and subtle at the level of individual genes. Gene Set Enrichment

Analysis (GSEA) is a powerful analytical method for interpreting gene expression data

[28]. This method allows to define the sets of genes that are combinatorially selected

by exogenous and endogenous environmental changes and are associated to a complex

polygenetic  phenotypes  (stage  of  differentiation,  disease  state,  responsiveness  to

exogenous perturbations, ...) or cellular process (gene signature) and determine if they

are  over-expressed  in  one  of  the  states  of  interest  [29].  This  approach  requires  a

combination of analytical methods and high performance experimental for identifying

related sets of genes (e.g. genes in pathways or functional classifications) associated

with phenotypic changes. Identification generally means the determination of which
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genes sets among a known collection are related or the

discovery of gene sets that were not previously known to be related [30].

Figure 3. GSEA: The input of a GSEA are a predefined list of genes extracted from a gene set database or

build based on the case of study and at least two gene expression profiles that will be compared. GSEA

compares the  gene  expression  profiles  (by  FC,  correlation,  signal  to  noise,  ….),  ranks  it  and  finally

determines if the genes defined in the list are mainly grouped in the top of the list (over-expressed in one

group), in the bottom (over-expressed in the other group) or randomly distributed (the list of genes is not

differentially expressed). As is represented in the figure, this is quantitatively evaluated by defining an

enrichment score (ES) that is calculated  based on a weighted Kolmogorov Smirnov (WKS) test.

Gene-set enrichment analysis uses as input a predefined list of genes extracted from a

gene set database or build based on the case of study and at least two gene expression

profiles that  will  be compared (Figure 3A).   Briefly,  the work-flow consists  of  the

following steps: 

(i)  rank all  genes by the magnitudes of their  differential  expression and select  a

window in the ranked list, i.e. a contiguous run of some number of genes starting at

any rank
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(ii)  define an enrichment  score  (ES)  based on a  weighted Kolmogorov Smirnov

(WKS) test that is defined by the following expression:

        (4) 

     Where:    (5)

                  ; here    (6)

NH is the total amount of genes. The exponent p controls the weight of each step,

then if p=0 the        analysis is reduced to a standard Kolmogorov Smirnov analysis.

if  p=1,  the  analysis  weights  the  genes  by  the  magnitude  of  their  differential

expression (it can be higher than 1). This equation measures the  difference between

the number of genes in a pre-specified gene set that are observed in the window, and

the number of occurrences if the genes in the set were uniformly distributed in the

list. The ES is normalized for each gene set to account for the size of the set,

 yielding a normalized enrichment score (NES).

(iii) simulate a background distribution of the enrichment score by shuffling samples

and estimate the statistical significance of the gene set [31]

(iv) repeat  steps i–iii  for all pre-specified gene sets (hypotheses) and for various

window sizes

(v) correct for multiple hypotheses testing.

Thus, for a given gene list L and based on the list of genes based on their differential

expression M, the method calculates an enrichment score that reflects the degree to

which a set L is over-represented at the extremes (top or bottom) of the entire ranked

list  M  (Figure  3B).  Thus,  GSEA approach  allows  to  determine  altered  metabolic

pathways and processes by using predefined gene sets or discover new processes and

gene cross-correlations  by defining case specific  gene subsets (gene signatures).  In

addition, this method can be applied to other data sets such as proteomics, genotyping

information, or metabolite profiles [32].
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1.3.1.3 Gene expression interdependency discovery by correlation analysis

Correlation analysis are focused on the study of a broad class of statistical relationships

involving dependence between two random variables or two sets of data (correlation

does  not  imply  causation).  Correlations  are  useful  because  they  can  indicate  a

predictive relationship that can be exploited in practice. The most familiar measure of

dependence  between  two  quantities  is  the  Pearson  product-moment  correlation

coefficient,  or  simply  "correlation  coefficient"  [33].  This  coefficient  is  defined  as

follows:

     (7)

Here Xi and Yi are the  ith measurement of the random variables X and Y along n

samples where i = 1, 2, ..., n,  , Sx and , Sy are the mean value and the standard

deviation  of  the  variables  X and  Y respectively  and  are  defined  by  the  following

expressions:,

  , and     (8)

The equation 7 represents a symmetric function with values between -1 and 1. In cases

that exist  a perfect  direct  (increasing) linear relationship or correlation between the

variables the correlation is  +1,  inversely,  the correlation is  -1 when exist  a perfect

decreasing  (inverse)  linear  relationship  (anticorrelation),  the  intermediate  values

indicate  different  degrees  of  linear  dependence  between  the  variables  finally  as  it

approaches zero there is less of a relationship (closer to uncorrelated)[34]. Thus, the

closer the  coefficient  is  to  either  −1 or  1,  the stronger  the correlation between the

variables. The degree of dependence between variables X and Y does not depend on the

scale on which the variables are expressed. Thus, having a set of samples that represent

the gene expression levels in a time course, the exposure to different concentrations of

a certain compound (i.e.  drug,  ROS levels,  ...),  stages  of a process (i.e.  metastatic
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progression),  …,  we  can  determine  the  correlation  or  anticorrelation  of  the  same

variable along the different samples or how the correlations between variables evolve

in a time course series samples.  By determining the correlation between  n random

variables X1, ..., Xn of a given set of samples we can construct a n×n correlation matrix

whose i,j entry is corr(Xi,Xj). This matrix is symmetric because the correlation between

Xi and Xj is the same as the correlation between Xj and Xi. The information extracted

from these matrix can be represented graphically in an interaction graph in which the

nodes  represents  the  biological  components  (genes,  proteins,  …)  and  the  rows

connecting the nodes the degree of correlation between them (Bayesian networks).

1.3.2 Model-driven approaches

As was exposed previously,  data-driven methods are extremely efficients to extract

knowledge  from  a  massive  amount  of  data.  However,  in  some  situations  these

approaches are not suitable to analyze biological phenomena. For example, the amount

of experimental data required to determine patterns, correlations and mechanisms are

not  available  or  simply,  it  is  necessary  to  add new knowledge  extracted  from the

literature in order to constraint the space of solutions to be analyzed. Typically, this

information  is  introduced  in  the  form  of  models.  A model  is  an  abstraction  of  a

biological  system  representing  the  interactions  and  interdependencies  between  the

components of a given system (metabolites, genes, proteins, etc.). 

These  models  can  be  represented  in  the  form  of  graphs,  nevertheless,  these

representations are not precise, usually cannot represent all the dynamic behavior of

the biological systems and are useless to handle large networks. On the other hand,

computational  models  provide  a  precise  mathematical  representation  of  knowledge

allowing  to  interpret  and  evaluate  measured  data,  analyze  system’s  behavior  (e.g.

identify important parts for a particular behavior, etc.), generate and test hypothesis.

Additionally, these computational tools allow us to improve the consistency between

model and data in an iterative fashion [35-37]. Consequently, mathematical modeling

has become an essential tool for the comprehensive understanding of cell metabolism
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and its interactions with the environmental and process conditions. 

There exist a large variety of mathematical models to represents different aspects of the

cellular  metabolism. However,  since among the main omic technologies,  fluxomics

provides  a  better  representation  of  the  phenotypes,  those  models  that  represents

somehow the metabolic processes  occurring within the cell,  are  specially  useful  to

study the aberrant metabolic adaptations in diseases with strong metabolic components

such as cancer or chronic diseases [12]. 

Thus, the metabolism can be studied through models representing a specific metabolic

pathway,  a  whole  metabolic  network  or  a  gene  regulatory  network  regulating  the

metabolism (e.g. by the up or down-regulation of key enzymes). 

Following are briefly summarized some of the most relevant model-driven approaches

to study the metabolism:  

1.3.2.1 Kinetic modeling &   13  C Fluxomics

Biological  systems are  not  static  entities.  They change over  time in  response  to  a

variety  of  perturbations.  Kinetic  modeling  methods  are  aimed  to  integrate  the

corresponding  data  sets,  allowing  one  to  infer  the  kinetics  and  dynamics  of  the

reactions between all the chemical entities  in a cell [38]. 

By this computational tool one can represent a metabolic network that incorporates the

stoichiometry and thermodynamic of the system (direction of metabolic reactions) and

a detailed knowledge of the enzyme regulation, kinetic rate laws and their associated

parameter values to formulate kinetic models that can accurately capture the dynamic

responses of the metabolic networks [39]. 

The  mathematical  formalization  is  performed  by  representing  the  metabolic

concentrations in a system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) that can be solved

by Flux Balance Analysis (FBA). 

Thus, the concentration of the ith metabolite in the model is described by a variable S i.

As a result of mass balances (no matter can appear or disappear), the change of this

variable over time (dSi/dt) is given by the sum of the rates of the enzymes synthesizing

the metabolite minus the sum of the rates of the enzymes utilizing the metabolite as is
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expressed in the following equation:

   (12)

Here Rinput and Routput are the set of reactions in which the ith metabolite is a product or

a substrate respectively. In kinetic modeling approaches, the rate of each enzymatic

reaction can be described by kinetic law equations, the following equation represents

an example  of  a  Michaelis-Menten  kinetic  equation that  is  one of  the  best-known

models of enzyme kinetics:

   (13)

The  equation  above  represents  the  mth  reaction  that  uses  the  ith  metabolite  as

substrate. Here Si is the concentration of the ith metabolite that is a substrate of the

reaction, Vmax and Km are the kinetic parameters of the equation, the first represents the

maximum  rate  achieved  by  the  system,  at  maximum  (saturating)  substrate

concentrations and Km is the substrate concentration at which the reaction rate is half of

Vmax.  

This  process  yields  a  system  of  ODEs  in  which  dS i/dt  is  on  one  side  and  the

metabolite-dependent rate laws are on the other side of the equations. With this system

of differential equation, the metabolic network can be simulated, and by solving the

system of ODEs the steady state can be calculated,  in which all  reaction rates and

metabolite concentrations are constant. The figure 4 illustrates this process.
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Figure 4: Kinetic metabolic model. A: Toy network representing a metabolic process in which the nodes

are the metabolites involved in the process and the arrows the biochemical reactions that transform the

substrates in to the final products.  Metabolite S1 is  imported into the toy network by reaction R1,  the

reaction R2 produces two molecules  of  S2 from 1 molecule  of  S1,  finally the reaction R3 exports  the

metabolite S2 outside the network. B: Equations describing the metabolic fluxes; V1 is the flux of reaction

R1 and represents a linear equation that depends on the kinetic parameter k 1, V2 is the flux of reaction R2

that is based on a  Michaelis-Menten kinetic equation finally V3 represents the metabolic flux through

reaction R3  it is based on a linear equation that depends on the kinetic parameter k3 and the concentration

of the metabolite S3. C: kinetic parameter that determine the metabolic fluxes trough the reaction in the

network.  D: System of ODE's that summarizes the kinetic information from B and the stoichiometric and

thermodynamic information embed into the metabolic  network.  This  system of  ODE's determines the

metabolic  concentrations  of  the  metabolites  S1  and  S2.   E:  Transforming  the  system of  ODE's  to  a

stoichiometric matrix  regarding  defines the concentrations. 
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Figure 4 shows how to express the information embed into a metabolic network and

the kinetic law equations into a system of ODE's and finally in a stoichiometric matrix

that can capture the dynamics of the metabolism. Based on the kinetic laws governing

the metabolic fluxes through the reactions (Fig 4B and 4C) and the stoichiometric and

thermodynamic information embedded in the network one can construct a system of

ODE's that defines how the metabolic concentrations varies along the time (Fig 4D).

This system of ODE's can be represented in the form of stoichiometric matrix (S) (Fig

4E).  This  matrix  contains  the  stoichiometric  relation  between  the  metabolites  and

reactions, this matrix is multiplied by the flux matrix (v) that contains the metabolic

fluxes that are function of the kinetic parameters. If we are analyzing the system at

steady state, then S x v = 0 because, by definition, the metabolic concentrations don't

vary.  This  method is  widely  used  in  systems biology  existing  a  large  number  of

softwares developed to simulate biological networks based on kinetic models [40] .

In  order  to  improve  the  predictive  capabilities  of  classical  kinetic  modeling,  new

approaches has been developed to incorporate experimental measurements that allows

a better understanding of systems dynamics. Stable isotope tracing using [1,2-  13C]-

glucose as a source of carbon, has been described as a very powerful tool for metabolic

flux profiling [41-46]. The metabolite labeling proceeds during cell incubation with

substrates contained stable isotope tracer, usually  13C. The specific pattern of various
13C isotopic  isomers  (isotopomers)  fractions  measured  using  mass  spectrometry  or

nuclear  magnetic  resonance  techniques  characterized  the  distribution  of  metabolic

fluxes in the cells under the studied conditions. To evaluate the flux distribution from

measured  isotopomer  distribution  special  software  tools  are  necessary,  therefore

various  tools  were  created  for  this  purpose  [47].  Thus,  simulating  isotopic  isomer

(isotopomer or isotopologue) distributions allows a more in-deep analysis of the kinetic

and regulatory characteristics of metabolome. 

However,  for  a  long  time,  the  detailed  analysis  of  isotopomer  distribution  was

restricted to isotopic steady state [48]. The analysis of metabolic fluxes not restricted

by isotopic steady state is very important even if in the experiment metabolic fluxes do
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not change; although intracellular metabolites could reach steady state in a range of

minutes,  the  existence  of  intracellular stores,  such  as  glycogen,  which  intensively

exchange with intermediates of central carbohydrate metabolism, essentially delay the

time necessary for establishing isotopic steady state. Amino acids and lipids are also

linked with central  metabolism and could prolongate the pre-steady state phase for

isotopomers. These internal stores and external metabolites could be far from isotopic

steady  state  during  hours  of  labeling  experiment.  Of  course, always  there  is  a

possibility of measuring the labeling of such stores and apply classical 13C-FBA for the

“fast” intermediates of central metabolism considering that they are in quasi-steady

state.  However,  the simulation and comparison with experiment the time course of

such “slow” variables provides additional restrictions that helps to evaluate the fluxes.

Moreover, there is another reason for using non-stationary analysis based on a kinetic

model of considered pathways: it has a potency to perform a more profound analysis of

kinetic characteristics and regulation in the pathway, if experimental data are sufficient

for that. Such advantages stimulated the development of other bioinformatic tools for

non-stationary flux analysis [49]. Thus, the isotopic non-steady state analysis, can be

used for the study of cellular metabolism under normal conditions as well as under the

conditions of stress or pathology. The tools applicable for analysis of non-steady state

conditions appeared relatively recently.  Then, for example,  the software Isodyn has

been  developed to  perform  13C non-stationary  flux  analysis  [49,50].  This  software

simulates 13C redistribution in metabolites by automatically constructing and solving

large systems of differential equations for isotopomers. The basis of Isodyn is a kinetic

model  of  metabolic  pathway.  Such a  model  simulates  the  metabolic  fluxes,  which

transfer the  13C label  from substrates,  externally  supplied,  to  the  intermediates  and

products of cellular metabolism. Using the metabolic fluxes simulated by the kinetic

model specific module of Isodyn simulates the distribution of label, which could be

compared with experimental distribution. By adjusting the parameters of kinetic model

to  fit  experimental  label  distribution Isodyn defines  the  characteristics  of analyzed

metabolic pathway. This methodology allows to simulate the metabolic fluxes, which

transfer the  13C label  from substrates,  externally  supplied,  to  the  intermediates  and
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products of cellular metabolism. Currently, the stable isotope tracing of metabolites has

been used to identify the adaptive changes of fluxes in human in normal and diseased

states [51], in isolated cells [52], cancer cell cultures [53], and organisms such as fungi

[54], yeast [54,55], etc. 

Deterministic, ODE-based enzyme-kinetic models have the longest history in the area

of metabolic pathway modeling. These approaches and specially those that permit to

perform non-stacionary 13C-FBA offer a highly curated representation of the metabolic

and regulatory processes and are able to predict specific metabolic fluxes with a high

precession. However, the local complexity of kinetic models leads to the fact that for

reasons of feasibility usually single pathways or even just some reactions are modeled.

These facts restrict the kinetic models to a relatively small size networks, being able to

describe small  metabolic  networks with high precision but  not  large networks like

GSMM.

  

1.3.2.2 Constraint-based methods & Genome-scale Metabolic Models

Genome-scale Metabolic Models (GSMMs) are emerging as a potential  solution to

decipher the molecular mechanisms underlying a variety of metabolic diseases such as

cancer  or  diabetes  in  the  context  of  systems  biology  [56].  GSMMs  represent  the

metabolic reaction complement encoded by an organism’s genome. These models are

built  based  on  the  literature  and  databases  and  enable  to  summarize  and  codify

information known about the metabolism of an organism. 

Recent reconstructions of human metabolism such as Recon1 [57], Edinburg Human

Metabolic  Network  (EHMN)  [58]  or  the  most  recent  reconstructions  of  human

metabolism, Recon2 [59] are widely used to study the mechanism of diseases with a

strong metabolic component, such as cancer or diabetes [60-63]. This systems biology

tool  enables  the  mathematical  representation  of  bio-transformations  and  metabolic

processes  occurring  within  the  organism  and  offers  an  appropriate  framework  to

integrate  the  increasing  amount  of  “omic”  data  generated  by  the  different  high-

throughput technologies. The transformation into a mathematical formulation is mostly
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driven by constraint-based modeling (CBM) [64] and allows the systematic simulation

of different phenotypes, environmental conditions, gene deletion, etc. This approach

allows modeling the complexity of cancer metabolism and tackling more problematic

biological questions such as the role of metabolism in cancer disease [1].

Genome-scale  constraint-based  metabolic  models  have  been  used  for  a  variety  of

applications,  involving  studies  on  evolution  [65],  metabolic  engineering  [66-68],

genome annotation [69] or drug discovery [2] with a high relevance in cancer research.

Indeed,  GSMMs can  efficiently  capture  the  complexity  of  metabolic  diseases  in  a

holistic manner and permit to improve existing therapies or develop new ones [70]. 

GSMMs  include  stoichiometric  details  for  the  set  of  known  reactions  in  a  given

organism. These large scale metabolic models require computational  methods to be

qualitatively analyzed. 

Traditionally, approaches based on ordinary differential equation have been used for

characterization of dynamic cell states. However, this full-scale dynamic modeling is

frequently  infeasible  for  large  scale  networks  because  of  a  paucity  of  necessary

parameter values. Constraint-based methods (CBM) permit the analysis of large-scale

biochemical systems under conditions where kinetic parameters need not be defined

(steady state). Genome-scale constraint-based metabolic models can be used to predict

or  describe  cellular  behaviors,  such  as  growth  rates,  uptake/secretion  rate  or

intracellular fluxes [64]. Flux Balance Analysis (FBA) is one of the most widely used

CBM for the study of biochemical networks. Unlike FBA in kinetic modeling where

the variables were the kinetic parameters, here the variables used in FBA include the

fluxes  through  transport  and  metabolic  reactions  and  model  parameters  include

reaction stoichiometry,  biomass  composition,  ATP requirements,  and the upper  and

lower bounds for individual fluxes which define the maximum and minimum allowable

fluxes of the reactions. 

The first step in FBA is the mathematical representation of the metabolic reactions in

the  form  of  a  numerical  matrix,  with  stoichiometric  coefficients  of  each  reaction

(stoichiometric matrix), where the metabolites are represented in rows and reactions in

columns. FBA employs mass actions formalism for the mathematical representation of
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the metabolic networks: dC/Dt=S.v., where v and C are vectors of reaction fluxes and

metabolite  concentration  respectively,  t  is  time  and  S  is  the  stoichiometric  matrix

[Figure 5A]. Next step is to impose constraints to the metabolic network. Constraints

are  fundamentally  represented  in  two  ways:  i)  steady-state  mass-balance  imposes

constraints on stoichiometry and network topology on the metabolic fluxes through the

network. Additionally, steady state assumption also imposes constraints that narrow the

space  of  solutions.  By  definition,  the  change  in  the  concentration  of  a  certain

metabolite  over  time  at  steady state  is  0:  dC/Dt=0,  thus: S.v=0. These constraints

ensure that for each metabolite in the network the net production rate equals the net

consumption rate and ii) inequalities that impose bounds on the system: every reaction

can also be given upper and lower bounds. These restrictions are based on measured

rates (e.g. metabolite uptake/secretion rates) or reaction reversibility (e.g. irreversible

fluxes have a zero lower bound) and are used to define the environmental conditions in

a given simulation such as nutrient or O2 availability that can be related with a specific

tumor microenvironment or stages in the tumor progression. Finally it is necessary to

define a phenotype in the form of a biological objective that is relevant to the problem

being  studied  (objective  function).  Typically,  objective  functions  are  related  with

growth  rate  prediction.  GSMMs  define  this  phenotype  by  an  artificial  biomass

production reaction, that is, the rate at which metabolic compounds are converted into

biomass constituents (nucleic acids, lipid, proteins, etc.). The biomass reaction is based

on  experimental  measurements  of  biomass  composition  and  is  unique  for  each

organism or cell type. Thus, an objective function could be the maximization of growth

rate that can be accomplished by calculating the set of metabolic fluxes that result in

the maximum flux through biomass production reaction. Since the uncontrolled cell

growth is the basis of tumor progression, this approach is widely used in the simulation

of cancer cell metabolism. The objective function can be adapted to the specific cell

type or organism, however the objective that better defines our case of study is not

always obvious, especially in multicellular organisms [71].

Taken together, the mathematical representation of the metabolic reactions and of the

objective function,  is  defined as  a  system of  linear  equations  that  are  solved by a
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number of  algorithms and software developed for  this  purpose [72].  Predictions of

values for these fluxes are obtained by optimizing for an objective function,  while

simultaneously satisfying constraint specifications.

GSMMs offer an advantageous platform for the integration of omic data (e.g. ref [73])

[Figure  5B].  In  this  framework  cellular  and  molecular  phenotypes  are  simulated

allowing the development of biological  hypotheses and discoveries [74]. Metabolic

reconstruction of the human metabolism have been successfully used for a variety of

analyses  of  omic  data,  including  applications  in  data  visualization  [75],  deducing

regulatory rules [76], network medicine [77], constructing tissue-specific models [78]

or multi-cellular modeling [79]. Thus, omic data can be used to further constrain the

non-uniqueness of constraint-based solutions space and thereby enhance the precision

and accuracy of model prediction [74] [Figure 5A-C]. To achieve this aim a number of

FBA-driven algorithms that  integrate omic data into GSMMs have been developed

[62,76,78,80-88].  It  has  enabled  to  gain  further  biological  and  mechanistic

understanding of how cancer benefits from metabolic modifications [1]. This model-

driven approach allows the discovery of potential biomarkers and drug targets [62,89].

The identification of new biomarkers is of major importance to biomedical research for

early  diagnosis  and  monitoring  treatments  efficiently.  The  identification  of  cancer

biomarkers is possible due to aberrant metabolism of tumors that alters the profile of

absorption and nutrients secretion. 

Omic data of clinical samples (mainly transcriptomics data) can be used to infer the

exchange rates of different metabolites for each individual sample via GSMM analysis

(alterations in exchange reactions in the model).  

Thus, those metabolites that significantly differ between two clinical groups in their

exchange  rates  are  then  considered  as  potential  biomarkers.  However,  this  task  is

especially challenging in the case of cancer due to metabolic abnormalities resulting

from  complex  and  elaborate  genetic  and  epigenetic  alterations  that  modify  the

expression of a variety of cancer-associated isoenzymes. 

In order to determine potential biomarkers in cancer, several computational approaches

has been developed. For example metabolic phenotypic analysis (MPA) method uses
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GPR association to integrate transcriptomics and proteomics data within a GSMM to

infer metabolic phenotypes [63]. 

MPA was used to  study breast  cancer  metabolism and predict  potential  biomarker.

These  predictions  that  include  amino  acid  and  choline-containing  metabolites  are

supported by a number of experimental evidences [90]. Another recently developed

algorithm is mCADRE which has been used to systematically simulate the metabolic

function of 26 cancer cell types (among other cell types) [61]. This algorithm has been

able to identify several pathways such as folate metabolism, eicosanoid metabolism,

fatty  acid  activation  and  nucleotide  metabolism  that  are  enriched  in  tumor  tissue

compared to their corresponding normal tissue. 

Many enzymes involved in these pathways are already used as chemotherapy targets.

Other approaches such as flux variability analysis [91] or sampling analysis [92] are

also suitable to predict metabolic biomarker candidates by integrating omic data into a

GSMM.  The novel drug discovery is based on the abnormalities existing in various

reactions/pathways  of  cancer  metabolism.  These  differences  can  be  used  as  drug

targets  to  attack  specific  weaknesses  of  the  tumor  and  hence  compromising  its

viability, but not that of non-cancerous cells [93]. For example INIT method [62] was

used to identify characteristic metabolic features of cancer cells by inferring the active

metabolic network of 16 different cancer types and compare them with the healthy cell

types where they come from. These metabolic differences may play an important role

in proliferation of cancer cells and could be potential drug targets. This method found

significant differences in polyamines metabolism, the isoprenoid biosynthesis and the

prostaglandins and leukotrienes pathways in cancer cells compared with healthy cells. 

Some of the reactions that were found that have different activity in cancer cell, are

already used in the clinical practice as therapeutic targets [94,95]. 

Based on the rationale that the differences between normal and tumoral cells can be

potential therapeutic targets, several approaches have been developed, that considers

different aspects of cancer metabolism for the discovery of new drug targets:

-Antimetabolite: One of the most common anticancer drugs are antimetabolites.  An

antimetabolite is structurally similar to a certain metabolite but it cannot be used to
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produce any physiologically important  molecule.  Antimetabolite-based drugs act  on

key enzymes preventing the use of endogenous metabolites, resulting in the disruption

of  the  robustness  of  cancer  cells  and reduction or  suppression of  cell  growth.  For

example,  antimetabolites  such  as  antifolates  or  antipurines  mimic  folic  acid  and

purines [96]. GSMMs approach can be used to systematically simulate the effect of

potential antimetabolites in cancer research. To achieve this, methods such as tINIT

(Task-driven  Integrative  Network  Inference  for  Tissues)  algorithm  have  been

developed [70]. This method has been used to i) reconstruct personalized GSMMs for

six  Hepatocellular  carcinoma  patients  based  on  proteomics  data  and  the  Human

Metabolic Reaction database [62] and ii) identify anticancer drugs that are structural

analogs to targeted metabolites (antimetabolites). tINIT algorithm was able to identify

101  antimetabolites,  22  of  which  are  already  used   in  cancer  therapies  and  the

remaining can be considered as new potential anticancer drugs.

-Synthetic lethal: The genetic lesions occurring in cancer not only promote oncogenic

state but are also associated with dependencies that are specific to these lesions and

absent in non-cancer cells. Two genes are considered “synthetic lethal” if the isolated

mutation  on  either  of  them is  compatible  with  the  cell  viability  but  simultaneous

mutation  is  lethal  [97].  Analogously,  two  genes  are  considered  to  interact  in  a

“synthetic sick” fashion, if simultaneous mutation reduces cell fitness below a certain

threshold without being lethal [97]. Enzymes encoded by genes that are in synthetic

lethal or sick interactions with known, non-druggable cancer-driving mutations can be

potential anti-cancer drug targets. This approach has two main advantages: first, we

can indirectly target non-druggable cancer-promoting lesions by inhibiting druggable

synthetic  lethal  interactors  and  secondly  we  can  achieve  a  high  selectivity  by

exploiting true synthetic lethal interactions for anti-cancer therapy. This is especially

remarkable in the case of cancer-specific isoenzymes which are emerging as one of the

most  promising anti-cancer drug targets.  GSMMs provide an excellent  tool  for the

systematic  simulation  of  specific  pairs  of  gene  knock-out  (KO)  to  unveil  those

combinations  that  compromise  the  viability  of  cancer  cells  (synthetic  lethal).  By

definition, gene KO is simulated by giving value zero to gene expression and the effect
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of  gene deletion is  transferred to  the metabolic  reaction level  by GPR association.

Thus, for instance, the flux through a reaction that is associated only to one knocked-

out gene would be zero. If the reaction is catalyzed by isoenzymes or complexes, the

effect of a gene deletion is more complex. However, predicting the metabolic state of a

cell after a gene KO is a challenging task because after the gene knock-out the system

evolves into a new steady-state that tends to be as close as possible to the original

steady-state  [98].  To  overcome  these  difficulties  several  algorithms  have  been

developed.  For  example,  MOMA algorithm minimizes  the  euclidean  norm of  flux

differences between metabolic states of the knock-out compared with the wild type

[99]. ROOM method minimizes the total number of significant flux changes from the

wild type flux distribution [99]. In other words, MOMA minimizes the changes in the

overall flux distribution while ROOM minimizes the number of fluxes to be modified

after  the  gene  knock-out  [Fig.  3D].  As  an  example  of  employing  the  concept  of

synthetic lethality in cancer, a GSMM approach has been used to develop a genome

scale network model  of cancer metabolism [89]. The model  predicted 52 cytostatic

drug  targets  (40%  of  which  were  known)  and  further  predicted  combinations  of

synthetic  lethal  drug  targets  those  that  were  validated  using  NCI-60  cancer  cell

collection. In a remarkable example, synthetic lethality between Haem-oxygenase and

fumarate-hydratase  was  predicted  by  the  GSMM  approach  and  was  also

experimentally validated [100]. The number and the quality of these predictions prove

the capabilities of this approach to identify synthetic lethal pairs of genes as potential

novel drug target in cancer.  
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Figure  5:  A.  Genome -scale  Metabolic  Models  (GSMMs) analysis  by  Flux Balance  Analysis  (FBA)

assuming steady state (ss) B. GSMMs can be used as a platform to integrate and combine omic data from

multiple layers. In these models, metabolomics data can be associated with metabolites, while genomics,

transcriptomics, proteomics can be associated with metabolic reactions, these associations are established

through gene-protein-reaction associations (GPR). The phenotypic assays can constrain properties of the

network such as growth rate under certain experimental conditions C.  By integrating omic data into a

GSMM we can determine either  tumor-specific  biomarkers  or  anticancer  drug-targets  and reconstruct

cancer-specific  GSMM D.  Cancer-specific  reconstructions  can  be  used  to  determine  synthetic  lethals

specific for each cancer type for which the non-tumor cells are insensitive (ROOM and MOMA methods),

Additionally if  we reconstruct an initial  GSMM describing metastatic phenotype and a target  GSMM

describing  non-metastatic  phenotype  we  can  determine  the  actors  that  would  permit  to  revert  the

metastatic phenotype into a non-metastatic one (Metabolic transformation algorithm).

1.3.2.3 Discrete modeling & Gene-regulatory networks

An increasing number of evidences point the fact that there is no one-to-one mapping

between the genotype and the phenotype [101]. In order to elucidate the fundamental

principles that govern how genomic information translates into organism complexity, is

necessary to overcome the current habit of ad hoc explanations and instead embrace

novel holistic approaches that involve computer modeling. Most modeling approaches

aim at recreating a living system via computer simulation, by including as much details

as possible. In contrast, boolean and discrete network models represent an abstraction

and a coarse-graining of a network, such that it can serve as a simple, efficient tool for

the extraction of the very basic design principles of molecular regulatory networks

(such as a gene regulatory network (GRN) or a signaling pathway), without having to

deal with all the biochemical details [35,102]. Typically, the mathematical description

of  GRN using   discrete  modeling  approach  is  based  on  the  asynchronous  logical

description proposed by R. Thomas [103].  This approach allows a semi-qualitative
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analysis of complex biological networks that  describes the dynamics of the system

[104]. GRN are often represented in the form of an interaction graph, where nodes

represent  genes and arrows represent  interactions between genes.  The mathematical

equations expressing these relationships are represented in the form of focal equations

in  the  figure  6.b.  These  equations  determine  the  trend  towards  which  each  node

evolves depending of the current state of the network.

Figure 6: Interaction graph. A: The figure illustrates a network with two genes represented as node “a” and

“b” and the interactions are represented by arrows where + and - represents activations and inhibitions

respectively and the number represents the thresholds above which the interaction is active (i.e. a activates

b when a is above threshold 1). The concentrations take discrete values, each one representing an interval

between two consecutive thresholds. Then, taking for instance the node a (that can represent whether a

protein or a transcript) if its logical variable x a=0 then the concentration of “a” is bellow the threshold θ1
a ,

whereas xa=1 means that the concentration of “a” is higher than (or equal to) θ 1
a. Here the threshold θ1

a

determines  the  minimum amount  of  “a”  necessary  to  activate  b.  B:  Focal  equations  relating  a  state

characterized by the vector of protein concentrations [xa,xb]and its focal state [Xa,Xb].

Thus  these  equations  defines  the  dynamic  behavior  of  the  network  that  can  be

represented as a state in a transition graph. This graphical representation shows how

the network goes from one state to the next  depending on its structure. Each state of

the  network  is  represented by  a  vector  of  protein  concentrations  that  take discrete

values representing the interval between two consecutive thresholds. These states are

represented in figure 7 where the arrows are the transition between each state and its

possible successors. 
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Figure 7: Transition graph. A: Transition graphs G1,...,G6 of the instantiated models satisfying consistency

e(Ce). Ce is the set of (b) observability and (c) additivity constraints for the example in figure 6

A specific attractor value called focal state ,[X1,...,Xn], is associated to a given state S.

It represents the expression levels toward which the genes tend to evolve. A successor

of S in the graph,S'=[x'1,...,x'n], is deduced by comparing the value of a logical variable

with that of its focal state. The transition of S to S' is assumed to be asynchronous, in
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the sense that at most one logical variable xi is updated at a time. If the variable xi is

updated, the formal relationship between these states is expressed as follows: x' i=xi  +1

if Xi >x i and x'i=xi −1 if Xi <x'i . If no logical variable xi is updated then the focal state

of S is equal to S and S is its own successor: it is said steady (or stationary). 

The  focal  state  value  Xi of  gene  I  depends  on  the  state  S  of  the  network  and in

particular, on a set of conditions regarding the presence or absence of activators and

inhibitors of gene I . For the simple example in Fig. 6, the focal state value Xa of gene a

depends on the influence of B on a, that is, whether the concentration of B is below

(xb=0) or above its first threshold value. Such interactions are expressed by means of

products of step functions of the form: 

 if  else 0

 if  else 0

Discrete  network  models  can  help  to  examine  how  gene  regulatory  interactions

generate the coherent, rule-like behavior of a cell – the first level of integration in the

multi-scale complexity of the living organism. Hereby the various cell fates, such as

differentiation,  proliferation  and  apoptosis,  are  treated  as  attractor  states  of  the

network. 

This modeling language allows us to integrate qualitative gene and protein interaction

data to explain a series of hitherto non-intuitive cell behaviors. Thus, discrete modeling

offers  a  solution  to  sort  the  limitations  of  the  current  simplistic  ‘one  gene  -  one

function - one target’ paradigm, allowing to develop of conceptual tools to increase our

understanding of how the intricate interplay of genes gives rise to a global biological

phenotype.
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1.4 Limitations and challenges in the state of the art of computational systems

medicine

In previous sections we have presented a brief introduction to cell metabolism and the

different omics data used in this thesis. We have also overview the state of the art of

some of the most relevant computational approaches in the study of metabolism. In this

thesis  we  have  developed  and  apply  novel  computational  approaches  in  order  to

overcome  the  existing  limitations  of  the  computational  tools  for  the  study  of

metabolism at different levels: i) metabolic pathways , ii) metabolic network and iii)

the cross-talk between metabolic and gene regulatory networks.

We identified important limitations in the computational tools currently used to study

the metabolism in each of the levels mentioned above, these are :  i) computational

approaches based on non-stationary 13C-FBA does not account for the possibility that

metabolite channeling exist in  metabolic pathways ii) metabolic drug-target discovery

based  genome-scale  metabolic  models  (GSMM)  in  cancer  research  is  limited  to

homogeneous cell populations, being tumors heterogeneous ecosystems  iii) the study

of mechanism underlying the behavior of metabolic network from the point of view of

crosstalk  between  metabolic  and  gene  regulatory  networks  is  limited  in  size  and

complexity due the limitations of the current computational approaches. 

As we will describe following, in some cases, these limitations compromise the results

of  the  analysis,  in  others  it  makes  the  analysis  is  unmanageable.  Following  these

challenges are presented in more detail

1.4.1 Limitations and challenges in the determination of metabolite channeling:

glycolytic channeling in hepatocytes as a case of concept

Metabolic pathways are collections of enzyme-mediated reactions. Due the nonlinear

nature of the interactions between enzymes and metabolites, computational methods

are required  to describe their complex and dynamic behavior [105-107]. 

Kinetic metabolic models are widely used in the study of metabolic pathways [108].

This computational approach describes the metabolic reactions at the enzymatic level
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incorporating the kinetic rate laws and their  associated parameter values [109-111],

allowing the study of important behaviors in biological networks such as oscillations

[112,113 ] or bi-stability [114,115]. This approach permits to infer the rate of turnover

of molecules through the metabolic reactions providing information about the activity

state of metabolic pathways.

The integration of stable isotope-labeled precursor of metabolic pathways, mainly 13C-

labeld substrates, is the most commonly used experimental technique to infer internal

metabolic fluxes [12]. These intracellular fluxes cannot be measured directly, but can

be  estimated  through  interpretation  of  stable  isotope  patterns  in  metabolites  using

kinetic  models.  It  is  used to  understand the adaptive  changes of  fluxes  in  various

experimental conditions with evident applications in biomedicine [51]. 13C labeling is

applied to study metabolism in primary cultures [52], cultured cancer cells [53], and

organisms such as fungi [54] or yeast [54,55], but also in vivo studies in animals [116].

Various methods of optimization were developed for metabolic flux estimation from

isotopomer distributions [48]. 

However,  the  existing  tools  were  designed mainly  for  the  evaluation  of  canonical

metabolic pathways without taking into account the specificity of network topology.

Ignoring  the  network  topology,  or  in  other  words  its  compartmental  structure,  can

compromise the results of metabolic flux analysis [117]. Thus, in a compartmentalized

network, the same compound existing in different sub-cellular spaces likely possesses

compartment-specific  13C  signatures,  although  metabolite  extraction  before  mass

spectrometry or nuclear magnetic resonance analysis allows the measurement of an

average  13C-pattern  [19-21].  Compartmentalization  of  cellular  metabolism not  only

appears  as  a  well  known  membrane-separated  organelles,  but  also  as  metabolite

channeling.  A metabolite  is  channeled through a  chain  of  sequential  reactions  if  a

molecule, produced by one of co-localized enzymes, has a higher probability of being

used in the next  reaction than a molecule of the same species produced in another

cellular location. Thus, when the channeled metabolites, although not separated by a

membrane,  have a restricted capacity of mixing with molecules situated out  of  the
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channel.  The  existence  of  such  not  investigated  and  unexpected  compartments

significantly  complicate  the  tracer-based  flux  analysis.  Experimentally,  channeling

could  be  determined  by  the  measurement  of  i)  utilization  of  externally  added

metabolites versus that produced in the chain of consecutive reactions, or ii) diffusion

of intermediates to the outside medium. However, it can be expected that channeling

occur  only  in  intact  cells.  Moreover,  one  cannot  exclude  the  possibility  that  the

metabolic channeling and compartmentalization differ between the cell from various

tissues  and this  can  unlimitedly  multiply the  number  of  experiments  necessary for

defining the structure of metabolism in cells.

The measurements of this phenomenon can be performed by tracing the products from

isotropically labeled substrates. Hardin and Finder [118] showed that the metabolites of

glycolysis downstream of fructose 1,6-bisphosphate are predominantly channeled in

vascular  smooth  muscle  cells  and  likewise,  Cascante  [119]  showed  that  in

permeabilized hepatocytes in the presence of saturating concentrations of fructose 2,6-

bisphosphate  there  is  channeling  in  glycolysis  between  glucose  and  fructose-1,6-

bisphosphate.  These  and  other  similar  studies  using  isotope  tracer  support  the

hypothesis of channeling in glycolysis. In general, when isotope tracers are used, the

restriction of metabolite mixing in intracellular space by channeling could significantly

affect the pattern of isotopic isomer distribution in metabolites. 

The experimental difficulties and the computational limitations exposed above, point

out  the  necessity  to  develop  new  computational  tools  allowing  the  evaluation  of

metabolic topology within the pathways, and specially metabolic channeling due the

existent technical difficulties to be measured. Among the different kinetic modeling

approaches, those based on  dynamic 13C-FBA  are specially suitable for the study of

internal metabolic fluxes [53]. A software based on this approach, such as Isodyn [53],

can be further developed to account for metabolic channeling in order to evaluate and

quantify this phenomenon. This is the basis of the work developed in the first chapter

of this thesis, using as a case of concept the metabolic channeling in hepatocytes. 
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1.4.2 Limitations  and challenges  in  metabolic  drug-target  discovery based on

GSMMs due tumor heterogeneity: prostate cancer as a case of concept

As is discussed above,  GSMMs offer  an excellent  platform for the analysis of  the

aberrant metabolism in diseases with a strong metabolic component such as cancer.

This systems biology tool integrates the complete set of chemical reactions that occur

in living organisms enabling the study of the metabolism  in a holistic manner [69]. 

The abnormalities  of  cancer  metabolism provide a  basis  for  novel  drug  discovery.

These differences can be used as drug target to attack specific weaknesses of the tumor

and hence compromise its viability, but not that of non-cancerous cells [120]. Based on

this rationale several approaches have been developed that consider different aspects of

cancer metabolism for the discovery of new drug targets. A variety of methods and

algorithms has been developed for the systematic evaluation of potential  metabolic

drug  targets  such  as  ROOM  or  MOMA [121].  This  approaches  has  been  applied

successfully  in  a  variety  drug  targeting  discover  analysis  in  the  scope  of  cancer

research  [2,100].  These  studies  has  identified  numerous  single  drug  target  or

combinations  of  metabolic  drug  targets  that  separately  have  no  effect  on  tumor

viability but in combination are lethal (synthetic lethal) [122]

However  these  analysis  usually  considers  tumor  as  a  homogeneous  group  of  non

differentiated cells. This can lead to erroneous conclusions and limits the capability to

estimate potential drug targets. 

The intratumoral heterogeneity confers an extreme flexibility and adaptation capability

to cancer cells that enhances tumor progression and represents a challenge for target-

directed  therapies  [123].  The  intratumoral  heterogeneity  is  driven  by  two  main

processes i) epithelial-mesenchymal-transition, by which epithelial cells gain invasive

properties  and  lose  at  least  part  of  their  epithelial  phenotypes  [124]  and  ii)

mesenchymal-epithelial-transition  by  which  mesenchymal  cells  can  revert  to  an

epithelial gene program displaying strong self-renewal and survival properties [125-

127].
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Then,  for  example,  it  has  been  characterized  two  clonal  subpopulations  of  a  the

prostate cancer cell  line PC-3 presenting opposite cancer stem cell  features in their

phenotypes: PC-3/M (Cancer stem Cell-enriched) and PC-3/S (non-Cancer Stem Cell)

[124].  It  has  been  also  hypothesized  that  these  subpopulations  can  present  a

collaborative relationship, leading to an enhanced tumor malignancy  [127]. 

Tumor heterogeneity  represents a hurdle that must be overcome in order to develop

new  and  more  efficient  anti-cancer  therapies.  Better  understanding  of  how  tumor

heterogeneity  protects  cancer  cells  is  imperative  to  design  new therapies  aimed at

targeting this tumor-protective niche [128,129]. 

The study of the metabolism in heterogeneous cellular populations to identify potential

drug  targets  must  be   overcome from an  holistic  perspective  by  developing  novel

computational approaches based on GSMMs. This is rationale has motivated the work

that is explained in detail in chapter 2. 

1.4.3  Limitations  and  challenges  integrating  probabilistic  and  deterministic

approaches  to  study  the  crosstalk  between  GRN  and  metabolism:  abnormal

adaptation to training in COPD patients as a case of concept

Systems medicine aims to explain physiology, development, and pathology based on

modular  networks of  expression,  interaction,  regulation,  and metabolism [130,131].

Gene  regulatory  networks  (GRNs)  control  the  adaptation  to  environmental

perturbations  via  cell  type-specific  gene  expression  and  interactions  between

transcription factors (TFs) and regulatory promoter regions [132]. These mechanisms

may affect the metabolic network by regulating the activity of key enzymes. One of the

major challenges in systems medicine is the study of the crosstalk between metabolic

and  gene  regulatory  networks  and  its  role  in  cellular  response  to  environmental

conditions and external perturbations [133]. This is especially crucial in the case of

multi-factorial diseases, in which multiple regulatory mechanisms lead the cell to an

aberrant metabolism and abnormal adaptation to environment conditions.
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In this sense Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is affected by a variety of

factors leading to alterations in lung function such as expiratory flow limitation (low

forced expiratory volume during the first second, FEV1) and abnormal pulmonary gas

exchange (arterial hypoxemia) [134]. This disease, is a prevalent chronic condition in

approximately 9% of the adult  population above 45 years  (Vestbo J GOLD 2013),

imposing a high burden on health systems worldwide being the third leading cause of

death  in  the  United  States  [135].  Skeletal  muscle  dysfunction  is  a  characteristic

systemic effect of the disease that affects approximately one-third of patients [136]. It

has a multi-factorial nature [136], but it is acknowledged that high reactive oxygen

species  (ROS)  generation  in  the  mitochondrial  electronic  chain  (EC),  as  well  as

nitroso-redox disequilibrium, are likely play a relevant  role in both pulmonary and

systemic manifestations  of  the  disease  affecting the GRN [137].  Moreover,  altered

skeletal  muscle redox status plays a central  role  in the  abnormal adaptive changes

observed in COPD patients after endurance training [138]. It has been hypothesized

that  the  systemic  effects  of  the  disease  might  share  abnormal  regulation  of  key

metabolic  pathways  [139].  Thus,  the  state  of  the  mitochondrial  EC  depends  on

carbohydrate metabolism and transport of adenine nucleotides, which, in turn, depends

on the mitochondria-cytoskeleton interactions. All these factors can have a functional

impact  on  the  respiratory  chain  and  on  mitochondrial  ROS  production  through

complex III [140].

A large number of data-driven approaches has been applied in the study of COPD

[141,142].  An  example  of  this  approaches  are  Bayesian  networks  based  statistical

analysis such as correlation analysis [143]. These approaches although being able to

study causalities and give a rough idea of the processes associated with a given disease,

are not  suitable to study the dynamic of complex mechanisms.  On the other hand,

mechanistic  models  approaches  including  kinetic  models  are  based  on  a  detailed

representation  of  the  system  and  their  parameters.  This  approaches  are  frequently

infeasible for large scale and highly interconnected networks because of a paucity of

necessary parameter values. Finally discrete models representing an abstraction and a
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coarse-graining of a network, can serve as a simple, efficient tool for the extraction of

basic design principles of molecular regulatory networks, without having to deal with

all  the  biochemical  details  [102].  However  the  study  of  large  and  highly  inter-

connected networks becomes unworkable due the exponential increase of parameters

that cannot be compensated by an usually limited amount of reliable experimental data.

This lack of suitable computational tools makes that, in spite the efforts done in this

area, our knowledge of the mechanisms underlying the abnormal metabolic adaptation

to training in COPD patients remains still limited.

Thus,  development  a  novel  computational  approach  that  overcomes  the  limitation

exposed above needs to be carried out in order to handle large and complex networks

such as those involved in the abnormal adaptation to training in COPD patients.

To face this challenging task is necessary to develop an approach that integrates the

capability  of  probabilistic  methods  to  analyze  big  data  and  the  the  possibility  to

analyze complex regulatory mechanism with the minimum amount of data provided by

discrete model-driven approaches. This idea is developed in the third chapter of this

thesis where it is explained in detail.
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2. Objectives
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The general aim of this thesis is to develop and apply new computational tools to 

overcome existing limitations in the analysis of metabolism. This thesis is focused on 

developing new computational strategies to overcome the following identified 

limitations:  i) the existing metabolic flux analysis tools does not account for the 

existence of metabolic channeling ii) Metabolic drug-target discovery based on GSMM

does not consider the different cell subpopulations existing within the tumor and iii) 

current mechanistic and probabilistic computational approaches are not suitable to 

study the complexity of the crosstalk between metabolic and gene regulatory networks.

More specifically, this thesis is divided in three chapters, each of them aimed to 

overcome one of the limitations summarized above. The main aims of this thesis are 

summarized in the following bullet list:

 To develop  a  new computational  tool  based  on  non-stationary  13C-FBA to

evaluate  different  models  reflecting  different  topologies  of  intracellular

metabolism, using the channeling in hepatocytes as case of concept. To achieve

this specific aim the following objectives have been defined:

 To develop,  test and implement a new function for Isodyn software

package, which performs consistent changes in the basic kinetic model

and the in module for simulation of isotopomer distribution. 

 To determine the existence of channeling at the level of  hexoses 6-

phosphate in hepatocytes using the developed function

 To develop and apply a new method to perform a comparative Genome-scale

metabolic  model  reconstruction  analysis  accounting  for  intra-tumoral

heterogeneity, using prostate cancer (pc) as a case of concept. To achieve this

specific aim the following objectives have been defined:

 To  develop  a  method  that  integrate  trancriptomic  data  into  a

comparative genome-scale metabolic network reconstruction analysis
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in the context of intra-tumoral heterogeneity

 To determine subpopulation-specific drug targets

 To  Determine  a  metabolic  gene  signature  associated  to  tumor

progression in pc and explore correlations with other types of cancer.

 To  develop  a  novel  computational  method  combining  probabilistic  and

mechanistic  approaches  to  integrate  multi-level  omic  data  into  a  discrete

model-based  analysis.  This  method  is  aimed  to  analyze  the  mechanism

underlying the crosstalk between metabolism and gene regulation,  using as

case of concept  the  study of  the abnormal  adaptation to  training in COPD

patients.  To  achieve  this  aim  specific  the  following  objectives  have  been

defined:

 To  reconstruct  a  COPD  and  muscle  specific  GRN  based  on

transcriptomic and literature-based data 

 To build a discrete model based on the GRN previously reconstructed

and constraints based on probabilistic approaches

 To determine the mechanism underlying the abnormal adaptation to

endurance training in COPD patient
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04. Summary of the results  ,

      global discussion 
      and final remarks
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4.1 Summary of the results

In this thesis we have developed and apply novel computational strategies to overcome

various limitations in some of the most relevant computational approaches necessaries

for the study the metabolism from the perspective of systems medicine. 

As it is exposed in previous sections, we can divided our achievements in three main

parts  that  corresponds  with  the  three  chapters  in  which  is  divided  this  thesis:  i)

development  of  a  new  computational  method  to  study  the  topology  of  metabolic

pathways taking as a proof of concept the study of channeling in the upper part of

glycolysis in hepatic cells, ii) developing new strategies based on GSMM analysis to

study  metabolic vulnerabilities associated to intra-tumoral heterogeneity in prostate

cancer and analysis of tumor progression in prostate cancer by combining different

data-driven  approaches   and  finally  iii)  the  development  of  a  novel  computational

method that combines probabilistic and mechanistic approaches to integrate multilevel

omic data into a discrete model-based analysis, using as case of concept the abnormal

adaptation to trainin observed in COPD patients. 

Following  are  summarized  the  results  obtained  this  thesis,  divided  by  their

corresponding chapters:

4.1.1 (Chapter 01)  Study of the metabolic channeling in hepatocytes by 

developing a novel model-driven approach based on   non-stationary   13  C-FBA

In this chapter we overcome the existing limitations in the analysis of  the topology of 

metabolic pathways. 

More specifically we developed a computational method to evaluate and discriminate 

different metabolic topologies based on their consistency with the experimental 

isotopic distribution of substrates . This chapter summarizes the result from these 

analysis which resulted in a publication
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Chapter 1a. Compartmentalization of glycogen metabolism revealed from 13C 

isotopologue distributions.

The dynamics of all possible isotopic isomers in glucose, lactate and glutamate from

the incubation medium and glucose from glycogen in cell pellets accumulated by two

hours of incubation of liver cells  with [1,2-13C2]D-glucose [33] was simulated with

Isodyn [53]  using  two different  schemes  that  included either  one  or  two pools  of

hexose phosphates as is shown in Figure 1. 

The model, which does not consider channeling (further referred as model A), accounts

for only one well mixed common hexose 6-phosphate pool (Figure 1A). In accordance

with  the  definition  given  in  the  introduction,  channeling  assumes  the  existence  of

metabolite compartments, which could have different isotopologue composition and

does not freely mix by diffusion with a pool of the same metabolite outside of the

channel.  The presence of  two compartments with different  isotopomer composition

indicates  metabolite  channeling  (Figure  8B),  and  the  respective  model  is  referred

further as model B.
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Figure 8  - The schemes of kinetic models used as a base for simulation of isotopologue distribution.

Metabolites  are  connected  by  biochemical  reactions  represented  by  arrows,  Various  colors  indicate

metabolites and reactions of specific pathways: green, glycolysis/gluconeogenesis; red, pentose phosphate

pathways;  orange,  TCA cycle.  The  metabolites  enclosed  in  ellipses  are  considered  to  be  in  fast

equilibrium. (A), the basic model that includes one pool of hexose phosphates common for glycolysis and

gluconeogenesis. (B), the model that includes also the additional pool of hexose phosphates (blue) that

represents channeling in gluconeogenesis. 

We used  χ2 criteria to evaluate the accuracy of our model predictions. Additionally,

since  we  were  comparing  two  schemes  with  different  number  of  reactions  and

consequently  different  degrees  of  freedom,  we  use  the  statistic  Q.  This  statistic  is

defined by the inverse gamma Q function that gives the probability that a model with F

degrees of freedom is correct and χ2 by chance could exceed a determined value.

Thus, the model A that does not assume metabolite channeling in glycogen synthesis

fitted  the  experimental  isotopologue  distribution  with  Σ1χ2=38.28  (Table  1).  22

experimental points and 16 essential parameters, calculated as described in the chapter

1,  defined number  of  degrees  of  freedom F=6.   The  given  values  of  Σ1χ2 and the

number of degrees of freedom define an extremely low value of incomplete gamma

function Q=9.9·10-7, that unambiguously indicates that the model that does not account

for  channeling  should  be  rejected  [34].  Conversely,  the  model  B  that  assumes

channeling, fits the measured isotopologue distribution much better, Σ1χ2=3.13 (Table

1).  This  model  has  four  degrees  of  freedom,  deduced  from  the  same  number  of

experimental points and 18 essential parameters. These values defined Q=0.536, which

allowed the acceptance of the model. 
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Table  1-  Measured  and  simulated  fractions  of  isotopologues  and  total  concentrations  of  metabolites.

Isotopologues (m0, non-labeled; m1, containing one 13C isotope; m2, two 13C isotopes, etc) produced by

isolated hepatocytes  from glucose  as  the only substrate  contained 50% of [1,2-13C2]D-glucose  were

measured in glucose from medium, glucose from glycogen and its fragments, lactate, and fragments of

glutamate after two hours of incubation. The measurements are presented as mean ± standard deviation.

The data were simulated using two models that either accounted for channeling or suggested a single

“mixed” pool of hexose phospates in accordance with the schemes presented in Figure 8. The fitting was

performed using a stochastic algorithm based on linear anealing algorithm. 

In addition the model was further validated by performing new analysis that included

the  quantification  of  the  fragments  1-4  and 3-6  of  of  glycogen  (Table  1  Σ2χ2).  It

permitted to evaluate more in detail the effect of channeling in the isotopic distribution

of  glycogen.  Another  validation  came  from  a  series  of  two  experiments  where

hepatocytes were incubated in the presence of glucose and lactate. 

The conditions in the two experiments were identical with the exception that in one of

these experiments only glucose was labeled [144], and in the other one only lactate was

labeled. Thus, despite the labeling in the substrates is different, the metabolic fluxes are

equal in both conditions. 

All these validations provided the same conclusions, rejecting the model that did no

assume  metabolite  channeling  in  glycogen  synthesis  (model  A)  and  accepting  the

model that included metabolic channeling (model B).

In addition, we determined the distribution of metabolic fluxes in the accepted model,

the set of metabolic fluxes is shown in table 2
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Glucose as the only substrate Glucose with lactate
99% confidence interval 99% confidence interval

( min - max ) ( min - max ) model A

hk1 0.0026894 ( 0,002150 - 0,003080 ) 0,1523 ( 0,0748 - 0,3774 ) 0,0299

hk2 0.0021436 ( 0,001710 - 0,002480 ) 0,0057 ( 0,0042 - 0,0076 )

g6pase1 5,50E-05 ( 2,70E-05 - 7,80E-05 ) 0,1506 ( 0,0731 - 0,3756 ) 0,0285

g6pase2 2,13E-05 ( 0,0 - 0,000066 ) 0,0052 ( 0,0029 - 0,0072 )

pfk1 0.003048 ( 0,002370 - 0,003530 ) 0,0024 ( 0,0015 - 0,0047 ) 0,0058

pfk2 0.0004816 ( 0,0 - 0,000950 ) 0,0008 ( 0,0006 - 0,0013 )

fbpase1 0.0004446 ( 0,000270 - 0,000560 ) 0,0013 ( 0,0006 - 0,0024 ) 0,0059

fbpase2 0.0005496 ( 0,000330 - 0,000690 ) 0,0023 ( 0,0016 - 0,0032 )

2,56E-06 ( 1,70E-06 - 5,10E-06 ) 0,0001 ( 0,0001 - 0,0002 ) 2,33E-005

gs 0.0021929 ( 0,001660 - 0,002680 ) 0,0022 ( 0,0019 - 0,0027 ) 0,0016

0.0192413 ( 0,007480 - 0,022580 ) 0,0159 ( 0,0153 - 0,0164 ) 0,0156

0.016706 ( 0,004480 - 0,020410 ) 0,0164 ( 0,0153 - 0,0167 ) 0,0157

0.0424386 ( 0,010420 - 0,056150 ) 0,0137 ( 0,0104 - 0,0196 ) 0,0201

g3pep 0.0064103 ( 0,004490 - 0,007700 ) 0,2583 ( 0,1678 - 0,3394 ) 0,1627

pepg3 0.0013391 ( 0,000140 - 0,002370 ) 0,2587 ( 0,1663 - 0,3396 ) 0,163

pk 0.0050704 ( 0,003910 - 0,006230 ) 0,02 ( 0,0157 - 0,0239 ) 0,015

1,71E-07 ( 1,20E-07 - 2,60E-07 ) 0,2317 ( 0,1715 - 0,2686 ) 0,1375

0.00507 ( 0,003910 - 0,006230 ) 0,2223 ( 0,1621 - 0,259 ) 0,1251

1,20E-07 ( 5,70E-08 - 1,90E-07 ) 0,0204 ( 0,0155 - 0,0233 ) 0,0154

1,16E-08 ( 5,30E-9 - 2,80E-8 ) 0,0204 ( 0,0155 - 0,0233 ) 0,0153

1,85E-07 ( 9,60E-8 - 3,00E-7 ) 0,0836 ( 0,0489 - 0,1119 ) 0,0341

3,80E-08 ( 1,30E-8 - 8,10E-8 ) 0,0747 ( 0,0368 - 0,0998 ) 0,0249

cs 2,55E-07 ( 1,30E-7 - 4,00E-7 ) 0,0089 ( 0,007 - 0,0148 ) 0,0092

1,47E-07 ( 8,40E-8 - 2,30E-7 ) 0,0089 ( 0,0069 - 0,0147 ) 0,0091

2,75E-07 ( 7,70E-8 - 5,00E-7 ) 0,0089 ( 0,007 - 0,0148 ) 0,0092

g6pdh 3,87E-06 ( 2,80E-6 - 7,50E-6 ) 0,0019 ( 0,0014 - 0,0021 ) 6,35E-005

p5p->s7p 0.0011849 ( 0,000880 - 0,002270 ) 0,0006 ( 0,0004 - 0,0007 ) 0,0005

s7p->r5p 0.0011925 ( 0,000890 - 0,002280 ) 4,35E-6 ( 2,56E-6 - 2,98E-5 ) 0,0005

f6p->p5p 9,59E-06 ( 4,20E-6 - 3,40E-5 ) 4,02E-5 ( 1,17E-5 - 9,84E-5 ) 6,11E-006

p5p->f6p 4,93E-06 ( 2,80E-6 - 2,80E-5 ) 0,0007 ( 0,0005 - 0,0008 ) 1,17E-005

f6p->s7p 1,85E-05 ( 9,20E-6 - 7,30E-5 ) 1,40E-5 ( 4,56E-6 - 2,45E-5 ) 1,15E-005

s7p->f6p 9,56E-06 ( 4,80E-6 - 6,60E-5 ) 1,65E-6 ( 9,03E-7 - 8,56E-6 ) 2,08E-005

p5p<->g3p 0.0006152 ( 2,70E-4 - 2,83E-3 ) 0,0018 ( 0,0008 - 0,0033 ) 0,0003

f6p<->s7p 7,69E-08 ( 2,10E-8 - 7,70E-7 ) 1,53E-5 ( 4,62E-6 - 2,78E-5 ) 2,44E-007

p5p<->s7p 0.0022967 ( 1,37E-3 - 7,06E-3 ) 1,51E-6 ( 8,37E-7 - 8,16E-6 ) 0,001

f6p->s7p 0.0015144 ( 0,000850 - 0,001940 ) 0,0009 ( 0,0003 - 0,0021 ) 0,0017

s7p->f6p 0.0015015 ( 0,000850 - 0,001920 ) 0,0015 ( 0,0008 - 0,0027 ) 0,0017

f6p<->g3p 0.0075338 ( 0,002170 - 0,013330 ) 0,0164 ( 0,0085 - 0,0352 ) 0,0041

s7p<->e4p 0.0003018 ( 0,000140 - 0,000550 ) 0,0001 ( 2,01E-5 - 0,0002 ) 0,0007

12,52 36

bestfit bestfit

gp

aldf

aldr

aldex

lacin

lacout

pc

pepck

maloa

oamal

citmal

pdh

χ2

Table 2: Metabolic fluxes corresponding to the best fit of experimental data and their 99% confidence

intervals in model B. The name of fluxes correspond to the abbreviation used in Figure 8
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4.1.2 (Chapter 02)  Study of the vulnerabilities associated to tumor heterogeneity 

and tumor progression in prostate cancer by using Genome-scale metabolic 

network models and data-driven approaches

In this chapter we developed and applied a comparative Genome-scale metabolic 

model reconstruction analysis. This analysis was performed on a cellular model 

consisting of two clonal subpopulation of the prostate cancer cell line PC-3 in order to 

account for intra-tumoral heterogeneity, We also determined a metabolic gene signature

associated to tumor progression and metastasis by performing a differential expression 

analysis on these subpopulations. This chapter summarizes the results of these two 

analysis included in two different articles that has been recently submitted to 

international scientific journals

Chapter 2a.   Network model-driven discovery of mechanisms underlying calcitriol and

fatty acid oxidation as therapeutic targets in metastatic prostate cancer

We developed and implemented an approach based on CBM in Large-scale metabolic

networks assessing intratumoral heterogeneity in order to discover new drug targets.

More specifically,  we focused on the study of the metabolic activity profiles of two

clonal sub-populations isolated from an established prostate cancer cell line (PC-3):

PC-3/S (like  non-Cancer  stem cells  (CSC)  C)  and PC-3/M (like  CSC).  These sub-

populations coexist within the same tumor and represents an excellent cellular model

to study how the intra-tumoral heterogeneity provides advantages to the tumor in terms

of metastatic capability and drug resistance. We characterized the metabolic profile of

both subpopulations by performing a comparative GSMM Analysis. To this aim we

inferred the activity state of the metabolic network of PC-3/M and PC-3/S cells by

integrating  their  transcriptomic  data  in  the  most  recent  reconstruction  of  human

metabolism (Recon2) [59] using one of the most widely tested CBM [81]. Brief, this

method  seeks  the  maximal  similarity  between  the  activity  state  of  the  metabolic
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network  and  the  gene  expression  profile.  This  procedure  allowed  us  to  infer  the

metabolic  activity  state  profile  of  each  PC-3  subpopulation.  These  results  were

validated  by  comparing the predicted  activity  state  of  the  exchange  reactions  with

available  measurements of uptake /secretion rates [145]. In table 3 are summarized

those pathways with more significant differences

Table 3: The table on the left represents those reactions active in PC-3/M and inactive in PC-3/S. The table

on  the  right  represents  those  reactions  active  in  PC-3/S  and  inactive  in  PC-3/M.  In  both  tables,  the

pathways are in the first column and the number of reactions that are active in one of the subpopulations

are in the second column 

We observed that the activity of fatty acid oxidation predicted by the model is higher in

PC-3/M than in PC-3/S cells. The oxidation of fatty acids in the mitochondria produces

NADH, FADH2 and AcetilCoA that directly fuels TCA cycle and the electron transport

chain to produce energy in the form of ATP molecules. This strategy can be used by

PC-3/M cells to sustain their higher proliferation rate. 

Most  of  the  reactions  differentially  activated  in  this  pathway  involve  Carnitine

palmitoil  transferase  1  (CPT1).  This  mitochondrial  membrane  protein  actively

transports  long-chain  fatty  acids  (LCFA)  from  cytosol  into  the  mitochondria.  The

substrates of CPT1 in the cytosol,  exclusive of PC-3/M, are cervonyl coenzyme A,

eicosatetranoyl  coenzyme  A,  arachidyl  coenzyme  A,  trans-2-octadecenoyl-CoA(4-),

palmitate,  Malonyl-CoA,  linoelaidyl  coenzyme  A  and  vaccenyl  coenzyme  A.
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Interestingly, it has been reported that five of these eight LCFA have antiproliferative

effects [146-150]. 

The model  predicts a higher activity of eicosanoid metabolism in PC-3/S cells  and

more specifically in those reactions involved in Arachidoic acid metabolism (AA). This

molecule  is  metabolized  from Arachidoil  CoA,  a  long-chain fatty  acid  (LCFA).  In

addition,  AA is  the  precursor  of  the  Eicosanoid  metabolism  that  produces  some

prostaglandines with antiproliferative effects like  prostaglandine J2 (PJ2) [151].  AA is

also the precursor of the cannabinoid 2-Arachidonoylglycerol (2-AG) that activates the

cannabinoid receptor type 1 (CB1) [152] that, in turns, reduces tumor progression in

prostate  cancer  cells  [153].  This  fact  could  explain  why  PC-3/S  proliferates  more

slowly than PC-3/M cells. These metabolic processes are predicted to be more active in

PC-3/S and the metabolism of 2-AG exclusively in this cell line. 

Vitamin  D3  metabolism  is  also  predicted  to  be  exclusively  active  in  PC-3/S

subpopulation. This molecule controls the proliferation in prostate cells [154] and has

antiproliferative effects on a number of cancer cell types, being PC3 cells one of the

few cell lines insensitive to this drug [155]. This prediction is consistent with the lower

proliferation rate observed in PC-3/S cells. 

Finally  the  predictions  related  with  the  differential  activity  of  CPT1,  calcitriol

metabolism  and  AA  metabolism  were  validated  using  different  experimental

techniques that supported the model predictions.

Chapter  2b.   Contrasting  glycolytic  flux  and  mitochondrial  metabolism profiles

define prostate epithelial cancer stem cells vs. non-cancer stem cells

We aimed to determine the potential significance in cancer progression of metabolic

pathways differentially active between PC-3 subpopulations. 

Here we used the transcriptomic information [124] of PC-3 subpopulations to extract a

set  of  metabolic  genes  significantly  enriched  in  PC-3M  (cancer  stem  cell  -CSC-

phenotype) cells  relative to PC-3S (non-CSC) cells by using Rank Product method
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[21]. This gene set includes enzymes involved in the metabolism of serine and glycine

(GLDC, CBS), branched-chain amino acids (BCAT1), glutamate and proline (ASS1,

AGMAT), which support the metabolic flexibility accompanying the CSC phenotype.

It  also  includes  genes  that  participate  in  the  synthesis  of  purine  nucleotides

(GUCY1A3, PDE3B and ADCY7) as part of reactions that converge on substrates that

are actively metabolized in PC-3M cells, such as glycine and one-carbon units from

tetrahydrofolate. 

By applying Gene Set Enrichment Analysis [28], we found that the PC-3M-enriched

metabolic gene set is significantly enriched along malignant progression in prostate

cancer (Figure 9) and other 11 types of human tumors,  including ovarian,  bladder,

adrenocortical,  head  and  neck,  stomach  or  rectal  carcinoma,  melanoma  and

mesothelioma (Figure 9). 

These observations support the proposal that the metabolic pathways and reactions that

we have found differentially active in our CSC vs. non-CSC cell model are relevant for

tumor progression in human tumors.
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Figure 9: Gene signature associated to tumor progression in prostate cancer. The scheme describes the

procedure for defining and validating a gene signature associated with tumor progression. 1. The gene

signature  was defined  by  applying  the  Rank product  method [21].  2.  Gene Set  Enrichment  Analysis

(GSEA) [28] was applied to analyse datasets looking for gene sets that are regulated together.  These

datasets were computed RMA expression values. A normalized enrichment score (NES) was used to rank

the datasets, showing a high concordance of our gene signature with gene sets associated with tumour

progression in pc. The box in the right shows the enrichment score returned and the heat-map. Finally, by

applying again GSEA, our gene signature correlated with gene expression of other eleven cancer types

from the  TCGA database:  ACC (Adrenocortical  carcinoma);  BLCA (Bladder  Urothelial  Carcinoma);

HNSC (Head and Neck squamous cell carcinoma); DLBC (Lymphoid Neoplasm Diffuse Large B-cell

Lymphoma);  MESO  (Mesothelioma);  OV  (Ovarian  serous  cystadenocarcinoma);  READ  (Rectum

adenocarcinoma);  SKCM  (Skin  Cutaneous  Melanoma);  STAD (Stomach  adenocarcinoma);  UCEC

(Uterine Corpus Endometrial Carcinoma); UVM (Uveal Melanoma).

4.1.3 (Chapter 03)   Study of gene regulatory mechanisms underlying the abnormal

metabolic  adaptation  to  training  in  COPD  by  combining  probabilistic  and

mechanistic approaches to integrate multilevel omic data into a discrete model-

based analysis

In this chapter we developed a novel computational method combining probabilistic

and mechanistic approaches to integrate multi-level omic data into a discrete model-

based analysis. Part of the data that was integrated was previously obtained by data-

mining  and  manual  curation  of  relevant  publications.  Here,  we  analyzed  the

mechanism underlying the crosstalk between metabolism and gene regulation, using as

case of concept the study of the abnormal adaptation to training in COPD patients. This

chapter  summarizes  the  results  of  these  two  analysis.  The  data-mining  analysis  is

included in an article that is already published, the development of the computational

tool  generated  an  article  that  was  recently  submitted  to  an  international  scientific

journal.
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Chapter 3a.   Knowledge management for systems biology a general and visually

driven framework applied to translational medicine

In this work we implemented the literature curation for COPD specific enzyme and

compound data.  It  included,  54 inflammation and tissue specific pathways and 122

COPD and exercise specific metabolite and enzyme concentrations and activities. The

pathway curation followed a standard text-mining supported process as described for

example  in  [156]  while  the  enzyme  concentration  and  activity  curation  was  fully

manual due to the small set of available relevant publications. This information was

integrated  into  BioXM  that  integrates  with  a  large  number  of  public  and  private

databases. This together with the fact that has been developed around the concept of

object-oriented  semantic  integration  makes  this  tool  extremely  potent  to  extract

meaningful information that was used in later works.

Chapter 3b.   Knowledge management for systems biology a general and visually

driven framework applied to translational medicine

Here we focused on the anomalous muscle adaptation to training of COPD patients,

more specifically we investigated the different effects of ROS on the GRN that governs

the energy metabolism in COPD patients compared with healthy people. 

For  this  aim  we  developed  a  computational  approach  to  i)  first,  reconstruct  a

mitochondria-specific GRN using transcriptomic and bibliography-based data and ii)

integrate the reconstructed GRN and multi-level omic data into a  discrete model based

on R. Thomas formalism [103]. 

We used trancriptomic data extracted from vastus lateralis biopsies of three groups:

COPD patients with normal BMI, COPD patients with low BMA and control group,

before and after an 8-weeks training program (six groups in total) (Fig 4.1). 

In order to design a COPD-specific GRN we first choose the nodes of the network by

determining  which  genes  were  more  differentially  expressed  between  conditions
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(Figure 10.2). Next we used IPA Software [157] and DroID database [158] to define

the interaction between the nodes(Fig 4.3 and 4). 

Finally  the  sign  and the direction of  the  interactions  were manually  curated  using

literature based data  (Figure 10.5). 

The resulting GRN reconstruction is shown in the figure 10.5. Next we integrated the

information embedded in the GRN previously reconstructed into a discrete model. For

this aim we used SysBiOX framework [104]. This software is implemented in ASP

(Answer  Set  Programming)  and  allows  to  search  for  solutions  of  a  system  of

constraints  bearing  on  a  network  described  in  the  multilevel  logical  formalism

developed by R. Thomas et al. [103]. 

Additionally,  in  order  to  reduce  the  number  of  models  that  satisfy  the  constraints

imposed by the topology of the network we integrate constraints from different sources

[7,160,161] using different probabilistic methods such as rank product or correlation

analysis [21,33] (Figure 10.6). 

Once  the  GRN was  integrated  into  a  discrete  model  together  with  the  constraints

previously mentioned, we analyzed the system in order to infer the activity state of the

nodes  of  the  network  in  the  six  different  conditions.  For  this  aim  we  impose  an

objective function that minimize the discrete value of the nodes while satisfying the

constraints imposed by the topology of the network and the constraints defined in the

probabilistic analysis. 

From this  analysis,  we  obtained  36  possible  models  that  were  consistent  with  the

constraints and the network topology. Finally, these models were analyzed in order to

determine how the discrete value of each gene evolved in response to the training

program. 
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Figure 10 Here is represented i) the process of GRN reconstructions based on gene expression data, ii) the

integration of constraints based on probabilistic approaches and iii) build a discrete model by integrating

the GRN reconstruction and the constraints

According  to  model  predictions  COPD  patients  have  an  abnormal  adaptation  to

training compared with control group. Table 4 summarizes the changes predicted by

the model in the three groups of study in response to the training program:
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Table 4: In the first column are the gene names, from the second to fourth column are represented the

adaptation to the training program of the three different groups using the following code: the red arrows

pointing down describe a reduction in the discrete value of the node in response to training predicted by all

the models,  the green arrows pointing up represent an increment in the discrete value of the node in

response to training predicted by all the models, red right arrows represent nodes with no adaptation to

training remaining the  value  of  the  node  equal  to  0 predicted by all  the  models,  green right  arrows

represent nodes with no adaptation to training remaining the node in its maximum discrete value  predicted

by all the models,  green lines represent an increment in the discrete value of the node in response to

training predicted by between the 99 and the 70 % of the models, red lines represent a decrease in the

discrete value of the node in response to training predicted by between the 99 and the 70 % of the models,

black lines represent nodes with no consistent prediction

In table 4 is represented the different adaptation to training in the three groups of study.

As opposite to healthy group, the model predicted a down-regulation in the activity of

EC, TCA cycle and creatine kinase as response to an 8-weeks training program in

COPD patients with low BMI. Interestingly, for COPD patients with normal BMI, the

model predicts an up-regulation of complex I (as it occurs in healthy patients) and a

slight increase in Citrate synthase and Succinyl-CoA ligase. However, the model also

predicts that complexes III and V, other key enzymes of TCA cycle, and creatine kinase

activities  decrease  after  exercise  which  suggests  a  defective  energetic  metabolism

adaptation to training COPD patients with normal BMI. The adaptation to training in

healthy group provides a higher capability to consume O2 and produce energy. The

model  also predicts  that  healthy group up-regulates  cdk4 and down-regulate  tnf  in

response to exercise whereas COPD normal BMI are able also to up-regulate cdk4 but

by contrary increase tnf in response to the exercise. COPD with low BMI are not able

to respond at all to exercise with respect cdk4 that remains low and also present the

abnormal  increase  of  tnf  displayed by  normal  BMI COPD patients  in  response  to

exercise. This facts indicate defective muscle remodeling pathways in COPD patients.

The fact that both cdk4 and tnf presents opposite patterns of regulation in response to

exercise in low BMI COPD patients suggests that muscle remodeling is more defective
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in these patients. Interestingly Glycerol-3-phosphate dehydrogenase cytosolic isoform

is  over-expressed in  control  group and  under-expressed in  COPD groups,  we  can

observe the opposite pattern in the mitochondrial  isoform. The mitochondrial isoform

catalyze  a  reaction  where  NADH is  produced,  probably  mitochondrial  Glycerol-3-

phosphate dehydrogenase mitochondrial isoform is over-expressed in COPD groups

after  training  to  partially  compensate  the  reduction  in  E.C.  activity.   The  insulin

receptor factor (insr)  is  predicted to have a different response to training in COPD

patients compared with healthy group that up-regulates its expression after training.

The insulin receptor factor triggers a number of signaling events,  which one of the

most  important  effects  is  to  produce  a  translocation  of  the  glucose  transporter

SLC2A4/GLUT4 from cytoplasmic vesicles to the cell membrane, it facilitates glucose

transport  increasing  the  energy  metabolism.  Then,  the  down-regulation  of  insr

predicted  in  both  COPD groups  would  reduce  the capability  of  the  muscle  to  use

glucose as source of energy. The model also predicted  differences in acadvl between

healthy group and both COPD groups. The acadvl (Very long-chain specific acyl-CoA

dehydrogenase) is a key player in beta-oxidation that produces Acetyl-CoA that fuels

TCA Cycle and EC to finally produce energy in the form of ATP molecules.  This

enzyme is  up-regulated after  training in healthy group and down-regulated in  both

COPD groups. Then, unlike the control group, COPD patient reduce the expression of

this key enzyme in the beta-oxidation that in turns deprives the energy metabolism. We

also observe differences in the nodes related with glycolysis. Thus, the model predicts

that  pdha1 is up-regulated in control group, the same protein is inactive in both COPD

groups before and after the training. This enzyme plays a key role in glycolysis and

TCA cycle metabolism catalyzing the reaction that decarboxylates pyruvate to AcoA

fueling the TCA cycle.  Finally, the model was able to predict a reduction of ROS in

control  group after  training,  this  prediction  is  consistent  with   previously  reported

observations [161], it also predicted a reduction of ROS levels in COPD group with

normal BMI, on the other hand the levels of ROS in COPD group with low BMI was
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predicted to increase after training.

Finally model predictions were validated using two different strategies. First the model

was asked  for the state of one specific gene when the constraints related with that gene

were removed. In all the analysis the activity state of the asked gene was the same than

in  the  original  analysis  that  considered  all  the  constraints,  validating  our  model

predictions. Secondly, we used experiments where one of the  genes of the network

was  experimentally  knocked-out  [GEO  Database  Reference  Series:  GSE7162,

GSE25072,  GSE2236  and  GSE36041],  we  integrated  the  corresponding  gene

expression in the form of constraints into the model excepting those constraints related

with  the  knocked-down  gene.  In  all  the  cases  the  model  was  able  to  predict  the

knocked-down gene, which supports our model predictions.

Gathering the model predictions we have an overview in which healthy people adapts

to training by increasing the activity of those pathways involved in energy production,

by contrary, this machinery has a defective adaptation to training in COPD patients

with normal BMI  and is more severe in COPD group with low BMI. The abnormal

adaptation also affects genes and proteins related with proteolysis, it could explain the

lose of muscle mass observed in the most severe COPD patients. 

Here we have developed different strategies that allowed us to reconstruct a highly

curated COPD-specific GRN and the integration of the mechanism described by this

network with information extracted from probabilistic approaches. It has permitted us

to unlock important  mechanisms underlying the abnormal  adaptation to  training in

COPD patients and the role of ROS in this disease. All this shows the potential of this

method and opens new possibilities in the study of complex diseases such as COPD or

other chronic diseases providing new therapeutic targets or better tools to design more

efficient strategies to mitigate the effects of the diseases.
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4.2 Global discussion

In the last decades, the advent of high-throughput technologies has transformed 

molecular biology into a data-rich discipline. It has promoted the development of a 

large variety of computational tools to unveil the molecular mechanism underling the 

different cellular processes. In the scope of systems medicine, are of especial interest 

those methods focused on the study of metabolism due to its close relationship with 

phenotype and consequently with several biological processes. However, existing 

limitations and pitfalls in these computational approaches can compromise the 

reliability of the results and in some cases can make the problem unmanageable.

Thus, this thesis is aimed to develop and apply new computational methods in order to 

overcome pitfalls and limitations of some of the most relevant computational 

approaches used in the study of metabolism at different levels these are briefly: i) 

computational approaches based on non-stationary 13C-FBA does not account for 

metabolic topology of the metabolic pathways ii) metabolic drug-target discovery based

Genome-scale metabolic models (GSMM) in cancer research is limited to 

homogeneous populations, being tumors heterogeneous ecosystems iii) the study of 

mechanism underlying the behavior of metabolic network from the point of view of 

crosstalk between metabolic and GRN is limited in size and complexity due the 

limitations of the current computational approaches. 

In chapter 1 we developed a new computational method based on non-stationary 13C-

FBA to study the metabolic channeling in glycogen synthesis occurring in hepatocite. 

More specifically we designed and test new functionalities for the software Isodyn in 

order to perform the discrimination of various models reflecting different topologies of 

intracellular metabolism and choose the model most consistent with 13C tracing 

experiments. 

In order to test this computational tool, we evaluated two different models reflecting  

two different schemes, one defining a well-mixed pool of hexose 6-phosphate and 

other simulating the effect of channeling as two separated pools of hexose 6-phosphate 
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which did not freely mix by diffusion. In order to evaluate the reliability of model 

predictions we used χ2 criterion. However, since we were evaluating two models with 

different degrees of freedom, we also used the parameter Q, this statistic gives the 

probability that a model with F degrees of freedom is correct and χ2 by chance could 

exceed a dtermined value. Despite the analyzed dataset was restricted by extracellular 

metabolites and glycogen, the model that did not account for the channeling failed to 

fit experimental data, and application of χ2 and Q criterion clearly rejected this model. 

On the other hand, this criterion indicated acceptability of the model that assumes 

channeling in glycogen synthesis. According to this assumption the labeling of 

glycogen glucose is not so strictly linked with the labeling of hexose phosphates of 

glycolytic pathways. 

In this situation the step of model validation by the consistency with isotopologues of

glycogen glucose fragments was important for the verifications of simulated positions

of 13C isotopes. Simultaneous fitting of isotopologues of whole glycogen glucose and

fragments containing carbons 1-4 and 3-6, in fact, specifies fractions of 13C isotopes in

positions 1-2, 3-4, and 5-6.

The channeling, revealed in the model, requires interaction of at least five enzymes:

hexokinase,  phosphoglucomutase,  uridiltransferase,  glycogen  synthase  and  fructose

bisphosphatase. The interaction between these enzymes can be understood as a result

of co-localization and limitation of diffusion of substrates/products, confined between

the  bodies  of  co-localized  enzymes.  The  indications  that  diffusion  in  biological

structures can be essentially limited appear in various studies of cell physiology. The

diffusion of cAMP is possibly extremely restricted in proximity of cyclic nucleotide-

gated  channels  [161].  There  are  various  indications  that  the  diffusion  of  ATP is

restricted in the proximity of KATP channels [49] and in myofibrils [162]. The findings

described here are in line with the other indications of limited diffusion in various

biological structures.

Since the fundamental work of Atkinson [1977], many indications of channeling in
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glycolysis were found [163], which are in line with the presented study.  In general, the

colocalization of several enzymes resulting in the formation of spaces restricted for

diffusion from outside, probably, could be a reason of apparent diffusion limitation for

small metabolites. 

The presented work shows that the analysis of the functional structure of metabolic

networks can be studied based on isotopologue spectra. The approach proposed here to

determine metabolite compartmentalization from  13C distribution in metabolites does

not require specific experiments. Instead, it requires a specific analysis related with the

implementation of various schemes and application of model discrimination analysis to

define  the  compatibility  of  the  schemes  with  the  data.  This  approach  can  be

extrapolated to larger datasets, being able to reveal new information about the network

topology. It opens a perspective to examine the compartmentalization and metabolic

flux profile in various cells under physiological and patho-physiological conditions.

In chapter 2 we focused on the development of computational approaches that allowed 

us to study of the metabolic profile of two clonal sub-populations isolated from an 

established prostate cancer cell line (PC-3): PC-3/S (like epithelial-mesenchymal 

transition cell line) and PC-3/M (like tumor-initiating cells cell line). These sub-

populations coexist within the same tumor and represents an excellent cellular model 

to study how the intra-tumoral heterogeneity provides advantages to the tumor in terms

of metastatic capability and drug resistance. 

Here we have used a CBM that allowed us to determine the metabolic activity state of

PC-3 subpopulations by integrating transcriptomic data into a GSMM reconstruction.

This method seeks to maximize the similarity between the gene expression pattern and

the activity state of the metabolic network. Consequently it allow us to take our study

further than a classical gene expression analysis.  It's worth noting that some of the

main metabolic differences that were predicted between PC-3/M and PC-3/S did not fit

the gene expression patterns. Then, for example,  the gene expression associated to the

reaction  that  catalyzes  the  hidroxilation  of  Vitamin  D3  (part  of  the  Vitamin  D3
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metabolism) is higher in PC-3/M cells, however our computational analysis predicted

that this reaction was active only PC-3/S subpopulation. As is explained in Results

section this prediction was experimentally validated and demonstrates the importance

of  consider  possible  post-transcriptional  effects  in  order  to  capture  the  metabolic

processes underlying certain phenotypes.    

By  integrating  gene  expression  data  into  a  GSMM  reconstruction  we  predicted

differences in the metabolic activity state of the two PC-3 subpopulations. We observed

that the activity of fatty acid oxidation predicted by the model is higher in PC-3/M than

in PC-3/S cells. More specifically most of the reactions differentially activated in this

pathway  involve  Carnitine  palmitoil  transferase  1  (CPT1).  This  mitochondrial

membrane protein actively transports long-chain fatty acids (LCFA) from cytosol into

the mitochondria and plays an inportant role in the mitochondrial beta-oxidation and

consequently in energy metabolism. The model predicts a higher activity of eicosanoid

metabolism  in  PC-3/S  cells  and  more  specifically  in  those  reactions  involved  in

Arachidoic acid metabolism (AA). This molecule is metabolized from Arachidoil CoA,

a long-chain fatty acid (LCFA) and is the precursor of a variety of molecules with

antiproliferative effects [151-153].  Vitamin D3 metabolism was also predicted to be

exclusively active in PC-3/S subpopulation. This molecule controls the proliferation in

prostate cells [154] and has antiproliferative effects on a number of cancer cell types,

being  PC3  cells  one  of  the  few  cell  lines  insensitive  to  this  drug  [155].  These

predictions  were  validated  experimentally.  These  predictions  were  experimentally

validated supporting the model predictions. 

Based on our findings we have proposed a mechanism of metabolic reprogramming

where, the higher CPT1 and β-oxidation activity in PC-3/M can accomplish two roles.

First, and probably the most evident, is to maintain the energetic requirements imposed

by  PC-3/M  high  growth  rate  and  secondly  to  eliminate  those  LCFA  with

antiproliferative effects. Most of these LCFA are precursors of prostaglandines that are

metabolized in the eicosanoid metabolism. Then, for example, AA is metabolized from
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one of these LCFA, the  arachidyl coenzyme A and as we mentioned previously, AA is

a precursor of  2-AG with antiproliferative effects [152,153]. In addition, 2-AG is a

precursor of  Prostaglandine J (PGJ) that inhibits androgen receptor signaling which

over-expression is critical for the growth and progression of prostate cancer [164]. Our

computational  analysis  predicted  that  2-AG  was  metabolized  only  in  PC-3/S  and

experimental measurements demonstrated that the levels of its precursor (AA) and one

of its products (PGJ) were higher in PC-3/S. On the other hand we demonstrated that,

unlike PC-3/M, PC-3/S cells have the capability to uptake Calcitriol into the nucleus

and consequently are sensitive the antiproliferative effects of this compound. Calcitriol

also  regulates  the  homeostasis  of  calcium increasing  its  intracellular  concentration

[165] that is necessary in the metabolization of some of the previously prostaglandines

with antiproliferative effects such as PGJ or PGA1 [166]. These evidences drive us to

prose a mechanism in which the metabolic role of LCFA changes in the two PC-3

subpopulations, which can explain their different phenotypes.  The figure 4 illustrate

this mechanism:
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Figure 11: Proposed mechanism of metabolic reprogramming between PC-3/M and PC-3/S. Green arrows

represents pathways or groups of metabolic reactions mainly active in PC-3/S subpopulations while the

ones highlighted in blue are those mainly active in PC-3/M. 

Thus, the over-activity of CPT1 in PC-3/M cells increases the entry of LCFA into the

mitochondria  (1)  to  be  oxidized  (2)  and  produce  energy  to  sustain  the  highly

proliferative  activity  of  PC-3/M  and  eliminate  the  LCFA  reducing  their

antiproliferative effects. On the other hand CPT1 activity in PC-3/S cells is lower and

consequently  LCFA  are  accumulated  in  the  cytosol.  Additionally  only  this

subpopulation  can  translocate  Calcitriol  into  the  nucleus  (3)  that  increases  the

intracellular  Ca2+  (4).  Ca2+  is  necessary  in  some  steps  of  the  prostaglandine

metabolization (4). Thus, the higher Ca2+ concentration and the increased availability

of  cytosolic  LCFA in  PC-3/S  (due  a  lower  activity  of  CPT1),  would  increase  the

activity of prostaglandine metabolic pathway and more specifically the metabolization

of those molecules with antimetastatic effects. Summing up, the different metabolic

reprogramming involving LCFA utilization drives PC-3/M cells to be more metastatic

and highly proliferative than PC-3/S subpopulation.

We demonstrated that the resistance of PC-3 cells towards Calcitriol was provided by

the resistance of PC-3/M subpopulation to this compound and the lower efficacy of

Etomoxir reducing cell growth on PC-3 compared with other prostate cell lines was

due the low metabolic dependency of PC-3/S subpopulation to CPT1. 

In addition, we defined a metabolic gene signature associated to the dual model of

prostate cancer used in this study (PC-3/S (like non-CSC) and PC-3/M (like CSC)). We

found that it  was correlated with tumor progression in prostate cancer and in other

cancer types. This analysis demonstrates that the mechanism observed in PC-3/M and

PC-3/S can be extrapolated  to the study of tumor progression in prostate cancer and in

other types of cancer.  Furthermore,  these evidences suggest  that  the mechanism of

metabolic reprogramming between PC-3/M and PC-3/S exposed above, could be a new

feature  of  tumor progression  and metastasis  in  prostate  cancer  and in  other  tumor
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types.  This  new  understanding  of  the  metabolic  mechanism  underlying  tumor

progression open new perspectives in developing new anti-metastatic therapies that

takes advantage from weakness associated to tumor heterogeneity.

In chapter 3 we have developed a novel computational method that integrates 

mechanistic and probabilistic approaches to integrate multiple layers of biological data 

into a discrete model-based analysis. As a case of concept, have investigated the 

mechanisms underlying the abnormal adaptation to training associated to COPD 

disease. More specifically, it has been focused on determine how ROS affects the gene 

regulatory mechanisms associated to the energetic metabolism before and after 8-

weeks training program. It has been carried out in two steps, first we reconstruct a 

tissue, organelle and condition specific GRN that combined the effects of training and 

of COPD on the mechanisms that regulate gene expression. It has been achieved by 

integrating transcriptomic and literature-based data. This reconstruction integrates the 

most relevant mechanism that regulates gene expression in response to training in 

healthy people and COPD patients. Next we integrated the GRN reconstruction into a 

discrete model offering a platform to integrate omic data from different sources as well

as simulate the evolution of the regulatory mechanism due to perturbations produced 

by the levels of ROS in response to training. Next we performed a correlation analysis 

on an extensive number of gene expression data-sets. We developed an strategy that 

allowed us to integrate the information extracted from the probabilistic analysis into 

the mechanism described in our GRN reconstruction in the form of constraints. Once 

we integrated the GRN reconstruction and the constraints from the correlation analysis 

into a discrete model, we determined the activity state of the GRN of the three groups 

of study in response to training.  

Gathering the model predictions we have an overview In which healthy people adapts 

to training by increasing the activity of those pathways involved in energy production, 

by contrary, this machinery has a defective adaptation to training in COPD patients 

with normal BMI  and is more severe in COPD group with low BMI. The abnormal 
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adaptation also affects genes and proteins related with proteolisis, it could explain the 

lose of muscle mass observed in the most severe COPD patients. 

Summing up, in this chapter we have presented the development of different strategies 

that allowed us to reconstruct a highly curated COPD-specific GRN and the integration

of the mechanism described by this network with information extracted from 

probabilistic approaches. It has permitted us unlock important mechanisms underlying 

the abnormal adaptation to training in COPD patients and the role of ROS in this 

disease. All this shows the potential of this method and opens an avenue of possible 

strategies to study complexity of COPD and other chronic diseases providing new 

therapeutic targets or better tools to design more efficient strategies to mitigate the 

effects of the disease.

4.2 Conclusions

1. The development of a new computational function for the software Isodyn 

allow to use the analysis of isotopomers to determine the functional structure 

of the metabolic network, more specifically the structure associated to 

metabolite channeling. This approach is a conceptually novel, and the work 

presented in this thesis illustrates the potential of this application.

2. The analysis of isotopomer distribution of metabolites produced by cells  

incubated with 13C labeled glucose allows to determine the existence of 

channeling in the metabolism of glycogen in hepatocytes. It has been 

determined by using the χ 2 and Q value as criteria to evaluate and compare 

models with and without channeling

3. The comparative genome-scale metabolic reconstruction analysis developed in 

this thesis and applied on PC-3/M and PC-3/S cells allow to determine 
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important metabolic differences between subpopulations that are supported by 

the literature and fits with their corresponding phenotypes and experimental 

observations

4. CPT1 activity is higher in PC-3/M resulting in a more active beta-oxidation in 

this subpopulation. Those substrates of CPT1, exclusive of PC-3/M 

subpopulation are LCFA with antiproliferative effects. It suggest that the over-

activity of CPT1 in PC-3/M has a double role: produce energy by oxidizing 

LCFA into the mitochondria and reduce their antiproliferative effects. This 

findings fits with the more proliferative phenotype of PC-3/M. On the other 

hand Eicosanoid metabolism and Calcitriol uptake into the nucleus are more 

active in PC-3/S. Both processes result in antiproliferative effects which fits 

with the less proliferative phenotype of PC-3/S. 

5. PC-3M and PC-3S subpopulations present different sensitivity to treatment 

with calcitriol and etomoxir. While PC3M cells are sensitive only to the 

inhibition of CPT1 by etomoxir, calcitriol reduces the proliferation mainly in 

PC-3S cells but not in PC-3M.

6. The set of genes significantly up-regulated in PC-3M compared with PC-3S  

correlates with prostate cancer progression and metastasis and with other 11 

cancer type. 

7. The integration of a GRN describing the mechanisms of the interactions 

between nodes with the constraints obtained from probabilistic approaches into

a discrete model-based analysis has provided a detailed estimation of how the 

GRN and the associated metabolism are adapted to training in both COPD 

groups compared with control group.

8. The analysis of the GRN shows that healthy people adapts to training by 

increasing the activity of those pathways involved in energy production, by 

contrary, this machinery has a defective adaptation to training in COPD 

patients with normal BMI  and is more severe in COPD group with low BMI. 
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The abnormal adaptation also affects genes and proteins related with 

proteolisis which explains the lose of muscle mass observed in the most severe

COPD patients.
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Chapter 1:
Study of the metabolic channeling in

hepatocytes by developing a novel

model-driven approach based on   non-

stationary   13  C-FBA
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Summary

In this chapter we overcome the existing limitations in the analysis of  the topology of 

metabolic pathways. More specifically we developed a computational method to 

evaluate and discriminate different metabolic topologies based on their consistency 

with the experimental isotopic distribution of substrates . This chapter summarizes the 

result from these analysis which resulted in a publication
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Chapter 2:
Study the vulnerabilities associated to

tumor heterogeneity and tumor

progression in prostate cancer by using

Genome-scale metabolic network models

and data-driven approaches
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Summary

In this chapter we developed and applied a comparative Genome-scale metabolic 

model reconstruction analysis. This analysis was performed on a cellular model 

consisting of two clonal subpopulation of the prostate cancer cell line PC-3 in order to 

account for intra-tumoral heterogeneity, We also determined a metabolic gene signature

associated to tumor progression and metastasis by performing a differential expression 

analysis on these subpopulations. This chapter summarizes the results of these two 

analysis included in two different articles that has been recently submitted to 

international scientific journals
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Abstract

Tumors  undergoing  Epithelial-Mesenchymal  Transition  (EMT)  enhance  their

invasiveness  initiating  metastasis  and  drug  resistance  by  promoting  intra-tumoral

heterogeneity.  However,  the  mechanism  underlying   this  process  remains  poorly

understood.  Here  we  built  comparative  genome-scale  metabolic  models  (GSMM)

based on transcriptomic data generated for a dual-cell prostate cancer cell model as a

tool  to  unveil  key  metabolic  vulnerabilities  specific  to  distinct  cancer  cell

subpopulations. In this model, PC-3M subpopulation displays CSC properties and high

metastatic potential, while PC-3S subpopulation expresses EMT markers but displays

low metastatic capacity.

Comparative GSMM predicted for PC-3M cells a metabolic impediment to the nuclear

entry of calcitriol and high long-chain fatty acids entry into the mitochondria via CPT1

while  contribute  poorly  to  prostaglandin  synthesis  through  eicosanoid  metabolism.

This metabolic reprogramming is predicted to endow the highly proliferative PC-3M

cells by enhancing energy metabolism. In contrast, GSMM predicted for PC-3S cells a

robust nuclear entry of calcitriol and fatty acid metabolic fluxes that mirrored those

predicted  for  PC-3M  cells.  These  predictions  suggest  a  subpopulation-specific

differential  sensitivity  to  calcitriol  and  inhibition  of  fatty  acid  oxidation  that  was

confirmed experimentally.

Metabolic rewiring of  cancer cells  favours  their  growth in adverse  conditions.  The

same adaptive reprogramming that fosters cancer cell growth can originate de novo

vulnerabilities that may be exploited therapeutically. 

Background
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Prostate cancer (PC) is the most commonly diagnosed non-cutaneous malignancy 

among Western men and accounts for the second leading cause of cancer-related death 

[1]. At the beginning of its development, PC is dependent on androgens, which 

explains the classical therapeutic approach towards the blockade of androgens, 

resulting in decreased neoplastic growth. Nevertheless, sooner or later, PC becomes  

independent of androgens, resuming growth in a more aggressive form [2].

Additionally, the coexistence within the same tumor of a variety of subpopulations, 

featuring different phenotypes (intra-tumoral heterogeneity) associated to tumor 

evolution and progression, confers an extreme flexibility and adaptation capability to 

cancer cells. This diversity is reached through genetic evolution of neoplastic cells and 

epigenetic and metabolic reprogramming of neoplastic and non-neoplastic tumor 

components that enhances tumor progression and represents a challenge for target-

directed therapies [3,4].

Thus, intra-tumoral heterogeneity represents a hurdle that must be overcome in order to

develop new and more efficient anti-cancer therapies. Thus, study of the metabolism in

these heterogeneous cellular populations must be  approached from an global 

perspective integrating the whole metabolism and accounting for different 

subpopulations.  

In this context, Genome-scale Metabolic Models (GSMMs) have emerged as a 

potential solution to decipher the complexity of the molecular mechanisms underlying 

cancer in the context of systems biology [5,6]. This model-driven approach has been 

successfully used for the systematic analysis of cancer metabolic network in order to 

identify vulnerabilities in the form of one reaction or pairs of reactions (synthetic 

lethals) whose targeting compromise the viability of the cancer cell and can be 

potentially used to develop novel therapies [7,8]. However, the differences in 

metabolic physiology between intra-tumoral subpopulations have not yet been taken 

into account in these computational approaches.
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Here  we focused on the study of the metabolic activity profiles of two clonal sub-

populations isolated from an established prostate cancer cell line (PC-3): PC-3/S (non-

Cancer Stem Cells) and PC-3/M (Cancer Stem Cells -CSC-) [9]. These sub-populations

were derived from the same tumor cell line and represent an excellent cellular model to

study how intra-tumoral heterogeneity provides advantages to the tumor in terms of

metastatic capability and drug resistance.

Thus, we have built comparative genome-scale metabolic network models (GSMM) 

based on transcriptomic data generated for a dual-cell PC cell model, derived from the 

PC cell line PC-3 [9], as a tool to unveil key metabolic nodes and vulnerabilities 

specific to distinct cancer cell subpopulations. In this cell model, the PC-3/M 

subpopulation displays CSC properties and high metastatic potential, while the PC-3/S 

subpopulation expresses Epithelial-Mesenchimal Transition (EMT) markers but 

displays low metastatic capacity or expression of other CSC properties. By systematic 

computational analysis of PC-3/M and PC-3/S metabolic network profiles we have 

identified subpopulation-specific -targets involving calcitriol metabolism and carnitine 

palmitoyl transferase 1 (CPT1) activity.

Here we present model predictions that were experimentally validated demonstrating

that  the  low  efficacy  of  both  calcitriol  and  etomoxir  in  metastatic  PC  tumors  is

conferred by the different sensitivities of PC-3/M and PC-3/S subpopulations towards

these drugs and suggests the combinatorial use of  calcitriol and etomoxir as a strategy

to treat metastatic prostate tumor. The approach presented hereby opens new avenues

in the development of more specific and efficient anti-tumoral therapies.

Results

i)  Characterization  of  the  subpopulations  metabolic  profile  by  a  comparative

GSMM Analysis

Here, we have focused on the study of the metabolic activity profiles of two clonal

sub-populations isolated from an established prostate cancer cell line (PC-3): PC-3/S
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(like  epithelial-mesenchymal  transition  cell  line)  and  PC-3/M (like  tumor-initiating

cells cell line)  [9].

To infer the activity state of the metabolic network in each subpopulation, we have

used  previously  generated  transcriptomic  data  for  PC-3/S  and  PC-3/M cells  using

microarray technology [9] and integrated these data into a genome-scale reconstruction

of  human  metabolic  network  [10].   We  applied  one  of  the  most  widely  tested

constraint-based methods (CBM) [11] to integrate the normalized gene expression data

into the most recent reconstruction of human metabolism (Recon2) [10]. In brief, this

method defines an upper threshold above which the genes are considered as highly

expressed  and  a  lower  threshold  below  which  the  genes  are  considered  as  lowly

expressed and seeks a network activity state in which the number of highly expressed

genes that are active and the number of lowly expressed genes that are inactive are

maximized.  We  note  that  the  activity  state  cannot  be  uniquely  determined  for  all

reactions owing to the presence of potential alternative activity states that display the

same overall  consistency with  the  expression  data. To identify such cases  of  non-

uniqueness, we performed a sensitivity analysis (See  Methods) in which we defined,

for each metabolic reaction, if it was active, inactive or undetermined. This procedure

allowed us to infer the metabolic activity state profile of both, particular reactions and

metabolic pathways, in each PC-3 subpopulation (see Supplementary Material 1 and

3).

These results were validated by comparing the predicted activity state of the exchange

reactions with available measurements of uptake /secretion rates [12]. These showed a

highly significant overlap with the predictions obtained by integrating gene expression

and GSSM, for which the contingency table can be found in Supplementary Material 3.

In order to define a set of reactions whose activity state was unambiguously different

between PC-3/M and PC-3/S cells, we performed a robustness analysis to determine

the activity state of the metabolic reactions using different sets of thresholds. Next, by

comparing  the results  obtained in  this  analysis  we  excluded those reactions  which

activity  state  prediction  was  not  consistent  along  the  different  set  of  thresholds

(predicted  to  be  active  or  inactive  depending  on  the  thresholds)  as  well  as  those
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reactions  that  were  not  predicted  to  have  different  activity  state  between

subpopulations  within  the  same  analysis  at  least  once.  Thus,  we  defined  a  set  of

reactions  with  constant  and robust  predicted activity  states  and independent  of  the

parameters used in the analysis with different activity states between subpopulations.

The results of this analysis are summarized in Table 1.

Table  1.  Pathways  differentially  activated  between  subpopulations:  This  table  shows  the  number  of

reactions active only in one of the subpopulations and the corresponding pathway. Left, reactions active in

PC-3/M and inactive in PC-3/S. Right, reactions active in PC-3/S and inactive in PC-3/M. 

Table 1 shows the results of the robustness analysis. A more detailed table specifying

all the reactions can be found in Supplementary Material 5. We can observe that the

reactions differentially activated in the two subpopulations are clustered in specific

pathways defined in the Comparative GSMM Analysis.

We observed that the activity of fatty acid oxidation predicted by the model is higher in

PC-3/M than in PC-3/S cells. The oxidation of fatty acids in the mitochondria produces

NADH, FADH2 and AcetylCoA that fuels the production of energy via TCA cycle and

the electron chain. This strategy can be used by PC-3/M cells to sustain their higher

proliferation rate. Most of the reactions differentially activated in this pathway involve

carnitine palmitoil transferase 1 (CPT1). This mitochondrial membrane protein actively

transports  long-chain  fatty  acids  (LCFA)  from  cytosol  into  the  mitochondria.  The

analysis provided a set of eight cytosolic LCFA that were predicted to be substrates of
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CPT1 exclusively in PC-3/M. Interestingly, it has been reported that five of these eight

LCFA have antiproliferative effects [12-17].

The analysis also predicted a higher activity of eicosanoid metabolism in PC-3/S cells

and more specifically in those reactions involved in arachidoic acid metabolism (AA).

This molecule is metabolized from arachidoil CoA, one of the eight LCFA previously

mentioned. In addition, AA is the precursor of eicosanoid metabolism that produces

several  prostaglandins  with  antiproliferative  effects  such  as  prostaglandin  J2  (PJ2)

[18].  AA is also the precursor of the cannabinoid 2-Arachidonoylglycerol (2-AG) that

activates the cannabinoid receptor type 1 (CB1) [19,20] that, in turns, reduces tumor

progression in prostate cancer cells [21]. This fact could explain, at least in part, why

the proliferative rate of PC-3/S cells is significantly lower than that of PC-3/M cells.

These metabolic processes are predicted to be more active in PC-3/S cells and the

metabolization of 2-AG would take place exclusively in  this cell  line. Vitamin D3

metabolism is also predicted to be exclusively active in the PC-3/S subpopulation. This

molecule controls proliferation in prostate cells [22] and has antiproliferative effects on

a number of cancer cell lines, being PC3 cells one of the few cell lines insensitive to

this drug [23]. This prediction is consistent with the lower proliferative ration observed

in PC-3/S cells.

ii) Difference in calcitriol metabolism explains drug tolerance

One of the most relevant metabolic differences we have found between the two PC-3

subpopulations is in calcitriol metabolism: it is predicted to be active in PC-3/S but

inactive in PC-3/M (Figure 1.A). Calcitriol is the most active form of vitamin D and

triggers several cellular mechanisms that regulate calcium homeostasis when entered in

the nucleus. Most importantly, calcitriol has antiproliferative activity in a variety of

human cancer cells by inducing apoptosis and G0-G1 cell cycle arrest [23]. However

PC3 cells are one of the few cancer cell lines that are insensitive to calcitriol treatment.

We hypothesize that the resistance of PC-3 cells towards the antiproliferative effects of

calcitriol  [23,24] could be explained by the metabolic impediment of PC-3/M cells to

the nuclear entry of calcitriol. To test this hypothesis we designed an experiment in
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which PC-3/S and PC-3/M cells were cultured in parallel in the presence of increasing

concentrations of calcitriol and cell proliferation was monitored (Figure 1.B). 

In line with the above hypothesis, we found that PC-3/S cells are significantly more

#sensitive# than PC-3/M cells to the inhibitory activity of calcitriol on proliferation.d.

Together with the fact that the growth rate of PC-3/S cells is half of that of PC-3/M

cells [9] these findings may provide an explanation why the global inhibitory effect of

calcitriol on heterogeneous PC-3 cells is weaker than on other cancer cell lines.
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Figure 1: A:  Vitamin D3 metabolic pathway and translocation into the nucleus is predicted to be more

active in PC-3S cells B: Experimental validation of model predictions. Response of proliferation in PC-

3M (blue bars) and PC-3S (green bars) to an increasing concentration of calcitriol relative to a control

without calcitriol.  All the proliferations are normalized by the proliferation rate measured in the absence

of calcitriol. Green and blue bars represent the response of PC-3S and PC-3M cells respectively, the error

bars represents the  means ± SD

v) Difference in fatty acid uptake into mitochondria explains the higher etomoxir

sensitivity of PC-3/M

Our computational analysis predicts both a higher long-chain fatty acids (LCFA) entry

into the mitochondria via CPT1 and a more active LCFA  β-oxidation in PC-3/M cells.

LCFA must be imported into mitochondria to be degraded via β-oxidation and CPT1,

mitochondrial  membrane  enzyme that  plays  a  critical  role  in  its  transport  into  the

mitochondrial  matrix [24].  To experimentally verify that  CPT1 protein level  differs

between  PC-3/S  and  PC-3/M,  we  compared  CPT1  levels  in  PC-3/S  and  PC-3/M

subpopulations  by  Western  blotting  (Figure  XX,  see  Methods).  In  line  with  the

computational  inference,  we found that  PC-3M cells  express  30% higher  levels  of

CPT1  PC-3/S cells.

Etomoxir is a CPT1 inhibitor that consequently inhibits β-oxidation and its associated

O2 consumption [24]. Since in many cancer types, tumor onset and progression relies

on lipid fuel more than on aerobic glycolysis, this compound is widely used in anti-

cancer therapies [24]. However, as stated above, its antiproliferative efficacy on PC-3

cells is the lowest among the different PC cell lines studied[24]. Based these evidences

and the results of our analysis, we hypothesized that tthis could be explained by a low

activity of CPT1 in the PC-3/S subpopulation.

In order to experimentally test this hypothesis, we measured the oxygen consumption

rate (OCR) before and after exposure to etomoxir of both subpopulations.

We found that PC3/M cells show a 30% higher sensitivity to CPT1 inhibition than PC-

3/S cells, implying that CPT1 plays a more relevant role in beta oxidation in the PC-

3/M subpopulation. 
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Figure 2 A:  Long chain fatty acid transport (LCFA) from cytosol into the mitochondria via CPT1 and

LCFA  β-oxidation  oxidation  until  Octanoyl-CoA is  predicted to  be more active  in  PC-3M cells.  B:

Validation of model prediction. On the left, Western blot of CPT1 in PC-3/S on the right and in PC-3/M on

the left and the loading control done with actine. On the right, quantification of wetern blot by using

ImageJ  software  [25].  Blue  bar  represents  the  quantification  of  CPT1  in  PC-3M and  the  green  bar

represents the quantification of CPT1 in PC-3S, both in arbitrary units (A.U.).  C: Validation of model

predictions.  Oxygen  consumption  rate  (OCR)  before  and  after  inhibit  CPT1  with  Etomoxir.  The

measurements are normalized by fixing the OCR before the inhibition as the 100%. Green line represents

the OCR associated to PC-3/S subpopulation and blue line the OCR associated to PC-3/M subpopulation.

The final values are represents as  means ± SD

Discussion

Intratumoral  heterogeneity  is  key  to  understanding  the  hierarchical  and  functional

relationships between different neoplastic cell populations within a given tumor, with

direct implications on tumor dynamics and progression. Here we have focused on the

study  of  the  metabolic  profiles  of  two  clonal  sub-populations  isolated  from  an

established  prostate  cancer  cell  line  (PC-3):  PC-3/S  (presenting  stable  traits  of

epithelial-mesenchymal transition) and PC-3/M (enriched in tumor-initiating cells) [9].

These  sub-populations  were  derived  from  the  same  PC  cell  line  and  thus

subpopulations with related phenotypes can be assumed to coexist within the same

tumor  and  represent  an  excellent  model  to  study  how intra-tumoral  heterogeneity

provides advantages to the tumor in terms of metastatic capability and drug resistance,

and also to study relationships of gene and metabolic networks to mesenchymal-like or

TIC attributes of neoplastic cells. 

Here we have applied a CBM that allowed us to predict the metabolic activity states of

these  PC-3  subpopulations  by  integrating  transcriptomic  data  into  a  GSMM

reconstruction.  This  method  treats  gene  expression  levels  merely  as  cues  for  the

likelihood  that  their  associated  reactions  carry  metabolic  fluxes,  taking  into

consideration  possible  post-transcriptional  modifications.  As  such,  a  reaction

associated  with  a  highly  expressed  gene  does  not  necessarily  carry  out  the

corresponding metabolic flux at  proportionate  rates.  As a  consequence,  the  method
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allows us to propose predictions that go beyond conventional gene expression analysis.

We found that the enrichment provided by our model-driven analysis in terms of active

reactions or associated with a highly expressed gene in one subpopulation and with

inactive or associated with a lowly expressed gene in the other was 0.0020% before

and 0.0087% after the analysis with an associated level of significance of 5.686E-6

(calculated by T test). It is worth noting that some of the main metabolic differences

that  were  predicted  between  PC-3/M  and  PC-3/S  cells  did  not  correlate  with  the

expression  patterns  of  relevant  genes.  One  example  is  provided  by  the  expression

levels of genes associated with the reaction that catalyzes the hydroxylation of Vitamin

D3, higher in PC-3/M cells, which our computational analysis predicted to be active

only in the PC-3/S subpopulation (See Supplementary material 5). This prediction was

experimentally  validated  as  a  higher  sensitivity  of  PC-3S  cells  to  calcitriol,  thus

demonstrating the importance of  considering possible  post-transcriptional  effects  in

order to capture the metabolic processes underlying specific cellular phenotypes.    

Additional metabolic activity state patterns predicted for our PC-3 subpopulations were

consistent with bibliographical evidences consistent with phenotypes similar to our cell

model. Thus, the synthesis of purines is predicted to be more active in PC-3/M cells.

This  correlation has  long been known to apply in  highly proliferative cancer  cells

where purines are used as building blocks required for high DNA duplication rates

[26]. On the other hand, the catabolism of purines is predicted to be more active in PC-

3/S  cells,  correlating  with  their  lower  rates  of  DNA synthesis  proliferation.  The

predicted high purine metabolism activity in PC-3/M is also consistent with the higher

activity  state  of  glutamate  metabolism  predicted  for  the  same  cells,  necessary  to

provide amino groups for the synthesis of purines and pirimidines [27]. Glycolisys is

also predicted to be more active in PC-3/M cells, a characteristic shared by most highly

proliferative cancer cells [28]. Another example is provided by N-glycan degradation

pathways,  predicted  to  be  more  active  in  PC-3/M cells,  while  N-glycan  synthesis

pathways are predicted to be mainly active in PC-3/S cells. 

Our analysis further predicted acid ceramidase (AC) ASAH1 to be active only in PC-

3/M cells. As a consequence of their lipogenic phenotype, cancer cells can accumulate
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proapoptotic  ceramides  [29].  Possibly  as  an  adaptive  response,  many  tumor  cells

expressed high levels of AC to catalyze the hydrolysis of ceramide into sphingosine

thus reducing their proapoptotic effects [30]. This prediction is corroborated by our

previous finding that the ASAH1 enzymatic activity is significantly higher in PC-3/M

cells than in PC-3/S cells [31].

Our model  has also predicted a higher CPT1 activity in PC-3/M cells  than PC-3/S

cells.  The  substrates  of  CPT1  in  the  cytosol,  exclusive  of  PC-3/M,  are  cervonyl

coenzyme  A,  eicosatetranoyl  coenzyme  A,  arachidyl  coenzyme  A,  trans-2-

octadecenoyl-CoA(4-), palmitate, Malonyl-CoA, linoelaidyl coenzyme A and vaccenyl

coenzyme A.  Interestingly,  has  been  reported that  five  of  these eight  LCFAs have

antiproliferative effects [13-17]. Thus, the higher CPT1 and β-oxidation activities in

PC-3/M cells  could  perform two roles.  First,  and  probably  the  most  evident,  they

would maintain the energetic requirements imposed by the high growth rates of PC-

3/M cells and, second, they would be used to eliminate LCFAs with antiproliferative

effects.  The  majority  of  these  LCFAs  are  prostaglandin  precursors  of  eicosanoid

metabolism.  Thus,  AA is  metabolized  from  arachidyl  coenzyme  A and  AA is  a

precursor of  the antiproliferative 2-AG [19,20]. In addition, 2-AG is a precursor of

prostaglandin  J  (PGJ),  at  inhibisor  of  androgen  receptor  signaling  whose

overexpression is critical for the growth and progression of prostate cancer  [21]. On

the other hand we demonstrated that, unlike PC-3/M cells, PC-3/S cells are sensitive to

the anti-proliferative effects of calcitriol, that can be given by their predicted capability

to uptake calcitriol into the nucleus and consequently are more sensitive than PC-3M

cells  to  the  antiproliferative  effects  of  this  compound.  Calcitriol  also  regulates  the

homeostasis of calcium increasing its intracellular concentration [32], necessary for the

metabolization of some prostaglandins with antiproliferative effects such as PGJ or

PGA1 [21]. These observations lead us to prose a mechanism by which the differential

metabolism of LCFAs in the two PC-3 subpopulations would explain at least part of

their opposing phenotypes (Fig 3).  
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Figure 3:   Proposed mechanism of metabolic reprogramming between PC-3/M and PC-3/S. Green solid

arrows represents pathways or groups of metabolic reactions mainly active in PC-3/S subpopulations, blue

solid arrows represents pathways or groups of metabolic reactions active in PC-3/M, discontinue green

arrow represent the calcitriol signaling pathway that regulates calcium homeostasis   

The relatively highactivity of CPT1 in PC-3/M cells increases the entry of LCFAs into

the  mitochondria  (1)  to  be  oxidized  (2)  to  produce  energy  to  sustain  a  highly

proliferative activity.  This  causes  decreased levels  of  LCFAs,  thus  preventing their

antiproliferative effects.  In contrast,  the lower CPT1 activity in PC-3/S cells would

lead to an accumulation of LCFAs in the cytosol. Additionally only PC-3S cells are

predicted to possess efficient  mechanisms for nuclear  translocation of  calcitriol  (3)

which results in increased levels of  intracellular Ca2+ (4). Ca2+ is necessary in some
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steps  of  the  prostaglandin  metabolim  (4),  and  more  specifically  those  with

antimetastatic  effects.  Summing up,  we  propose  that  the  metabolic  reprogramming

involving  LCFA utilization  drives  PC-3/M cells  to  be  more  metastatic  and  highly

proliferative than the PC-3/S subpopulation.

Our  analysis  of  a  dual-cell  model  representing  distinct  and  opposing  neoplastic

phenotypes  allows  us  to  propose  subpopulation-specific  and  complementary

therapeutic  interventions.  Thus,  the  resistance  of  PC-3  cells  to  calcitriol  may  be

explained by the observed resistance of the PC-3/M subpopulation to this compound.

On the other hand, and the poor performance of etomoxir at inhibiting the growth of

PC-3 cells compared to other prostate cell lines may be explained by the low metabolic

dependence  of  the  PC-3/S  subpopulation  on  CPT1.  In  other  words,  androgen-

independent prostate cancer cells with CSC attributes similar to PC-3M cells would be

sensitive to etomoxir, while tumor cell subpopulations with EMT attributes similar to

PC-3S cells would be sensitive to calcitriol. Therefore a combined therapeutic strategy

that uses calcitriol  and etomoxir  would be expected to target two major tumor cell

subpopulations, CSCs and non-CSCs with mesenchymal-like characteristics.

 Our study represents a novel approach to discern metabolic vulnerabilities associated

with heterogeneous tumor cell populations and opens new avenues for the development

of new anti-cancer therapies. 

Methods

Experimental data

In  this  work  we  have  studied  the  metabolic  differences  of  two  different  clonal

subpopulations of a prostate cancer cell line (PC-3) [9]. For this aim we have used two

types of experimental data:

Transcriptomic  data:  We  determined  the  gene  expression  levels  of  each  cell

subpopulation by microarray analysis (Affymetrix genechip u133a 2.0). Next, the gene

expression data was normalized by RMA  [33]. 
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Consumption  and  production  of  metabolites:  Additionally,  we  use  the  measured

consumption and production of some metabolites [12] to asses the reliability of model

predictions (See Supplementary material 3). These metabolites were: glucosa, lactate,

pyruvate, glutamate and aminoacids.

Metabolic model

To  obtain  an  accurate  cell-specific  genome-scale  metabolic  models  of  the  PC-3

subpopulations,  we  performed  a  subpopulation-specific  genome-scale  network

reconstruction  analysis  by  integrating  the  transcriptomic  data  into  the  most  recent

reconstruction  of  human  metabolism  (Recon2)  [10].  Recon2  is  a  genome-scale

stoichiometric model that represents the entire network of human metabolic reactions

and accounts  for  1,789 enzyme-encoding  genes,  7,440 reactions  and 2,626 unique

metabolites distributed over eight cellular compartments. This generic genome-scale

metabolic model provides the appropriate transcript-protein-reaction associations that

permit the integration of the previously mentioned transcriptomic data for which we

used a widely tested constraint-based method [11]. 

Model reduction

In order to reduce the computational time necessary to perform the analysis, the 

metabolic model (Recon2) was reduced. The reduction was done by removing the 

blocked reactions in the model.  These reactions are those incapable of carrying any 

metabolic flux [34]. The reduction was done in two steps:

Determine the blocked reactions: In order to determine the blocked reactions in the 

model, we perform a Flux  Variability Analysis (FVA) [35-37]  using Fasimu software 

[38]. This analysis computes minimal and maximal flux in each reaction. Each analysis

evaluates the feasibility of the simulation. The reactions in which their maximization 

and minimization simulations was not obtained a feasible solution were considered as 

blocked reactions [34].

Remove blocked reactions: Once the blocked reactions were determined we removed 
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them from the  model. Next,  those metabolites that  were neither as product nor 

substrate of any reactions were eliminated from the model. Finally, we checked if it 

was some compartment without metabolites in order to be also removed (no 

compartment was removed). 

Transcriptomic data integration 

We integrated the transcriptomic data into Recon2 by using the gene-protein-reaction 

(GPR) associations included in the model. These associations are “and/or” logical 

sentences that establish a relation between the metabolic reactions and the genes 

encoding the enzymes that catalyze them. GPR associations include information 

related with isoenzymes (using the logical “or”), complexes (using the logical “and”) 

or direct gene-reaction relations (i.e. the activity of Reaction1 depends on: “(geneA and

geneB) or (geneC and geneD)” ). It lead us to integrate the gene expression data from 

PC-3/M and PC-3/S subpopulations into Recon2 and determine the gene expression 

level associated to the metabolic reactions in each subpopulation. For this aim we 

substituted the logical “and” and “or” by “minimum” and “maximum”. Thus, for 

example if the activity of a given reaction depends on the expression of different genes 

and it is defined by the following logical expression “(geneA and geneB) or (geneC 

and geneD)”, and the expression of the  gene A, B, C and D are 0.5, 3, 1 and 0.1 

respectively. Then, by integrating the gene expression levels into the logical sentence 

and replacing the logical operators by  “minimum” and “maximum” we obtain the 

following expression: “max(min(0.5,3),min(1,0.1))”. Thus, based on the transcriptomic

data and the GPR association, the gene expression associated to the reaction is 0.5.

Expression-based activity prediction

Next, we used gene expression levels associated to the metabolic reactions to infer the 

activity states of reactions in the network by using a recently developed constraint-

based method [11].

Optimization algorithm: This method  solves a mixed integer linear programming 
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(MILP) problem to obtain a flux distribution in which the number of  reactions 

associated with highly expressed genes is maximized (RH), and the number of  

reactions associated with lowly expressed genes is minimized (RL) while satisfies the 

thermodynamic and stoichiometric constrains imposed by the model: 

(1)  

The mass balance constraint: where v is the flux vector and S is a n x m stoichiometric 

matrix, in which n is the number of metabolites and m is the number of reactions.

(2)               

Thermodynamic constraints, that restrict flow direction, are imposed by setting vmin and

vmax as lower and upper bounds respectively. 

(3)   

The Boolean variables y+ and y–. In RH reactions represent whether the reaction is 

active or not respectively. In RL y+ represents the reaction is not active.

(4)  

A highly expressed reaction is considered to be active if it carries a significant positive 

flux that is greater than a positive threshold . In our study  =1. Consequently the ith Ɛ Ɛ

reaction is active if: 

       

or has a significant negative flux < –  (as our model didn't consider reversible Ɛ

reactions it cannot occur)

(5)      

Lowly expressed reactions are considered to be inactive if they carry zero metabolic 

flux, though changing equation (5) to enable these reactions to carry a low metabolite 

flux (that is, with an upper bound lower than ) and still be considered inactive Ɛ

provides qualitatively similar results. The following figure illustrates the process:
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Figure 4: This figure represents a toy metabolic network. Here the nodes from Met_A to Met_I represents 

the metabolites involved in this network, the metabolic reactions are represented by the continuous arrows,

the nodes from Enz_1 to Enz_7 represent the enzymes that catalyze the metabolic reactions and the 

discontinuous arrows indicate to which enzyme is associated each metabolic reaction. The enzymes 

associated to highly expressed genes are highlighted in green, the ones associated to lowly expressed 

genes are highlighted in red and in white are those enzymes associated to normally expressed genes. The 

algorithm penalizes the use of reactions associated with lowly expressed genes and prices the use of those 

associated with highly expressed genes. Thus, based on the expression of the genes associated to this 

metabolic network, the algorithm will predict that the reactions highlighted in purple will be active while 

the reactions in black will be inactive. Consequently the metabolite Met_I will be secreted but not Met_G 

neither Met_H 

Parameters: This method defines an upper threshold above which the expression of a 

certain gene is considered high and other bellow which the gene expression is 

considered low. In our study the chosen upper and lower threshold were those 

symmetric percentiles that maximize the cases where the number of reactions 

associated to highly express genes in one subpopulation were associated with lowly 

expressed gene in the other subpopulation and vice versa. Thus, we defined the upper 

threshold at the 66th percentile and the lower threshold at the 33th percentile. The 

method also uses the parameter   that represents tƐ he flux above which a given reaction
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is considered to carries a significant metabolic flux. As is defined in [11] we gave to Ɛ 

a value of 1. Once the thresholds were fixed, we perform the expression-based activity 

prediction analysis by using Fasimu software [38].

Sensitivity analysis

In the Expression-based activity prediction analysis we found an optimal solution in 

terms of the objective function maximization, but this solution may not be unique. 

Actually, it may exist a space of alternative optimal solutions that represents alternative

steady-state flux distributions obtaining the same similarity with the gene expression 

data (the same objective function value). 

To account for these alternative solutions, we employed Sensitivity analysis [11].

This is performed by solving two MILP problems (as is described in Expression-based 

activity prediction) for each reaction to find the maximal attainable similarity with the 

expression data when the reaction is: (i) forced to be activated  and (ii) forced to be 

inactivated. 

Thus, a reaction is considered to be active if  a higher similarity with the expression 

data is achieved when the reaction is forced active than when it is inactive (the 

objective function is higher when the reaction is active). Conversely, it is considered to 

be inactive if the similarity is higher when the reactions is forced to be inactive. If the 

similarities with the experimental data are equal in both cases the activity state of the 

reaction is considered to be undetermined.  From this analysis we could infer which 

pathways were more active in each subpopulation.

Reliability of model predictions

By analyzing the predicted activity state of the exchange reaction we can infer which

metabolites are consumed and/or produced. In order to determine the goodness of our

model predictions we compare qualitatively the consumption and production of some

measured  metabolites  (see  experimental  data)  with  the  corresponding  model

predictions. This comparison was done by constructing a 2x2 confusion matrix and the

levels of significance were determined using Fisher exact test (See results).
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Robustness analysis

The algorithm used to integrate the information from gene expression levels into a

Genome-scale metabolic network reconstruction defines a threshold above which the

expression of the genes is considered high and other bellow which the expression of

the genes is considered low.  It raises the necessity to perform a robustness analysis in

order to demonstrate the lack of dependency of our predictions to the thresholds used

in the analysis. In order to determine the robustness of our prediction we performed the

analysis  previously  described  in  sensitivity  analysis  defining  different  sets  of

thresholds:

 upper threshold: 25th percentile; lower threshold: 75th percentile

 upper threshold: 33th percentile; lower threshold: 66th percentile

 upper threshold: 40th percentile; lower threshold: 60th percentile

Thereby, we defined a set of reactions that were predicted to be active, inactive or

undetermined (the  method cannot  predict  their  activity  state)  independently  of  the

thresholds.

Oxygen consumption rate (OCR)

A XF24 Extracellular Flux Analyzer (Seahorse Bioscience) was used to measure the

rate  change  of  dissolved  oxygen  in  media  immediately  surrounding adherent  cells

cultured in a XF24-well microplate (Seahorse Bioscience). PC-3M and PC-3S cells

were  seeded  in  XF24-well  microplates  at  4.5·104  cells/well  and  9.0·104 cells/well,

respectively, in 100 L of growth medium, adding 100 L more after 3-5 h, and then

incubated at 37 °C with 5% CO2 overnight. After overnight incubation and 1 h before

the Seahorse assay, growth media was replaced by basal media (unbuffered DMEM;

Sigma-Aldrich) with  3 mM glucose and 5 mM carnitine.  The sensor cartridge was

loaded with  etomoxir  and  calibrated  prior  to  the  start  of  the  Seahorse  experiment.

Response to the etomoxir treatment (final concentration 30 M) is expressed as LOG2

to indicate the fold change comparing the measured point immediately after and before
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the corresponding injection. The drug etomoxir was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.

EXPERIMENTOS CALCITRIOL – PROLIFERACIÓN

Cell  proliferation  was  assessed  by  Hoechst  staining  (HO33342;  Sigma-Aldrich).

Briefly, cells were seeded in 96-well plates and media was replaced after 24 h with

complete fresh media containing ethanol vehicle or the drug calcitriol. At the end of the

experiment, media was removed, cells were washed with PBS, the supernatant was

aspirated and 100 L of 0.01% SDS was added to each well. Plates were then frozen at

-20°C until analyzed. To analyze the samples, plates were thawed at 37°C until fully

liquid and 100 L of HO33342 stain solution were added to each well, minimizing light

exposure. HO33342 stain solution was prepared by diluting HO33342 stock solution

(10 mg/mL in H2O) with Assay Buffer containing 1 M NaCl, 0.1 M EDTA, 1 M Tris,

pH 7.4. Plates, covered with tinfoil, were placed on a shaker and incubated at 37°C for

1 h in the dark. Finally, fluorescence was measured in a fluorescence plate reader at

355 nm excitation and 460 nm emmission. 
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Summary

In  solid  tumors,  cancer  stem  cells  (CSCs)  can  arise  independently  of  epithelial-

mesenchymal  transition  (EMT)  but  the  metabolic  reprogramming  associated  with

independent  CSC  and  EMT  programs  is  poorly  understood.  Here  we  identify

distinctive metabolic flux profiles associated with either metastatic prostate epithelial

CSCs (e-CSCs) or non-CSCs expressing a stable EMT. e-CSCs displayed a marked

Warburg  effect,  carbon  source  flexibility  and  vigorous  serine,  glycine,  one-carbon

(SGOC)  metabolism.  In  contrast,  non-CSCs  showed  stronger  dependence  on

mitochondrial  respiration,  limited  metabolic  flexibility  and  high  oxidative  stress.

Optimal  growth  of  e-CSCs  required  the  proton  buffering  capacity  conferred  by

glutamine  metabolism,  while  non-CSCs  were  more  dependent  on  oxidative  stress

protective mechanisms. Importantly, a e-CSC-associated metabolic gene set correlates

with metastatic progression in prostate cancer and 10 other tumor types.
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Introduction

Tumors  represent  heterogeneous  collections  of  neoplastic  and  non-neoplastic  cells

displaying  divergent  phenotypes  that  engage  in  complex  interactions  among  them

(Merlo et al.,  2006). In any given tumor, two major functional categories of cancer

cells  are  represented by  cancer  stem cells  (CSCs),  endowed with  self-renewal  and

tumor repopulation potentials, and non-CSCs (Hanahan and Weinberg, 2011). These

two categories are not mutually exclusive in that extensive plasticity allows phenotypic

switching between CSC and non-CSC states (Chaffer et al., 2011). In order to consider

tumor subpopulation-specific therapeutic strategies, it is important to define molecular

wirings  and  biochemical  networks  underlying  these  two  phenotypic  categories,

including their prevalent metabolic states.

Cancer  cells  predominantly  produce  energy  via  enhanced  glycolysis  regardless  of

whether  they  are  under  normoxic  or  hypoxic  condition,  reflective  of  a  metabolic

adaptation  that  has  been  designated  as  the  Warburg  effect  (Koppenol  et  al.,  2011;

Warburg, 1956). In highly proliferating cells, glycolysis provides selective advantages

over mitochondrial oxidation as a readily available source of energy and carbon units

for of nucleotide, lipid and protein biosynthesis (de Souza et al., 2011; Deberardinis et

al., 2008; Locasale and Cantley, 2010; Pfeiffer et al., 2001). The Warburg effect is also

accompanied  with  high  lactate  production,  allowing  the  regeneration  of  NAD+,

essential for glycolysis to proceed. 

Differences  in  metabolic  states  between  neoplastic  and  non-neoplastic  tumor

compartments and interactions among them have been extensively studied (Martinez-
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Outschoorn  et  al.,  2014).  Recent  evidence  also  suggests  a  metabolic  homogeneity

among  all  cancer  cells  within  a  given  tumor,  such  that  distinct  cancer  cell

subpopulations display distinct metabolic states. Thus, it has been found that  aerobic

glycolysis  and  a  concomitant  reduction  of  mitochondrial  activity  is  preferentially

exhibited by CSCs (Loureiro et al., 2013). Others have emphasized the importance of

oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS) and -oxidation in tumor-initiating cells (Viale

et al., 2014). On the other hand, the induction of an epithelial-mesenchymal transition

(EMT),  which can lead to  the  acquisition of  CSC properties  by some cancer  cells

(Mani  et  al.,  2008),  has  been associated  with a  reduced mitochondrial  metabolism

through the suppression of fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase (FBP1) expression leading to

enhanced  glycolysis  and  decreased  OXPHOS  (Dong  et  al.,  2013)  or  alternative

mechanisms (Lee et al., 2012; Lin et al., 2012), or. Others have shown that circulating

cancer cells expressing mesenchymal and EMT traits activate mitochondrial biogenesis

and OXPHOS through a marked upregulation of PGC-1 (LeBleu et al., 2014). 

Therefore, a consensus is still lacking on the key characteristics that underlie cancer

cell metabolic heterogeneity, in particular with regards to metabolic states distinctive of

CSC  and  non-CSCs.  In  order  to  address  this  issue,  we  have  performed  a

comprehensive metabolic  characterization  of  a  dual-cell  prostate  cancer  cell  model

comprising one subpopulation (PC-3M) with features of epithelial CSCs (e-CSCs), and

a second isogenic neoplastic subpopulation (PC-3S) of non-CSCs that display features

of EMT (Celia-Terrassa et al., 2012). From this analysis, we conclude that the e-CSC

subpopulation in our model exhibits a strong Warburg effect, in contrast to a stronger
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dependence  on  mitochondrial  respiration  of  our  mesenchymal-like  non-CSC

subpopulation. In addition, our analysis uncovers selective metabolic dependencies and

vulnerabilities that may open new avenues to the design of therapeutic strategies aimed

at targeting specific cancer cell subpopulations displaying distinct CSC and non-CSC

phenotypes.

Results

Prostate e-CSCs display an enhanced glycolytic metabolism

Recently, we have described a dual-cell model derived from the PC-3 prostate cancer

cell  line in which a highly metastatic subpopulation (PC-3M) is enriched in e-CSC

features, whereas a non-metastatic but  highly invasive subpopulation (PC-3S) lacks

features of CSC and displays a mesenchymal-like phenotype and gene program (Celia-

Terrassa et al., 2012). This model allows to interrogate whether metabolic phenotypes

associated with CSC states require the engagement of an EMT, as found for other

models (Dong et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2012; Lin et al., 2012; Viale et al., 2014).

We  first  compared  the  activity  of  the  glycolytic  pathway  in  our  cell  model.  The

extracellular acidification rate (ECAR), which predominantly reflects the production of

lactic acid derived from glycolysis, was significantly higher in PC-3M than in PC-3S

cells (Fig. 1A). Consistently, PC-3M cells consumed more glucose and produced more

lactate  than  PC-3S  cells  (Fig.  1B)  and  exhibited  a  significantly  higher  lactate

dehydrogenase (LDH) activity (Fig. 1C). Incubation of cells with [1,2-13C2]-glucose

allowed to determine that both glycolysis and the pentose phosphate pathway (PPP)
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contributed to the higher production of lactate  glycolysis in PC-3M cells (Fig. 1D and

Table  S1).  We further  assessed  the  importance  of  glycolysis  in  both  cell  types  by

studying the inhibition of mitochondrial cell respiration in the presence of high levels

of glucose (Crabtree effect), the amplitude of which is an indicator of the degree of

preference for glycolysis over oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS) as a pathway to

obtain  energy  and  metabolic  precursors  (Crabtree,  1929).  A significantly  stronger

reduction in cell respiration was observed in PC-3M cells than PC-3S cells (Fig. 1E),

indicating that the e-CSC subpopulation has a greater preference than the non-CSC

subpopulation  to  metabolize  glucose  through  the  glycolytic  pathway  when  this

substrate is available. Glucose deprivation and treatment with the glycolytic inhibitor

2-deoxyglucose (2-DG) decreased the proliferation of PC-3M cells significantly more

than that of PC-3S cells (Fig. 1F), partly contributed by cell death (Fig. S1A) and a

block at the G1 phase of the cell cycle (Fig. S1B). On the other hand, treatment with

the LDH inhibitor oxamate significantly affected both cell subpopulations (Fig. 1G)

probably because of the disruption of the cytosolic NAD+/NADH balance. Treatment

with  2-DG  decreased  cellular  ATP  levels  in  both  cell  subpopulations  but  more

significantly in PC-3M cells (Fig. 1H), whereas oxamate treatment tended to increase

ATP production  (Fig.  1H).  The  latter  result  suggests  that  LDH  inhibition  directs

pyruvate towards energetic pathways, such as mitochondrial respiration, characterized

by a high ATP yield. Indeed, we observed an additive effect when cells were co-treated

with  oxamate  and  dichloroacetate  (DCA),  an  inhibitor  of  pyruvate  dehydrogenase

kinases  (PDHKs)  that  promotes  pyruvate  dehydrogenase  (PDH) activity  (Fig.  1H),
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which led to a 10-20% increase in ATP levels.

When  PC-3M  cells  were  induced  to  acquire  a  partial  EMT  through  forced

overexpression of Snai1 (PC-3M/Snai1 cells),  or  when their  self-renewal properties

were inhibited through knockdown of the pluripotency factors SOX2, KLF4 and MYC

(PC-3M/SKMkd cells) (Celia-Terrassa et al., 2012), they showed a reduced glycolytic

phenotype (Fig. 1I). Likewise, exposure of cells to 2-DG affected to a lesser extent PC-

3M/Snai1 and PC-3M/SKMkd cells  as compared to  control  PC-3M cells  (Fig.  1J).

These observations reinforce the conclusion that the marked glycolytic phenotype and

glucose  dependence  observed  in  PC-3M cells  is  associated  with  e-CSC properties

which in our model requires the maintenance of a robust epithelial gene program.

Mesenchymal-like non-CSCs exhibit higher rates of mitochondrial respiration than e-

CSCs

The above results suggest the occurrence of a marked Warburg effect in PC-3M cells.

For a more formal conclusion in this regard, we explored the state of mitochondrial

respiration in our cell model by using four mitochondrial respiratory chain inhibitors

(Fig. S2). Oligomycin, an ATP synthase inhibitor, caused a more significant reduction

in OCR in PC-3S cells  (Fig.  2A), suggesting that  they rely more on mitochondrial

metabolism for bioenergetics than the e-CSC subpopulation.  Oligomycin also dose-

dependently inhibited the proliferation of PC-3S cells significantly more than that of

PC-3M cells (Fig. 2B) and elicited increased ATP levels in PC-3S cells but not in PC-

3M cells (Fig. 2C). Thus, in spite of its strong dependence on mitochondrial ATP, PC-
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3S cells readily activated compensatory ATP biosynthetic pathways, such as glycolysis,

in response to oligomycin.  

We next compared the maximal mitochondrial respiratory capacity of these cells by

measuring the OCR response to trifluorocarbonylcyanide phenylhydrazone (FCCP), a

mitochondrial  uncoupling  agent.  To  better  assess  the  mitochondrial  respiratory

capacity,  we  injected  2  mM  pyruvate  (Pyr)  together  with  FCCP.  Exposure  to

FCCP+Pyr boosted OCR significantly more in PC-3S cells than in PC-3M cells (Fig.

2D), suggesting that PC-3S cells are endowed with a significantly higher mitochondrial

respiratory  capacity  (Fig.  2E).  Exposure  to  the  mitochondrial  complex  I  and  III

inhibitors rotenone and antimycin reduced OCR in both cell subpopulations, although

significantly more in PC-3S cells (Fig. 2F).

Consistent  with the known correlation of mitochondrial  metabolic activity with the

generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) (Starkov, 2008), PC-3S cells contained

higher basal levels of ROS than PC-3M cells (Fig. 2G). The proton leak rate across the

mitochondrial membrane completes the proton circuit and behaves as an antioxidant by

reducing ROS production. Accordingly, PC-3S cells presented higher rates of proton

leak  than  PC-3M  cells  (Fig.  2H),  likely  allowing  them  to  counter  their  higher

intracellular ROS levels. 

In  additional  support  of  the  importance  of  the  epithelial  and  pluripotency  gene

programs  for  these  metabolic  readouts,  PC-3M/Snai1  and  PC-3M/SKMkd  variants

were more sensitive to all mitochondrial drugs (Fig. 2I). We thus conclude that PC-3M
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cells, enriched in e-CSCs, are characterized by a high glycolytic flux and relatively low

mitochondrial respiration, for which these cells depend on the expression of epithelial

and pluripotency gene networks.

These  cell  subpopulations  showed  contrasting  mitochondrial  morphologies  and

organizations (Fig. S3). PC-3M cells exhibited mitochondrial morphologies consistent

with extensive mitochondrial fragmentation or fission, which has been associated with

impaired OXPHOS and a higher reliance on anaerobic glycolysis to generate energy

(Sauvanet et  al.,  2010). In contrast,  the mitochondrial morphologies in PC-3S cells

were more compact,  consistent  with active fusion events  (Westrate  et  al.,  2014),  a

process coupled to a robust mitochondrial function and bioenergetics (Mishra et al.,

2014).  Thus,  the  non-CSC  subpopulation  displays  a  mitochondrial  organization

predicted to support a robust OXPHOS activity for the generation of ATP.

e-CSCs use alternative substrates to feed into the mitochondrial metabolism

Glucose  deprivation  and  2-DG  treatment  enhanced  glutamine  consumption  more

significantly in PC-3M cells than in PC-3S cells (Fig. 3A), indicating that PC-3M cells

are endowed with a greater flexibility in the use of carbon sources other than glucose.

This  was  further  explored  by  determining  OCR and  ECAR profiles  in  full  media

(glucose plus glutamine) and in restricted media lacking either glucose or glutamine or

both (minimal media). Although significant differences were not detected in the OCR

baseline profile in full media conditions, PC-3M showed higher OCR values than PC-

3S cells in all restricted media conditions (Fig. 3B), suggesting that they more readily
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use  alternative  carbon  sources  to  feed  into  mitochondrial  metabolism.  This  also

indicates  that,  although  PC-3M  cells  are  more  dependent  on  glycolysis,  their

mitochondrial respiration is functional and enhanced when required. Likewise, ECAR

(and  thus  glycolysis)  was  strongly  dependent  on  glucose  availability  (Fig.  3C),

supporting  the  importance  of  a  switch  to  mitochondrial  metabolism under  glucose

deprivation. To test the ability of PC-3M cells to use alternative substrates contributing

to  OCR,  we  analyzed  the  consumption  of  ketogenic  amino  acids,  which  can  be

degraded into acetyl-CoA. PC-3M cells consumed more glutamine (Fig. 3A) and the

ketogenic amino acids leucine, isoleucine, lysine, threonine, tyrosine, tryptophan and

phenylalanine  than  PC-3S  cells  (Fig.  3D).  Additionally,  we  analyzed  fatty  acid  -

oxidation as a contributor to mitochondrial respiration by exposing cells to etomoxir (a

carnitine palmitoyltransferase 1 (CPT1) inhibitor), which impairs fatty acid -oxidation

and causes a reduction in OCR. We found that treatment with etomoxir affected the

mitochondrial respiration of PC-3M cells significantly more than that of PC-3S cells

(Fig. S4A). Consistently, higher protein levels of the fatty acid transporter CPT1 were

found in PC-3M cells than in PC-3S cells (Fig. S4B).

In agreement with the observed OCR profiles, the sensitivity of the cells to oligomycin,

FCCP + Pyr and rotenone + antimycin varied as a function of the available carbon

source.  With  glucose  as  the  only  carbon  source,  PC-3S  cells  were  relatively  less

sensitive than PC-3M cells to inhibition of mitochondrial respiration in response to

oligomycin (Fig.  3E) and also compared to  full  media conditions  (Fig.  2A),  likely

reflecting a decrease in their mitochondrial capacity in the absence of glutamine (Fig.
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3B). Neither cell  subpopulation showed significant differences in their responses to

FCCP + Pyr and rotenone + antimycin under glucose or glutamine deprivation (Fig.

3E).  Together,  these  observations  indicate  that  PC-3M  cells  can  use  alternative

substrates to fuel  mitochondrial respiration in the absence of glucose, while PC-3S

cells  are  highly  dependent  on  glucose  and  glutamine  to  maintain  a  proper

mitochondrial function.

Glucose and glutamine differentially contribute to TCA intermediates synthesis in e-

CSCs and mesenchymal-like non-CSCs

The  above  evidences  of  differential  mitochondrial  metabolism  were  further

investigated by analyzing the TCA metabolism through a  13C-tracer based approach.

PC-3M and PC-3S cells were cultured with [1,2-13C2]-glucose and the mass isotopomer

distribution of the intracellular TCA intermediates citrate, glutamate, fumarate, malate

and aspartate  was analyzed  by GC/MS (Table  S2).  PC-3S cells  incorporated more

efficiently than PC-3M cells labeling from glucose to TCA intermediates, indicating

that the CSC subpopulation, but not the non-CSC subpopulation, may divert most of

the  pyruvate  derived  from  glycolysis  away  from  mitochondria,  consistent  with  a

marked Warburg effect.

We also  determined the  mass  isotopomer  distribution  of  intracellular  pyruvate  and

calculated  the  ratio  of  m2  labeling  of  TCA intermediates  to  m2  pyruvate  as  an

indication of the relative rates of pyruvate oxidation in the TCA cycle. In this approach,

we  do  not  distinguish  the  enzyme  (e.g.  pyruvate  dehydrogenase  (PDH),  pyruvate
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carboxylase or malic enzyme) responsible for the incorporation of pyruvate to the TCA

cycle (Fig. 4A). We found lower ratios of m2 TCA intermediates to m2 pyruvate in PC-

3M cells (Fig. 4B), indicative of a decreased fraction of pyruvate entering the TCA

cycle. Furthermore, entry of a second m2 acetyl-CoA from m2 pyruvate into the TCA

cycle,  specifically  by  the  action  of  PDH,  results  in  m4 citrate,  glutamate  and m3

fumarate, malate and aspartate (Fig. 4C). As with the m2/m2 pyruvate ratio, m4 (citrate

and glutamate) and m3 (fumarate, malate and aspartate) to m2 pyruvate ratios were

also decreased in PC-3M cells relative to PC-3S cells (Fig. 4D). These results show

that the flux from glucose to the oxidative TCA cycle is stronger in PC-3S cells than

PC-3M cells.

The contribution of glutamine to the TCA cycle was determined by analysis of the

labeling  profile  of  TCA intermediates  after  incubation  of  the  cells  with  [U-13C5]-

glutamine (Table S3), comparing m4 mass isotopomers (m5 in the case of glutamate)

and  considering  the  oxidative  pathway  (Fig  S5A).  We  found  a  more  significant

contribution of this substrate to the synthesis of TCA intermediates in PC-3M cells

than in PC-3S cells (Fig. 4E). We also considered whether glutamine was metabolized

through reductive carboxylation reactions  (Fig.  S5B).  Analysis  of  the  levels of  m5

citrate and m3 aspartate, malate and fumarate indicated that this metabolic pathway is

more active in PC-3M cells (Fig 4F). These and the above results support the notion

that the e-CSCs of our cell model compensate their reduced mitochondrial function by

enhancing alternative metabolic pathways to sustain their needs and rapidly adapt to

changes  in  nutrient  availability.  Interestingly,  we  also  noticed  that  PC-3M  cells
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accumulated  proline  in  the  extracellular  media  (Fig.  S6A)  and  that  glutamine

contributes significantly to the synthesis of this amino acid, especially in PC-3M cells

(Fig. S6B).

PDH is a key enzyme mediating the entry of pyruvate to mitochondria. Treatment of

cells with the PDHKs inhibitor DCA and the LDH inhibitor oxamate resulted in a more

pronounced  increase  in  mitochondrial  respiration  in  PC-3M  cells,  particularly  in

response  to  DCA (Fig.  4G-H),  indicating  that  activating  PDH  (through  PDHKs

inhibition) is more effective than increasing pyruvate levels (through LDH inhibition)

to stimulate the  mitochondrial  entry and metabolism of  pyruvate.  These treatments

boosted  the  respiration  of  PC-3S cells  significantly less  than  that  of  PC-3M cells,

suggesting a higher PDH baseline activity in PC-3S. Indeed, PDH was markedly more

phosphorylated (i.e.,  more inactive) in PC-3M than PC-3S cells (Fig. 4I,  inset) and

transcript levels for PDHK1 were higher and the PDH phosphatase PDP2 lower in PC-

3M cells than in PC-3S cells (Fig. 4I).

We next used Isodyn (Selivanov et al., 2006) to integrate the above biochemical and

13C-based  mass  isotopomer  distributions  and  estimate  metabolic  flux  distributions

(relative  to  glucose  uptake)  in  central  carbon  metabolism (Fig.  S7).  The  resulting

metabolic flux simulations lend further support to the occurrence of an enhanced entry

of pyruvate via PDH into the TCA cycle, increased TCA cycle fluxes (CS, citakg and

akgfum) and a higher flux associated with mitochondrial respiration (resp) in PC-3S

cells, consistent with a more active mitochondrial metabolism (Fig. 4J).
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Prostate e-CSCs are more dependent than mesenchymal-like non-CSCs on non-

anaplerotic metabolic contributions from glutaminolysis

In light of the essential contribution of glutamine to the TCA cycle in PC-3M cells, we

further explored the effects of inhibiting glutaminolysis on cell proliferation, viability

and metabolic adaptations. Glutaminase (GLS1), a MYC transcription target frequently

expressed at high levels in rapidly proliferating cells and CSCs (Gao et al., 2009; Liu et

al.,  2012),  was expressed at  significantly higher levels in PC-3M cells  than PC-3S

cells, in particular the glutaminase C (GAC) isoform (Fig. 5A and B). The expression

of GAC in PC-3M cells was partly dependent on the maintenance of epithelial and

pluripotent gene programs, as shown by a diminished GAC/KGA ratio in PC-3M/Snai1

and PC-3M/SKMkd cells (Fig. 5B).  To assess the importance of glutaminase in cell

proliferation,  we  incubated  cells  with  the  glutaminase  inhibitor  bis-2-(5-

phenylacetamido-1,3,4-thiadiazol-2-yl)ethyl  sulfide  (BPTES).  Cell  proliferation  was

more significantly inhibited in PC-3M cells (Fig. 5C), with a decline of cells in the S

phase of the cell cycle (Fig. S8). The sensitivity of PC-3M cells to growth inhibition by

BPTES was attenuated by overexpression of Snai1 or knock down of SOX2, KLF4 and

MYC (Fig. 5C), illustrating that the strong dependence on glutaminolysis of PC-3M

cells relies on the maintenance of epithelial and pluripotency gene programs.

Both  PC-3M  and  PC-3S  cells  adapted  their  metabolism  to  BPTES  treatment  by

increasing glucose consumption (Fig. 5D) and, more significantly, lactate production

(Fig. 5E). This prompted us to test the effects on viability of a combined inhibition of
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glutaminolysis and glycolysis. We observed a marked additive effect on cell death by

combining BPTES and 2-DG treatments in PC-3M cells but not in PC-3S cells (Fig.

5F),  indicating  that  glycolysis  and  glutaminolysis  are  indeed two major  metabolic

pathways essential for the optimal growth and survival of PC-3M cells.

Because glutamine is anaplerotically used to supply the TCA cycle (DeBerardinis et

al., 2008), we tested if the inhibition of cell proliferation by BPTES could be rescued

with  the  cell-permeable  -ketoglutarate  (-KG)  analog  dimethyl  -ketone  (DMK).

Remarkably,  cell  growth was not  rescued in BPTES-treated PC-3M or PC-3S cells

after  incubation with DMK (Fig. 5G).  This  suggests  that,  in these cells,  glutamine

exerts  an activity  independent  of its  anaplerotic  function,  essential  for  optimal  cell

proliferation. In addition to anaplerotic reactions, glutamine is involved in numerous

metabolic pathways, including synthesis of glutathione, NADPH production and pH

homeostasis (Huang et al., 2013; Son et al., 2013). In their basal states, PC-3S cells

contained higher  levels  of  ROS than PC-3M cells  (Fig.  2G) and total  intracellular

glutathione (Fig. 5H), suggesting that the non-CSC subpopulation counteracts higher

levels  of  ROS  with  an  accumulation  of  glutathione.  Although  ROS  production

increased  in  both  cell  subpopulations  after  BPTES treatment  (Fig.  5I),  glutathione

content was affected only in PC-3S cells (Fig. 5J), showing that, in these cells,  the

glutamine metabolism is indeed important for the synthesis of glutathione. Because

both cell lines showed comparable increments in ROS levels in response to BPTES,

these results  fail  to  explain  the  observed differential  sensitivity  of  PC-3M cells  to

glutaminase inhibition.
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Recent  evidences indicate that glutamine metabolism provides cellular resistance to

acidic conditions through the release of ammonia (Huang et al., 2013). After incubation

in  pH  7.1  media  (acidic  conditions),  the  proliferation  of  PC-3M  cells  decreased

significantly more than PC-3S cells, compared to cells grown in standard pH 7.9 media

(Fig.  5K).  We observed  an  additive  growth  inhibitory  effect  between  low pH and

BPTES, more pronounced in the case of PC-3M cells (Fig. 5K). Absence of sodium

bicarbonate (NaHCO3) in the culture medium was also deleterious to cell proliferation

under acidic conditions (Fig. 5K). The importance of the epithelial and pluripotency

gene  programs  in  conferring  sensitivity  to  glutaminase  inhibition  under  relatively

acidic conditions was shown by the enhanced resistance to BPTES treatment at low pH

exhibited by  PC-3M/Snai1 and PC-3M/SKMkd cells relative to control PC-3M cells

(Fig. 5L). These observations suggest that the glutaminase reaction contributes to the

buffering of surplus protons produced by PC-3M cells through their marked Warburg

effect and consequent lactate production.

 e-CSCs are characterized by a strong serine, glycine, one-carbon (SGOC) metabolism

Changes in cellular demands and preferences for amino acids result from the metabolic

reprogramming  associated  with  tumor  progression  and  are  closely  linked  to  the

Warburg effect (Hsu and Sabatini, 2008; Jain et al., 2012). The extensive differences

found between our two subpopulations in glycolysis,  mitochondrial metabolism and

glutaminolysis  led  us  to  expect  equally  significant  differences  in  amino  acid

metabolism.  We  analyzed  the  consumption  and  production  profiles  of  alanine,

glutamate, serine and glycine and their mass isotopomer distributions after incubating
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cells with [1,2-13C2]-glucose (Table S2) or [U-13C6]-glucose (Table S4). PC-3M cells

secreted more alanine than PC-3S cells (Fig. 6A), m2 alanine being the most abundant

isotopologue (Fig. 6B), indicating that it is mainly of glycolytic origin. Consistently,

PC-3M cells showed higher alanine transaminase (ALT) enzyme activity than PC-3S

cells (Fig. 6C). In contrast, PC-3S cells secreted significantly more glutamate to the

extracellular media than PC-3M cells (Fig. 6D) comprising both m2 glutamate (derived

from glycolysis + 1st turn of the TCA cycle) and m3 glutamate (glycolysis + 2nd turn of

the TCA cycle) (Fig. 6E).  Figure S9 schematically illustrates the label distributions

incorporated in glutamate from [U-13C6]-glucose.

The  glycolytic  flux  can  also  be  diverted  from  the  glycolytic  intermediate  3-

phosphoglycerate towards the synthesis of serine, which in turn may be converted to

glycine  (Locasale,  2013).  Both  amino  acids  provide  essential  precursors  for  the

synthesis of proteins, nucleic acids and lipids (Fan et al., 2014). PC-3M cells consumed

more extracellular serine than PC-3S cells, while glycine was consumed by PC-3M

cells and produced by PC-3S cells (Fig. 6F). After incubation of cells with [U-13C6]-

glucose (Fig. 6G), m3 serine was predominant in PC-3M cells, whereas more evenly

distributed representations of m1, m2 and m3 serine were found in PC-3S cells (Fig.

6G). The largely homogeneous m3 labeling of serine in PC-3M cells, together with a

paucity of m1 and m2 labeled species,  suggests that  serine does not accumulate in

these cells  and  is  efficiently  used as  a  building block  for  protein  synthesis  and/or

funneled to catabolic reactions that rapidly transform serine to glycine. In line with

this, the failure to secrete glycine (Fig. 6F) and the relatively low levels of m2 glycine
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in PC-3M cells (Fig. 6H) suggest that glycine derived from serine is also rapidly used

in these cells for biosynthetic purposes or cleaved to further contribute to one-carbon

metabolic reactions. In fact, PC-3M cells expressed significantly higher levels than PC-

3S cells  of  glycine decarboxylase  (GLDC),  the  key enzyme catalyzing the glycine

cleavage (Fig. 6I). In addition to GLDC, PC-3M cells also cells expressed higher levels

than PC-3S cells  of many of the other enzymes involved in serine and one-carbon

metabolism (Fig. 6I) (Locasale, 2013; Tedeschi et al., 2013; Vazquez et al., 2011).

NADPH-generating reactions and fatty acid synthesis are favored in mesenchymal-like

non-CSCs

The oxidative branch of the PPP uses glucose-6-phosphate as a substrate to generate

NADPH, thus providing reducing power for other biosynthetic pathways (e.g.  fatty

acid synthesis)  and to counter free radicals and oxidative stress.  The non-oxidative

branch recycles pentose phosphates to glycolytic intermediates and generates de novo

ribose-5-phosphate  for  nucleotide  synthesis.  Two key  PPP enzymes  are  glucose-6-

phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PDH) in the oxidative branch and transketolase (TKT) in

the non-oxidative branch. The metabolism of [1,2-13C2]-glucose through the oxidative

and the non-oxidative branches of PPP results mainly in m1 and m2 labeled ribose,

respectively. Label incorporation to ribose was significantly higher in PC-3M cells than

in PC-3S cells (Fig. 7A), suggestive of a higher demand for nucleotide biosynthesis to

sustain their high proliferation rate. Analysis of ribose mass isotopomer distribution

revealed an increase in m1 and m2 ribose in PC-3M cells (Fig. 7B). The m1/m2 ribose

ratio  also  indicated  a  differential  contribution  of  the  oxidative  and  non-oxidative
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branches  of  the  PPP (Fig.  7C),  suggesting  that  the  highly  glycolytic  PC-3M cells

redirect back part of the glucose-based PPP intermediates to glycolysis through the

non-oxidative branch. Although direct glycolysis was the main source of lactate in both

cell  subpopulations,  lactate  can  be  derived  from  a  combination  of  the  PPP and

glycolysis,  and this  contribution was indeed higher in  PC-3M cells  (Fig.  1D).  The

differential  use  of  the  PPP branches  was  further  supported  by  the  observation  of

significantly higher enzymatic activity and expression levels of TKT in PC-3M cells

and G6PDH in PC-3S cells (Fig. 7D-F).

The above results suggest a higher demand of NADPH in PC-3S cells, likely required

to  face  higher  levels  of  oxidative  stress  derived  from  a  strong  mitochondrial

metabolism. Isodyn analysis indicated that the fluxes for NADPH-producing reactions,

such as cytosolic malic enzyme (ME) and isocitrate dehydrogenase (participating in the

citakg  flux),  are  more  robust  in  PC-3S  cells  (Fig.  4J).  Isodyn  also  predicted  an

enhanced efflux of citrate from the mitochondrial to the cytosol compartment (citdmc

flux) (Fig. 4J). NADPH reducing equivalents actively participate in many biosynthetic

reactions, such as fatty acid synthesis. After incubation of cells with [1,2-13C2]-glucose,

a significantly greater yield of m2 and m4 labeled palmitate (Fig. 7G) and stearate

(Fig.  7H)  was detected in  PC-3S cells  than PC-3M cells,  suggesting  that  glucose-

derived carbons are more efficiently routed towards fatty acid synthesis in PC-3S cells.

We also found higher protein expression levels in PC-3S cells of ATP citrate lyase

(ACLY), the primary enzyme responsible for cytosolic fatty acid biosynthesis (Fig. 7I).

Together, these observations suggest that PC-3M and PC-3S cells differ in the balance
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between fatty acid synthesis and oxidation, the former being favored in the non-CSC

subpopulation and the latter in the e-CSC subpopulation.

A metabolic gene set overrepresented in PC-3M cells is associated with the malignant

progression of several cancers

To determine the potential significance in cancer progression of metabolic pathways

differentially active in our CSC vs. non-CSC model, we used our previously generated

transcriptomic data (Celia-Terrassa et  al.,  2012) to extract a set of metabolic genes

significantly enriched in PC-3M cells relative to PC-3S cells (Table S5). This gene set

includes enzymes involved in the metabolism of serine and glycine (GLDC, CBS),

branched-chain amino acids (BCAT1), glutamate and proline (ASS1, AGMAT), which

support the metabolic flexibility accompanying the CSC phenotype. It also includes

genes that participate in the synthesis of purine nucleotides (GUCY1A3, PDE3B and

ADCY7) as part of reactions that converge on substrates that are actively metabolized

in  PC-3M  cells,  such  as  glycine  and  one-carbon  units  from  tetrahydrofolate.  By

applying Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (Subramanian et al., 2005), we found that the

PC-3M-overrepresented metabolic gene set is significantly enriched along malignant

progression in prostate cancer (Fig 7J, Table S6) and 10 other types of human tumors,

including ovarian, bladder, adrenocortical, head and neck, stomach or rectal carcinoma,

melanoma and mesothelioma (Table S6). These observations support the relevance for

human tumor progression of the metabolic pathways and reactions that we have found

differentially active in our CSC vs. non-CSC cell model.
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Discussion

The  cancer  stem cell  hypothesis  implies  intratumoral  phenotypic  heterogeneity,  to

which  epigenetic  mechanisms  are  major  contributors  (Easwaran  et  al.,  2014).

Neoplastic cells can reversibly switch between CSC and non-CSC states (Chaffer et al.,

2011), presenting a hurdle to efforts  at  targeting specific tumor subpopulations that

may  thus  escape  from  therapeutic  pressure  (Easwaran  et  al.,  2014).  A successful

strategy to forestall these escape mechanisms should contemplate the characterization

of biochemical and gene networks and uncover vulnerabilities pertaining to both CSC

and  non-CSC  neoplastic  tumors  components.  Previous  studies  have  failed  to

discriminate whether metabolic phenotypes observed in tumor cells with CSC features

were due to the EMT (Dong et al., 2013; Le et al., 2012; LeBleu et al., 2014; Lee et al.,

2012; Lin et al., 2012) or to CSC states, which recent studies have found that may

occur in cancer cells unlinked to EMT (Beck et al., 2015; Celia-Terrassa et al., 2012).

In  order  to  approach  this  issue,  we  have  undertaken  a  systematic  comparative

metabolic characterization of a dual-cell prostate cancer model in which CSC (PC-3M)

and  EMT  (PC-3S)  phenotypes  and  gene  programs  are  clearly  uncoupled.  Our

comparative  analysis  sheds  light  on  major  metabolic  pathways  and  vulnerabilities

accompanying CSC and non-CSC phenotypes, as schematically summarized in Figures

S10 and S11 

PC-3-derived e-CSCs are under an enhanced Warburg effect  and use a diversity of
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carbon sources for energy production

Our  analysis  shows  that  the  PC-3M e-CSC subpopulation  is  highly  dependent  on

aerobic glycolysis for cell proliferation and bioenergetics, largely uncoupled from the

TCA  cycle  and  OXPHOS.  In  contrast,  the  mesenchymal-like  non-CSC  PC-3S

subpopulation relies more on mitochondrial respiration for the generation of energy

and metabolizes significant amounts of glucose through the TCA cycle. However,  in

nutrient-restricted media, mitochondrial metabolism was compromised in PC-3S cells

whereas PC-3M cells showed higher respiration rates thanks to their greater metabolic

flexibility and ability to use alternative metabolic substrates to feed into the TCA cycle.

On these grounds, a promising strategy to target CSC subpopulations would be either

to block glycolysis (e.g. 2-DG) or to promote OXPHOS via PDH activation with DCA

to switch from glycolysis to OXPHOS and dramatically alter their bioenergetic and

biosynthetic resources and their redox balance (ROS) (Ito and Suda, 2014). However,

due to the metabolic flexibility displayed by PC-3M cells, simultaneous inhibition of

glycolysis  and  alternative  carbon  sources,  such  as  glutamine,  may  be  required  to

efficiently target CSCs and thus substantially reduce their potential to proliferate and

survive  in vitro and limit their metastatic potential  in vivo  (Berridge et al., 2010). In

contrast, PC-3S cells are more vulnerable to the inhibition of mitochondrial respiration

by several mitochondrial drugs.

Together with published evidences, our observations lead us to conclude that cancer

cells with properties of CSCs engage a Warburg effect, independently of whether their
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phenotype  is  associated  with  an  epithelial  (our  model)  or  a  mesenchymal  (other

models)  gene  program.  High  glycolytic  fluxes  likely  benefit  cells  with  elevated

proliferation  rates  through  the  production  of  glycolytic  intermediates  for  de  novo

biosynthesis  of  nucleotides,  lipids  and  proteins  (Hamanaka  and  Chandel,  2012).

Previous  studies  have  suggested  that  glycolytic  metabolism  may  be  a  broadly

conserved stem cell property (Feng et al., 2014) and associated with undifferentiated

states (Pacini and Borziani, 2014; Rehman, 2010).

Prostate e-CSCs exhibit a very active SGOC metabolism

We have also found that part of the glycolytic carbons was diverted toward serine and

glycine  biosynthesis,  and  PC-3M  cells  failed  to  accumulate  these  amino  acids,

suggestive of a high demand for serine and glycine for biosynthesis and one-carbon

metabolism (Vazquez et al., 2011) (Tedeschi et al., 2013). PC-3S cells may present a

more limited use of serine and glycine as shown by accumulation of m1, m2 and m3

serine and excretion of surplus glycine. A hypothesis of the reactions that drive serine

and glycine metabolism is graphically summarized in Figure S12.

Non-anaperotic  functions  of  glutamine  metabolism support  optimal  proliferation of

prostate epithelial CSCs

Glutaminolysis normally serves to anaplerotically fill the TCA, in particular in cells

that  shut  down the entry of  pyruvate  into mitochondria  as  a  consequence of  PDH

inhibition (DeBerardinis et al., 2008). However, the compromised growth of PC-3M

cells treated with BPTES was not rescued by incubation with a cell-permeable -KG
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analog,  which suggests  that  the dependence of these cells  on glutaminolysis  is  not

explained solely through the anaplerotic functions of glutamine.

Of the different non-anaplerotic functions investigated for glutamine metabolism,  its

protective role from acidity was the most remarkable in PC-3M cells. We found that

the  growth  of  PC-3M  cells  was  significantly  more  affected  than  PC-3S  cells  in

relatively low pH conditions. Furthermore, we observed a synergistic effect between

glutaminase inhibition by BPTES and low pH. We conclude that protection from the

acidic conditions caused by a marked Warburg effect is a critical survival factor for

PC-3M cells.  Figure S13 illustrates other cellular reactions that also release ammonia,

such as those driven by glutamate dehydrogenase (GLDH) and the glycine cleavage

system.  Targeting  these  enzymes  or  multienzyme  complexes  could  additionally

compromise the proliferation and viability of PC-3M cells and, by extension, CSCs,

not only because of their specific role in metabolic networks but also of the consequent

compromise of the cells pH buffering power. In contrast, glutamine metabolism in PC-

3S cells was more closely linked to glutathione synthesis that confers protection from

oxidative stress and therefore reasonable strategies to target non-CSCs with similar

metabolic  phenotypes  might  include  interventions  to  limit  antioxidant  adaptive

responses. 

Enhanced flux of  NADPH-generating reactions  and fatty acid synthesis in    prostate

neoplastic mesenchymal-like non-CSCs

Our comparative analysis of the PPP has led us to uncover a differential use of the
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oxidative and non-oxidative branches of the PPP, as summarized in Figures S10 and

S11.  PC-3M cells  had a  more active non-oxidative branch of  the  PPP,  which may

present an advantage for their high glycolytic phenotype, allowing a reversible and

dynamic connection between glycolysis and the PPP. In contrast, PC-3S cells showed a

preference for the oxidative branch, an important source of NADPH to support fatty

acid  synthesis  and  redox  homeostasis  maintenance.  PC-3S  cells  also  had  a  more

pronounced  fatty  acid  synthetic  activity  than  PC-3M  cells,  in  which  fatty  acid

oxidation was more prevalent. From these observations, we predict a higher sensitivity

of the non-CSC PC-3S cell subpopulation to perturbations in lipogenesis than the e-

CSC PC-3M subpopulation.

In  summary,  we  conclude  that  metabolic  programs  underlying  CSC  and  EMT

phenotypes  can  be  mutually  uncoupled  and  that  each  associates  with  preferred

metabolic  dependencies  required  for  optimal  cell  proliferation  and  survival.  The

recognition of such dependencies leads to uncover metabolic vulnerabilities that can be

targeted  through  tumor  subpopulation-specific  interventions.  Our  observations  may

establish  new  grounds  for  tumor  subpopulation-specific  and  combined  therapeutic

strategies with potential impacts on the management of metastatic disease. Importantly,

the relevance for tumor progression of metabolic pathways related to those detailed for

our cell model is supported by a significant association with the malignant progression

of several types of human tumors of sets of metabolic genes enriched in PC-3M cells.
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Experimental  Procedures  (additional  Experimental  Procedures  are  described  in

online Supplemental Information)

Cells and Cell culture. PC-3M and PC-3S were clonally derived from the human cell

line  PC-3  and  PC-3M cell  variants  used  in  several  experiments  were  obtained  as

described (Celia-Terrassa et al., 2012). All cell subpopulations were cultured at 37°C in

a 5% CO2 atmosphere in RPMI 1640 media (Sigma-Aldrich or Biowest) with 10 mM

glucose and 2 mM glutamine supplemented with 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) (PAA

Laboratories),  1% pyruvate  (1  mM)  (Biological  Industries),  1% streptomycin  (100

µg/mL) /  penicillin (100 units/mL) (Gibco), 1% nonessential amino acids (Biological

Industries) and 200 μg/mL geneticin (Gibco).

Oxygen consumption rate (OCR) and extracellular acidification rate (ECAR). A XF24

Extracellular  Flux  Analyzer  (Seahorse  Bioscience)  was  used  to  measure  the  rate

change of dissolved oxygen and protons in media immediately surrounding adherent

cells cultured in a XF24-well microplate (Seahorse Bioscience). Cells were seeded in

XF24-well microplates and incubated at 37 °C with 5% CO2 overnight. One h before

assays,  growth  media  was  replaced  by  basal  media  (unbuffered  DMEM;  Sigma-

Aldrich) with or without supplements. The sensor cartridge was loaded with the test

agents (Sigma-Aldrich) and calibrated prior to the start of the assays. Responses to the

different treatments are expressed as Log2 of the fold change comparing the measured

point immediately after and before the corresponding injection.

13C-tracer-based metabolomics. Culture media was replaced by fresh media containing

either 10 mM 100% or 10 mM 50% [1,2-13C2]-glucose (Sigma-Aldrich), 10 mM 100%
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[U-13C6]-glucose (Sigma-Aldrich) or 2 mM 100% [U-13C5]-glutamine (Sigma-Aldrich)

and media, pellets and cell cultured plates collected and stored frozen until analysis.

Analysis of 13C-labeled extracellular and intracellular metabolites for mass isotopomer

distribution was done by gas chromatography coupled to mass spectrometry (GC/MS)

on an Agilent 7890A GC instrument equipped with a HP5 capillary column connected

to an Agilent 5975C MS. Fatty acids were analyzed with a GCMS-QP 2012 Shimadzu

instrument equipped with a bpx70 (SGE) column. In all  cases, 1 L of sample was

injected at 250 °C using helium as a carrier gas at a 1 mL/min flow rate.

Statistical analysis. Two-tailed Student’s t-test  for  independent  samples was applied

where  appropriate.  In  figures,  bars  represent  mean  ±  standard  deviation  (SD),  *

indicates significance at p-value < 0.05, ** at p < 0.01 and *** at p < 0.001. 
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Figure legends

Figure 1. Higher glycolytic flux and dependence of PC-3M cells. (A) Basal ECAR

of PC-3M and PC-3S cells, normalized to cell numbers. (B) Glucose consumption and

lactate production rates normalized to cell numbers. (C) LDH activity normalized to

intracellular protein content. (D) Relative contributions of glycolysis or PPP to lactate

production  determined by  combining  mass  isotopomer  distribution  from [1,2-13C2]-

glucose incorporation and lactate concentrations. (E) Assessment of the Crabtree as the

decrease in OCR after exposure of cells to 18.75 mM glucose. (F) Effect of glucose

deprivation and 5 mM 2-DG treatment on cell proliferation, determined after 48 h of

incubation. Results are shown as percentage of proliferation relative to cells cultured in

full media and without 2-DG (Control). (G) Effect of 30 mM oxamate treatment on
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cell  proliferation,  determined  after  48  h  of  incubation.  Results  are  shown  as  a

percentage  of  proliferation  relative  to  untreated  cells.  (H)  Intracellular  ATP levels,

analyzed  after  24  h  of  incubation  with  5  mM 2-DG,  30  mM oxamate  or  30  mM

oxamate + 10 mM DCA, and values normalized to DNA content. (I) Normalized rates

of glucose consumption and lactate production. (J) Effect of 5 mM 2-DG treatment on

cell  proliferation,  determined  after  48  h  of  incubation.  Results  are  shown  as

percentages of proliferation relative to untreated control PC-3M, PC-3M/Snai1 or PC-

3M/SKMkd cells (100% proliferation). Data are means ± SD. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01

and ***p < 0.001. All experiments were performed at least in triplicate.

Figure 2. Enhanced mitochondrial respiration of PC-3S cells relative to PC-3M

cells. (A) Higher sensitivity of PC-3S mitochondrial respiration to oligomycin. OCR

was measured after exposure of cells to 2 µM oligomycin, expressed as fold change

(Log2). (B) Higher sensitivity of PC-3S cell proliferation to oligomycin, Cells were

incubated with the indicated oligomycin concentrations for 24 h and cell proliferation

assessed. Results are shown as percentages of proliferation relative to cells cultured in

the absence of oligomycin (Control). (C) Enhanced total ATP synthesis by PC-3S cells

in response to mitochondrial ATP synthesis inhibition with oligomycin. Intracellular

ATP levels, analyzed after cells were incubated with 2 M oligomycin for 24 h. (D)

Higher mitochondrial respiratory capacity of PC-3S cells. OCR profiles generated after

exposure of cells to oligomycin, FCCP + Pyr and rotenone + antimycin.  (E) OCR fold

change (Log2) after FCCP + Pyr injection. (F) Higher sensitivity of PC-3S cells to

mitochondrial complex I and III inhibitors. OCR fold change (Log2) after exposure of
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cells to rotenone + antimycin. (G) Intracellular ROS levels in PC-3M and PC-3S cells.

(H)  Proton  leak  rates  in  PC-3M  and  PC-3S  cells.  (I)  Enhanced  sensitivity  to

mitochondrial drugs by induction of EMT or knockdown of pluripotency genes in PC-

3M cells.  OCR fold change (Log2)  after  oligomycin,  FCCP + Pyr  and rotenone  +

antimycin injections. Data are means ± SD. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01 and ***p < 0.001.

All experiments were performed at least in triplicate.

Figure 3. PC-3M cells use alternative substrates to feed into the mitochondrial

metabolism. (A)  Enhanced glutamine  consumption  in  PC-3M cells  in  response  to

glucose deprivation. Glutamine consumption rate was determined after 48 h incubation

in standard media conditions (Control) or without glucose or with 5 mM 2-DG. (B, C)

Dependence  of  PC-3M and  PC-3S  cells  on  glucose  and glutamine  availability  for

mitochondrial respiration (B) and glycolysis (C). Basal OCR and ECAR levels were

determined in full and restricted media conditions. Values normalized to cell number.

(D)  Ketogenic  amino  acids  consumption  profile  in  PC-3M  and  PC-3S  cells.  (E)

Mitochondrial function under restrictive media conditions. OCR fold change (Log2)

following oligomycin,  FCCP+Pyr and rotenone+antimycin injections  in  glucose- or

glutamine-deprived media. Bars represent mean ± SD. **p < 0.01 and ***p < 0.001.

All experiments were performed at least in triplicate.

Figure 4. Glucose and glutamine contribute differentially to the synthesis of TCA

intermediates  in  PC-3M  and  PC-3S  cells. (A)  Representation  of  the  labeling

distribution in TCA intermediates from [1,2-13C2]-glucose in the first turn of the TCA

cycle. (B) Decreased entry of pyruvate to the TCA cycle in PC-3M compared to PC-3S
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cells. Ratios of m2 citrate, glutamate, fumarate, malate and aspartate normalized to m2

pyruvate labeling. (C) Representation of the labeling distribution in TCA intermediates

from [1,2-13C2]-glucose with the entry of a second m2 acetyl-CoA into the TCA cycle,

considering  the  PDH  reaction  as  the  main  contributor.  (D)  Ratios  of  m4  citrate,

glutamate and m3 fumarate, malate and aspartate normalized to m2 pyruvate labeling.

(E) Enhanced contribution of glutamine to the TCA cycle in PC-3M cells relative to

PC-3S cells. m4 (m5 in the case of glutamate) labeling of TCA intermediates after 24 h

of  incubation  with  2  mM 100% [U-13C5]-glutamine  and  GC/MS analysis.  (F)  m5

labeling of citrate and m3 labeling of aspartate,  malate and fumarate after  24 h of

incubation with 2 mM 100% [U-13C5]-glutamine and GC/MS analysis. (G,  H) Higher

sensitivity of PC-3M cell OCR to DCA and oxamate relative to PC-3S cells. Sequential

DCA and oxamate injections (1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th) were performed at 10, 30, 50 and 70

mM oxamate, and 10, 20, 30 and 40 mM DCA. (I) Higher phosphorylation levels of

PDH in PC3-M cells. Gene expression levels of PDHK1 and PDP2, determined by

real-time  RT-PCR.  Inset:  PDH  and  PDH-P protein  levels,  determined  by  Western

blotting.  Actin  was  used  as  a  protein  loading  and  transfer  control.  (J)  Isodyn

predictions  of  increased  TCA cycle  fluxes  and  mitochondrial  respiration  in  PC-3S

cells.  Left,  schematic  representation  of  reactions  participating  in  the  TCA cycle

metabolism. Right, metabolic fluxes in PC-3M and PC-3S cells estimated with Isodyn.

Metabolites: Pyr, pyruvate, AcCoA, acetyl-CoA; Cit, citrate; OAA, oxalacetate; Mal,

malate; -KG, -ketoglutarate; Glu, glutamate; Fum, fumarate. Subscripts indicate m,

mitochondrial and c, cytosolic. Fluxes: PDH, pyruvate dehydrogenase; PC, pyruvate
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carboxylase;  ME,  malic  enzyme;  CS,  citrate  synthase;  citdmc,  flux of  citrate  from

mitochondria to cytosol; citakg, transformation from citrate to -ketoglutarate; akgfum,

transformation  from  -ketoglutarate  to  fumarate;  resp,  mitochondrial  respiration

(NADH-linked respiratory consumption rate). Data are means ± SD. *p < 0.05, **p <

0.01 and ***p < 0.001. All experiments were performed at least in triplicate. 

Figure 5 PC-3M cells are more dependent than PC-3S cells on non-anaplerotic

metabolic contributions of glutaminolysis. (A) PC-3M cells express higher levels of

glutaminase  than  PC-3S  cells.  Protein  levels  of  total  GLS1  and  the  glutaminase

isoforms GAC and KGA, determined by Western blotting. Actin was used as a protein

loading and transfer control. (B) Dependence of GAC expression in PC-3M cells on

epithelial  and  pluripotent  gene  programs.  Gene  expression  levels  of  the  ratio

GAC/KGA, expressed as fold change relative to PC-3M cells. (C) Sensitivity of PC-

3M cell growth to glutaminase inhibition by BPTES. PC-3M, PC-3S, PC-3M/Snai1

and PC-3M/SKMkd cells were incubated with 10 M BPTES for 48 h and the effect on

cell proliferation determined. Results are shown as percentages of proliferation relative

to  cells  cultured  without  BPTES (Control).  (D)  Enhanced  glucose  consumption  in

response to BPTES. Glucose consumption was determined after 48 h of incubation

without (Control) or with 10 M BPTES (E) Enhanced lactate production in response

to BPTES. Lactate levels were determined after 48 h of incubation without (Control) or

with 10 M BPTES. (F) Additive effects of BPTES and 2-DG on PC-3M cell death.

Cell death was determined by the annexin V – propidium iodide assay in PC-3M and

PC-3S cells cultured in control media or media containing 5 mM 2-DG, 10 M BPTES
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or 5 mM 2-DG + 10 M BPTES for 48 h. Plots depict variations in the percentages of

dead cells (apoptotic + necrotic). (G) Failure of DMK to rescue growth of BPTES-

treated  PC-3M  or  PC-3S  cells.  Cells  were  incubated  with  10  M  BPTES  in  the

presence or absence of 2 mM DMK for 48 h and cell proliferation assessed. (H) Higher

levels  of  glutathione  in  PC-3S  cells.  Levels  of  total  intracellular  glutathione,

normalized  to  protein  concentration.  (I)  Enhanced  ROS production  in  response  to

BPTES. Intracellular ROS levels after 48 h of incubation without (Control) and with

10 M BPTES, shown as percentage of mean fluorescent intensity (MnX) relative to

control  cells.  (J) Reduced glutathione levels in PC-3S cells in response to BPTES.

Intracellular glutathione levels in cells untreated or treated with 10 M BPTES for 48

h, normalized to protein concentration. (K) Effect on cell proliferation of acidic media,

and the combination of low pH with BPTES (pH 7.1 + BPTES) or without bicarbonate

buffering (pH 7.1 – NaHCO3) after 48 h of incubation. Results are shown as percentage

of proliferation relative to control conditions (pH 7.9). (M) Effect of acidic media (pH

7.0) and acidic media + 10 M BPTES (pH 7.0 + BPTES) on cell proliferation. Cells

were cultured for 48 h under the indicated conditions and cell proliferation assessed.

Results are shown as the percentages of proliferation relative to standard pH conditions

(pH 7.9). Bars represent mean ± SD. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01 and ***p < 0.001. All

experiments were performed at least in triplicate.

Figure 6. PC-3M cells are characterized by a strong serine, glycine, one-carbon

(SGOC)  metabolism. (A)  Higher  rates  of  alanine  secretion  by  PC-3M  cells.  (B)

Glycolytic origin of secreted alanine. Mass isotopomer distribution of alanine after 24
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h of incubation with 10 mM 100% [1,2-13C2]-glucose. (C) Higher ALT activity in PC-

3M cells.  ALT enzyme activity  in  PC-3M and PC-3S cells,  normalized  to  protein

concentration. (D) Higher secretion of glutamate by PC-3S cells. Glutamate production

and glutamine consumption rates in PC-3M and PC-3S cells.  (E) Mass isotopomer

distribution of glutamate after 48 h of incubation with 10 mM 100% [U- 13C6]-glucose.

(F)  Serine and glycine consumption/production profiles in PC-3M and PC-3S cells

after 96 h of culture. Negative values indicate consumption whereas positive values

refer  to  production.  (G)  Predominance  of  m3 serine  in  PC-3M cells.  Extracellular

serine mass isotopomer distribution after 48 h of incubation with 10 mM 100% [U-

13C6]-glucose.  (H)  Low levels  of  m2 glycine in  PC-3M cells.  Extracellular  glycine

mass isotopomer distribution after 48 h of incubation with 10 mM 100% [U- 13C6]-

glucose. (I) Analysis of genes involved in the glycine cleavage system, serine and one-

carbon metabolism, determined by transcriptomic analysis. Relative transcripts levels

are represented as the Log2 of gene expression ratios between PC-3M and PC-3S cells.

Asterisk (*) indicates those genes that are differentially expressed at p < 0.01 and Log 2

fold-change > 0.5 or < -0.5. Data are means ± SD. **p < 0.01 and ***p < 0.001. All

experiments were performed at least in triplicate.

Figure 7. Enhanced NADPH-producing fluxes and fatty acid synthetic reactions in

PC-3S cells. (A) Higher ribose synthesis in PC-3M cells.  Total  13C-ribose labeling,

represented  as  SIGm  (m1+m2+m3+m4+m5  labeled  ribose).  (B)  Ribose  mass

isotopomer distribution. (C) More active oxidative branch of PPP in PC-3S cells than

PC-3M cells.  Oxidative  vs.  non-oxidative  branch  of  the  PPP calculated  as  m1/m2
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ribose  ratio.  (D)  Higher  G6PDH  activity  in  PC-3S  cells.  Total  G6PDH  activity,

normalized to protein content. (E) Higher TKT activity in PC-3M cells. TKT enzyme

activity, normalized to protein content. (F) G6PDH and TKT gene expression levels,

determined by real-time RT-PCR. Shown are fold levels relative to PC-3M cells. (G)

Greater synthesis of palmitate and (H) stearate from glucose in PC-3S cells than PC-

3M  cells.  Mass  isotopomer  distribution  of  palmitate  and  stearate  after  24  h  of

incubation with 50% [1,2-13C2]-glucose. (I) Higher ATP citrate lyase (ACLY) protein

levels  in  PC-3S cells,  assessed  by  Western  blotting.   Actin  was  used  as  a  protein

loading  and  transfer  control.  (J)  Left,  geneset  enrichment  analysis  (GSEA)  for  an

expression dataset for 150  prostate cancer samples showing a significant enrichment

of the PC-3M metabolic geneset in metastases (M) relative to primary tumors, and in

T3 and T4 stage primary tumors relative to T1 and T2 stage primary tumors. A Pearson

correlation was applied to determine linear relationships between gene profiles and

four  phenotypes  (class  1:  metastatic;  class  2:  T4  stage  primary;  class  3:  T3  stage

primary;  class  4:  T1  and  T2  stage  primary)  taken  as  continuous  variables.  Right,

heatmap  illustrating  the  relative  expression  levels  of  the  20  genes  of  the  PC-3M

metabolic geneset, highlighting selected genes (see text). Data are means ± SD. *p <

0.05, **p < 0.01 and ***p < 0.001. All experiments (except in panel J) were performed

at least in triplicate.
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and data-driven approaches
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In this chapter we developed a novel computational method combining probabilistic

and mechanistic approaches to integrate multi-level omic data into a discrete model-

based analysis. Part of the data that was integrated was previously obtained by data-

mining  and  manual  curation  of  relevant  publications.  Here,  we  analyzed  the

mechanism underlying the crosstalk between metabolism and gene regulation, using as

case of concept the study of the abnormal adaptation to training in COPD patients. This

chapter  summarizes  the  results  of  these  two  analysis.  The  data-mining  analysis  is

included in an article that is already published, the development of the computational

tool  generated  an  article  that  was  recently  submitted  to  an  international  scientific

journal.

Chapter 3a
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Abstract 

Skeletal muscle dysfunction is a systemic effect seen in approximately one-third of

patients with Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD). It has a multifactorial

nature  and  shows  association  with  high  burden  on  health  care  and  poor  patient

prognosis. Cell hypoxia, high reactive-oxygen-species (ROS) production and altered

endurance  training-induced  adaptive  changes  are  well  recognized  traits  of  the

phenomenon. The current study describes a discrete model-driven method combining

mechanistic and probabilistic approaches to decipher the role of ROS in the activity

state of the gene regulatory network assessed before and after an 8-weeks endurance

training program. The model predictions indicate abnormal training-induced responses

at several levels in COPD patients, namely: TCA cycle, mitochondrial electronic chain,

creatine kinase and insulin receptor factor leading to less efficient energy metabolism.

The  computational  approach  also  predicts  abnormal  regulation  of  skeletal  muscle

cytokines  (CDK4  and  TNF-α)  suggesting  defective  tissue  remodeling.  The  model

outcomes  contribute  to  enhanced  knowledge  of  altered  skeletal  muscle  training-

induced adaptations seen in COPD patients and they help to design new avenues for a

cost-effective  preventive  therapies  in  patients  with  chronic  diseases.  Moreover,  the

novel  modelling  tools  generated  in  the  current  research  overcome  limitations  of

previous computational approaches and  shows high potential for exploring relevant

characteristics and effects of interventions on highly interconnected complex biological

networks.
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Background

Systems biology aims to explain physiology,  development,  and pathology based on

modular networks of expression, interaction, regulation, and metabolism [1,2]. Gene

regulatory networks (GRNs) [3] control the adaptation to environmental perturbations

via cell  type-specific gene expression and interactions between transcription factors

(TFs) and regulatory promoter regions [4]. These mechanisms may affect the metabolic

network by regulating the activity of key enzymes. One of the major challenges of the

application  of  systems biology into  the  medical  field  is  the  study of  the  crosstalk

between metabolic and gene regulatory networks and its role in cellular response to

environmental conditions and external perturbations [5]. This is especially crucial in

the case of multi-factorial diseases [6], in which multiple regulatory mechanisms lead

the cell to an aberrant metabolism and abnormal adaptation to environment conditions

that  explain  heterogeneities  of  disease  progress  and  clinical  manifestations  among

patients.

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is a complex chronic disease caused

by inhalation of irritants by susceptible individuals. Pulmonary manifestations of the

disease  are  characterized  by  alterations  in  lung  function  such  as  expiratory  flow

limitation (low forced expiratory volume during the first second, FEV1) and abnormal

pulmonary gas exchange (arterial hypoxemia) [7]. COPD is a highly prevalent chronic

condition in approximately 9% of the adult population above 45 years [7], imposing a

high burden on health systems worldwide being the third leading cause of death in the

United States [8]. Skeletal muscle dysfunction is a characteristic systemic effect of the

disease that  affects  approximately one-third of  patients  [9].  It  has  a  multi-factorial

nature [9], but it is acknowledged that high reactive oxygen species (ROS) generation

in the mitochondrial electronic chain (EC), as well as nitroso-redox disequilibrium, are

likely  play  a  relevant  role  in  both  pulmonary  and  systemic  manifestations  of  the

disease affecting the GRN [10]. Moreover, altered skeletal muscle redox status plays a
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central  role  in  the  abnormal  adaptive  changes  observed  in  COPD  patients  after

endurance  training  [11].  It  has  been  hypothesized  that  the  systemic  effects  of  the

disease might share abnormal regulation of key metabolic pathways. Thus, the state of

the mitochondrial EC depends on carbohydrate metabolism and transport of adenine

nucleotides, which, in turn, depends on the mitochondria-cytoskeleton interactions. All

these factors, as well as cellular oxygenation [12], can have a functional impact on the

respiratory  chain  and on  mitochondrial  ROS production  through complex  III  [13].

Different modelling approaches have been proposed to explore underlying mechanisms

of  complex  biological  processes,  but  none  of  them  seems  suitable  for  a  proper

characterization of  highly inter-connected biological networks as those likely involved

in abnormal skeletal muscle metabolic adaptations to training in COPD patients. 

Limitations of current modeling approaches

A large number of data-driven approaches has been applied in the study of COPD [14, ,

15]. Among these approaches are, Bayesian networks based correlation analysis [16.].

However, although Bayesian networks are able to assess causalities and may provide a

rough idea of the processes associated with a given disease, they are not suitable to

study complex mechanisms dynamics. 

On the other hand,  mechanistic modelling approaches,  including kinetic or discrete

models,  are  based  on  detailed  representations  of  the  system and  their  parameters.

However,  these  approaches  do  not  seem appropriate  for  exploring  large  scale  and

highly  interconnected  networks  because  of  the  paucity  of  precise  knowledge  on

necessary  parameter  values.  It  is  of  note  that  discrete  models,  representing  an

abstraction and a coarse-graining of a network, can serve as a simple but efficient tool

for the extraction of basic design principles of molecular regulatory networks, without

having to deal with all the biochemical details [17.]. It is concluded that the study of

large and highly inter-connected networks becomes unworkable due the exponential

increase of parameters that cannot be compensated by the usually limited amount of
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reliable experimental  data. This lack of suitable computational  tools makes that,  in

spite  the  efforts  in  this  area,  our  knowledge  of  the  mechanisms  underlying  the

abnormal metabolic adaptation to training in COPD patients remains still limited. 

The current research aims to develop a novel computational approach to overcome the

modelling limitations alluded to above. To this end, we have reconstructed a discrete

model that represents the mechanism of skeletal muscle-specific GRN associated to

energy metabolism and used this model as platform to integrate constraints based on

statistical analysis such as gene correlation analysis or gene differentially expression

analysis

As a use case to explore the potential of the novel modelling approach, the current

study analyzes how perturbation in ROS levels dynamically affects the mitochondrial

GRN and metabolism and its effects on the abnormal adaptation to endurance training

in COPD patients. To this aim, we have assessed three different groups of individuals

s: i) healthy sedentary subjects (controls), ii) COPD patients with preserved skeletal

muscle mass (normal  Body Mass Index, BMI) and iii) COPD with skeletal muscle

mass wasting (low BMI), before and after an 8-week high intensity endurance training

program  [18,19]  using  trancriptomic  measurements  carried  out  in  skeletal  muscle

(vastus lateralis) biopsies representative of the 6 different states.That is, three groups of

subjects studied before and after training.

Briefly,  the  novel  computational  approach  has  been  carried  out  in  two  parts,  as

displayed  in  detail  in  Figure  1:  i)  GRN reconstructions  and  ii)  integration  of  the

reconstructed  GRN  including  constraints  based  on  gene  correlation  and  gene

differentially expression analysis into a discrete model-based analysis [31]

In  order  to  reconstruct  a  GRN specific  for  COPD  patients,  we  first  performed  a

differential  gene expression analysis on the 6 different  states to determine a set  of

genes that will be the nodes of the network, next we used IPA software [20], DroID

[21] and BioXm databases [22]  to define the interactions between nodes and a manual

curation to determine the sign and direction of the interactions. Next we integrated the
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reconstructed GRN a into a discrete model. In this process the size of the GRN was

reduced  in  a  way  that  the  mechanistic  information  remained  in  the  model  as  is

explained  in  [paper].  This  model-driven  approach  enables  to  capture  the  dynamic

processes underlying the behavior of complex systems such as GRN [23] or signaling

pathways  [24].  Finally,  in  order  to  constraint  the  space  of  feasible  solutions,  we

integrated  constraints  in  the  model.  These  constraints  were  based  on  probabilistic

analysis performed on transcriptomic data extracted from publicly available data-sets

from GEO [25].
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Fig. 1: Here are represented the process of reconstructing a  i) the process of GRN reconstructions based

on gene expression data, ii) the integration of constraints based on probabilistic approaches and iii) build a

discrete model by integrating the GRN reconstruction and the constraints. 1. The GRN reconstruction

started by the generation of a draft, automated reconstruction based on the trancriptomic data previously

normalized using RMA [26] of the six different states [18,19]. Since both, the energy metabolism and the

processes responsible of ROS production occur mainly in the mitochondria, we the GRN reconstruction

was  focused  on  those  genes  differentially  expressed  between  conditions  and  associated  to  some

mitochondrial process. 2. This analysis was achieved by Rank Product method (RP) [27] to determine the

gene candidates and 3. Gene Ontology and Human Proteins Atlas databases [28,29] to select the genes

associated to some mitochondrial process. 4. Next, to determine gene associations we used IPA software

and DroID [20,21].  5.  Finally,  we  manually curate  the  GRN reconstruction using  a  large  number of

bibliomic data sources. The main objective of curation was to identify and correct incomplete or erroneous

annotation and identify the direction and the sign of the interactions. Once the GRN reconstruction was

finished we converted it into a mathematical discrete model based on R. Thomas formalism [30] that

describe  mechanistically  the  interactions  between  those  mitochondrial-associated  genes  that  were

differentially expressed between states.6. In order to refine the accuracy of our model predictions, we used

public available muscle-related gene expression data-sets from Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database

[25] to impose constraints to our model. We integrated these constraints in the form of inequalities based

on probabilistic approaches. Thus, if we observed a strong correlation between two non-connected genes,

their expression values were forced to evolve in the same direction. The rationale was just the opposite in

the case of a strong anti-correlation. 

Thus, in this work, we propose a method by which the interactions between genes are

determined by performing a tissue and organelle specific GRN reconstruction and the

constraints  are  defined  using  probabilistic  approaches,  finally  both,  the  GRN

reconstruction  and  the  constraints  are  integrated  into  a  discrete  model  in  order  to

capture  the  mechanism  triggering  the  abnormal  metabolism  observed  in  COPD

patients. 

Summing up, we have developed a new methodology that combines both probabilistic

and deterministic analysis. This new approach represents a qualitative step forward in

the  study  of  complex  and  multi-factorial  diseases  like  COPD  and  that  can  be

extrapolated to other multi-factorial diseases.
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Results and discussion

169.We focused on the anomalous muscle adaptation to training of COPD patients;

more  specifically,  we  investigated  the  different  effects  of  ROS  on  the  GRN  that

governs the energy metabolism in COPD patients compared with healthy people. 

170.To this  aim,  we  developed a  computational  approach to  i)  first,  reconstruct  a

mitochondria-specific GRN using transcriptomic and bibliography-based data; and, ii)

integrate the reconstructed GRN and data from public data sets into a  discrete model

based on R. Thomas formalism. 

171.In  this  section  we  present  i)  the  results  of  the  mitochondria-specific  GRN

reconstruction analysis that captures the essential actors of the mitochondrial energy

metabolism , ii) the building of a discrete model [23] and the integration of constraints

from  gene expression data-sets based on probabilistic approaches to determine the

mechanisms governing the abnormal adaptation to training of COPD patients iii) the

application  of  this  computational  method to  predict  the  mechanism underlying  the

abnormal adaptation to training of COPD patients compared with healthy people; and,

finally iv) the validations of the model predictions.

i)  Mithochondrial-specific  Gene  Regulatory  Network  reconstruction  of  COPD

adaptation to training

The reconstruction of a GRN that integrates information of the regulatory mechanisms

underlying the different adaptation to training in COPD was done in three steps: i)

Gene  expression  analysis,  ii)   Automated  network  reconstruction  and  iii)  Manual

curation of the network reconstruction. 

Gene  expression  analysis:  In  this  study  we  used  transcriptomic  data  (Affymetrix

genechip u133a 2.0) from skeletal muscle biopsies (vastus lateralis) of the six states

previously  mentioned.  We  used  this  data  to  reconstruct  a  GRN that  integrates  the

effects of both training and COPD disease. 
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First, the gene expression data was normalized by robust multi-array average (RMA)

[26]. Next we compared the gene expression levels of  each group before and after

training as well as the differences between groups before and after the training program

(9  comparisons)  (see  Methods).  Thus,  for  each  gene  we  obtained  nine  log2 Fold

changes  (FC)  corresponding  to  each  comparisons.  This  measurements  provided  a

numerical value describing how much up or down regulated is a gene in one group

compared with the same gene in other group. Based on the log2 FCs and using Rank

Product  method  (see  Methods)  we  determined  which  genes  were  differentially

expressed [27]. We considered those genes with  p' and q parameters below 0.001 and

0.01  respectively  as  differentially  expressed  (see  Methods).  Since  skeletal  muscle

mitochondrial dysfunction is a central actor in COPD [31] and ROS is mainly a sub-

product  of  the  mitochondrial  energy  metabolism,  we  focused  our  network

reconstruction  on  mitochondrial  processes.  To  this  aim,  we  used  Gene  Ontology

Database  (GO)  [25]  to  filter  those  genes  related  with  some  mitochondrial  process

(GO:0005743).  Finally  we  obtained  a  list  of  105  genes  that  changed  significantly

between the six states. In addition, the list was manually curated by using String [33],

Uniprot [34] and Human Protein Atlas [29] databases in order to ensure that all the

genes and the proteins that they encoded were related with some mitochondrial activity

and were expressed in human skeletal muscle. These genes were those used to perform

the GRN reconstruction. The list of genes differentially expressed can be found in the

Supplementary material 1.

Automatic GRN reconstruction: We used the genes defined in the previous section as

differentially  expressed  between  states  as  nodes  in  the  GRN  reconstruction.  The

reconstructed interaction graph integrates the changes and the regulatory mechanisms

related with the adaptation to training in both, COPD and healthy groups, as well as the

effects of the disease. To this aim, we used the list of genes to perform an Ingenuity

Core Analysis (see Methods). This analysis is included in Ingenuity IPA software [20]

and allows the integration of omic data together with a large number of databases to

explore the molecular interactions focused on the list of genes differentially expressed
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previously defined. We performed this analysis including not only reported interactions

in human skeletal muscle but also in other human excitable tissues such as other types

of muscle, neuronal tissue, .., etc. In order to connect those genes from which was no

reported   interaction  in  human,  we  included  putative  interaction  described  in

Drosophila by using DroID database [21]. In addition, we included ROS as a new node

in  the  network  and  its  interactions  based  on  the  literature  [34-52].The  graphical

representation of this  analysis is  shown in the figure 2A and in more detail  in the

supplementary material.  The figure represents an interaction network by connecting

nodes  representing  the  genes  differentially  expressed  and  nodes  included  in  the

analysis in order to integrate all the gens in a single regulatory network.

Fig. 2: This figure represents the different steps of the reconstruction of a GRN. The nodes represents the

genes with significant differences in the gene expression between groups or genes included to construct a

single GRN, the violet nodes represent ROS, the lines between nodes represent the interactions between

them, he green arrows are negative interactions (inhibition of the gene expression, ubiquitination, ...), the

positive interactions are  represented with red arrows,  finally those interactions in which the direction

and/or  the  sign  is  unknown  are  colored  in  yellow.  A:  Automated  interaction  network  reconstruction

generated  by  IPA software  and  DroID database  of  the  list  of  genes  differentially  expressed  between

condictions. B: Manual curation of the automated reconstructed interaction network. Here are defined the

direction and the sign of the interactions based on a large set of bibliiographical references. C: Interaction

network considering only gene regulatory interactions. This network was mathematically represented as a

discrete model in order to determine the mechanism associated to the abnormal adaptation to training in

COPD patientes.
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(i) Curation of the GRN reconstruction: In order to correct incomplete or erroneous

annotations and identify the direction and the sign of the interactions, we manually

curated the GRN reconstruction based on a large number of bibliographic data sources

[53-179].  The resulting interaction network is represented in the figure 2B and in more

detail in the supplementary material. 

We can observe that  is  possible that  exists  more than one interaction between two

nodes with the same direction but with different sign. This is because the effect of the

expression of a certain affector gene on a target gene or protein can have different sign

depending on  the  concentration  of  the  affector.  This  means  that  depending on  the

protein  or  RNA levels  the  interaction can  be  an  activation or  an  inhibition.  Some

examples of this dual behavior are the effect of ROS on PPARG and CDK4 or the

influence of MYC on CASP8. Thus, the resulting gene regulatory interaction network

accounted for 65 nodes (64 genes + ROS) and 334 interactions. The detailed list of

interactions and nodes can be found in the Supplementary material (Supplementary

material 2).

As  was  previously  explained,  the  interaction  network  includes  gene  regulatory

interactions and protein-protein interactions such as phosphorilations, ubiquitinations,

…, etc.  However, our experimental data is based on transcriptomic data. Thus, we

only consider the gene regulatory interactions to be integrated into the discrete model

analysis. The graphical representation of the resulting interaction network can be found

in  the  figure  2C and  in  more  detail  in  the  Supplementary  material.  The  resulting

interaction network allowed us explain all the changes in the gene expression levels

that were observed experimentally.

Thus, we performed the reconstruction of a mitochondria-specific GRN. In this process

we  defined  the  nodes  of  the  network  based  on  those  genes  that  changed  more

drastically  between conditions  and their  corresponding regulatory interactions  were

defined  based  on  information  extracted  from  databases  (IPA analysis  and  DroID

database) and a thorough manual curation. Since this GRN capture the essential genes
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and interactions related with the response to an endurance training and with COPD

disease, it offers an excellent platform to integrate any sort of omic data into a discrete

model  analysis allowing the identification of the dynamics governing the abnormal

adaptation to training in COPD patients compared with a control group. 

ii) Discrete modeling building and probabilistic-based constraint integration

GRN integration into a discrete model. Next, we integrated the information embedded

in  the  GRN previously  reconstructed  into  a  discrete  model.  For  this  aim we used

SysBiOX  framework  [180].  This  software  is  implemented  in  ASP  (Answer  Set

Programming) and allows to integrate the interactions occurring in a transition graph

into  a  discrete  model  based  on  the  multilevel  logical  formalism developed  by  R.

Thomas et al. [30]. By using this discrete model-driven approach we inferred the gene

expression and protein concentration levels using ROS as source of perturbation in the

different  conditions.  In  order  to  simplify  the  GRN conserving  the  equilibrium and

stabilities of the initial network we performed a reduction transformation that permitted

to simplify the analysis (See methods) and reduce the calculation time [181]. 

Integration of constraints based on probabilistic approaches:  In order to reduce the

number of models that satisfy the constraints imposed by the topology of the network

we integrate constraints from different sources:

a) Constraints based on the transcriptomic data from muscle biopsies: We constrained

the space of feasible solution by using the FC calculated in the previous section in the

form  of  inequalities.  Then,  for  example  these  inequalities  can  express  that  the

expression of a certain gene is higher or equal (≥) in one condition than in other. Next

example illustrates how these FC were used. Considering the FC of the gene GPAM

and comparing the three groups in sedentary conditions we have the following log2FC

values:  “COPD with low BMI vs Control”:  0.95044,  “COPD with normal BMI vs

Control”: 0.47991, “COPD with normal BMI vs COPD with low BMI”: 0.77446. Then

this information was introduced in the model as follows: GPAMCOPD with low BMI-
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sedentary ≥ GPAMCOPD with normal BMI-sedentary ≥ GPAMControl-sedentary.  In

this manner excluded from our analysis all the solutions in which GPAMCOPD with

normal BMI-sedentary was higher than  GPAMCOPD with low BMI-sedentary or in

which  GPAMControl-sedentary was  higher  than  GPAMCOPD  with  normal  BMI-

sedentary or than  GPAMCOPD with low BMI-sedentary.

b) Constraints based on correlation analysis using gene expression data set: In order to

improve  the  accuracy  of  model  predictions  we  introduced constraint  based  on  the

correlation analysis done on  gene expression data sets extracted from Gene Omnibus

(GEO) database [25]. We include in this analysis datasets from [HG-U133_Plus_2]

Affymetrix Human Genome U133 Plus 2.0 Array  (GPL570), [HG-U133A] Affymetrix

Human Genome U133A Array (GPL96) and Agilent-014850 Whole Human Genome

Microarray 4x44K G4112F (GPL6480), more specifically those datasets related with

muscle  sample  measurements.  We also  integrated  information  from the  correlation

analysis performed on GSE3078 dataset that corresponds to experiments measuring the

transcriptome changes in response to hydrogen peroxide that simulates different levels

of ROS.

We determined the correlation between the genes in order to introduce this information

as constraints in our model (see Methods). We consider as significant those correlations

with a r value higher than 0.85 and a corrected p value lower than 0,01.  GSE3078

dataset  was  used  to  establish  correlations  that  constraints  states  with  reported

differences between their ROS levels, i.e. Control group and COPD groups before the

training program [31], as the other datasets contains expression levels from healthy

people, we use them to impose constraints in control group before and after training.

These results of the correlation analysis can be found in the Supplementary material

(Supplementary material 4).

iii) Discrete model combining gene regulatory mechanism and probabilistic-based

constraints predicts abnormal metabolic adaptation to training in COPD patientg

Once the GRN was reduced and integrated into a discrete model together with the
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constraints previously mentioned, we analyzed the system in order infer the activity

state of the nodes of the network in the six different conditions. For this aim we impose

an objective function that minimize the discrete value of the nodes while satisfying the

constraints embed in the network (by the network topology) and the constraints defined

in the probabilistic analysis.

Finally we obtained 36 possible models that were consistent with the network topology

and the constraints  that  we had imposed.  These models  were analyzed in  order  to

determine how the discrete value of each gene evolved in response to the training

program. 

According  to  model  predictions  COPD  patients  have  an  abnormal  adaptation  to

training compared with control group. In the figure below are represented the changes

predicted by the model in the three groups of study in response to the training program:

Fig. 3: In this figure is represented the same network than in figure 2A but centered on ROS. The nodes
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are grouped based on their molecular function. Green nodes are the nodes that is predicted to increases

their expression after training, red nodes are predicted to decrease their expression after training and white

nodes are the nodes that is not predicted to change their expression after training or the the model is not

able to predict the behavior of the node (except ROS).

In  the  figure  above,  we  can  observe  that  the  exercise  provoke  more  changes  at

transcriptomic level  in  the  control  group than in  both COPD groups.  The changes

represented in the figure correspond only to those nodes in which response to training

was  constant  among  all  the  solutions.  Then,  for  example  all  the  genes  encoding

subunits of electronic chain complexes increase their activity in control group and this

prediction is supported by the 36 models.

The following table summarizes the results obtained in the analysis:
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Table 1: Adaptation to training: In the first column are the gene names, from the second to fourth column

are represented the adaptation to the training program of the three different groups using the following

code: the red arrows pointing down describe a reduction in the discrete value of the node in response to

training predicted by all the models, the green arrows pointing up represent an increment in the discrete

value of the node in response to training predicted by all the models, red right arrows represent nodes with

no adaptation to training remaining the value of the node equal to 0 predicted by all the models, green

right arrows represent nodes with no adaptation to training remaining the node in its maximum discrete

value  predicted by all the models,  green lines represent an increment in the discrete value of the node in

response to training predicted by between the 99 and the 70 % of the models, red lines represent a decrease

in the discrete value of the node in response to training predicted by between the 99 and the 70 % of the

models, black lines represent nodes with no consistent prediction

In the table above is represented the different adaptation to training in the three groups 

of study. As opposite to healthy group, the model predicted a down-regulation in the 

activity of EC, TCA cycle and creatine kinase as response to an 8-weeks training 

program in COPD patients with low BMI. Interestingly, for COPD patients with 

normal BMI, the model predicts an up-regulation of complex I (as it occurs in healthy 

patients) and an slight increase in Citrate synthase and Succinyl-CoA ligase. However, 

the model also predicts that complexes III and V, other key enzymes of TCA cycle, and

creatine kinase activities decrease after exercise which suggests a defective energetic 

metabolism adaptation to training in in COPD patients with normal BMI. The 

adaptation to training in healthy group provides a higher capability to consume O2 and 

produce energy. The model also predicts that healthy group up-regulates cdk4 and 

down-regulate tnf in response to exercise whereas COPD normal BMI are able also to 

up-regulate cdk4 but by contrary increase tnf in response to the exercise. COPD with 

low BMI are not able to respond at all to exercise with respect cdk4 that remains low 

and also present the abnormal increase of tnf displayed by normal COPD patients in 

response to exercise. This facts indicate defective muscle remodeling pathways in 

COPD patients. The fact that both cdk4 and tnf presents opposite patterns of regulation

in response to exercise in low COPD patients suggest that muscle remodeling is more 

defective in these patients. Interestingly Glycerol-3-phosphate dehydrogenase cytosolic
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isoform is over-expressed in control group and  under-expressed in COPD groups, we 

can observe the opposite pattern in the mitochondrial  isoform. The mitochondrial 

isoform catalyze a reaction where NADH is produced, probably mitochondrial 

Glycerol-3-phosphate dehydrogenase mitochondrial isoform is over-expressed in 

COPD groups after training to partially compensate the reduction in E.C. activity.  The 

insulin receptor factor (insr) is predicted to have a different response to training in 

COPD patients compared with healthy group that up-regulates its expression after 

training. The insulin receptor factor triggers a number of signaling events, which one 

of the most important effects is to produce a translocation of the glucose transporter 

SLC2A4/GLUT4 from cytoplasmic vesicles to the cell membrane, it facilitates glucose

transport increasing the energy metabolism. Then, the down-regulation of insr 

predicted in both COPD groups would reduce the capability of the muscle to use 

glucose as source of energy. The model also predicted  differences in acadvl between 

healthy group and both COPD groups. The acadvl (Very long-chain specific acyl-CoA 

dehydrogenase) is a key player in beta-oxidation that produces Acetyl-CoA that fuels 

TCA Cycle and finally the EC to produce ATP.  This enzyme is up-regulated after 

training in healthy group and down-regulated in both COPD groups. Then, unlike the 

control group, COPD patient reduce the expression of this key enzyme in the beta-

oxidation that in turns deprives the energy metabolism. We also observe differences in 

the nodes related with glycolisys. Thus, the model predicts that  pdha1 is up-regulated 

in control group, the same protein is inactive in both COPD groups before and after the

training. This enzyme plays a key role in glycolisis and TCA cycle metabolism 

catalyzing the reaction that decarboxilates pyruvate to AcoA fueling TCA cycle. 

Finally, the model was able to predict a reduction of ROS in control group after 

training, this prediction is consistent with  previously reported observations [31], it also

predicted a reduction of ROS levels in COPD group with normal BMI, on the other 

hand the levels of ROS in COPD group with low BMI was predicted to increase after 

training.

iv) Validation

GRN reconstruction: In order to evaluate the consistency of the network topology with
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the experimental observations imposed as constraints into the model, we transform the

discrete model into a boolean model. Boolean models are more restrictive in the sense

that they have a lower number of possible solutions. Thus, following this rationale if

boolean network was consistent with the experimental data, then the discrete model

would  be  consistent  too.  This  transformation  is  achieved  by  forcing  to  all  the

thresholds of each node to be equal. The network was consistent with the experimental

data   giving  at  least  one  solution  (data  not  shown)  and  this  validates  the  GRN

reconstruction.

ROS level predictions: In order to validate the levels of ROS predicted by the model in

the  different  conditions  we  eliminated  all  the  inequalities  that  directly  constrained

ROS. Next we performed the same analysis described in “ii”. This non-constrained-

ROS model was able to predict  the same levels of ROS than the constrained-ROS

model that were supported by several experimental observations [31,182] validating

the evolution of ROS in the different groups predicted by the model.

Gene expession prediction:   Additionally, we validated the predictions for the other

nodes of the network by using two different strategies. 

First,  the  model  was asked for the state  of  one specific  gene when the constraints

related with that gene were removed. Here we expected that the evolution of the gene

from sedentary to trained condition was the same than in the model considering for all

the  constraints.  This  analysis  was  performed  with  all  the  genes  of  the  network

excepting ros. In all the analysis, the evolution of the activity state of the asked gene,

from  sedentary  to  trained,  was  the  same  than  in  the  analysis  considering  all  the

constraints, validating our model predictions (Supplementary material 5).

Secondly, we used three gene expression data set publicly available of experiments

where one of the genes of the network was experimentally knocked-out in mutant mice

skeletal  muscle  [GEO  Database  Reference  Series:  GSE7162,  GSE25072  and

GSE2236].  More  specifically  these  knock-down  genes  were  myc,  tp53  and  sod2,

which represent some of the most highly connected nodes in the COPD-specific GRN.
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We integrated the corresponding gene expression in the form of constraints into the

model  as  is  explained  in  methods,  excepting  those  constraints  related  with   the

knocked-down gene. Here we expected that the discrete value of the knocked-down

gene in the mutant mice was predicted to be lower than in control mice with a normal

expression of the given gene. In the three cases, the model was able to predict the

knocked-down gene, which supports our model predictions (Supplementary mateiral

5).

Discussion

In this paper, we have investigated the mechanisms underlying the abnormal adaptation

to  training  associated  to  COPD disease.  More  specifically,  it  has  been  focused  on

determine how ROS affects the gene regulatory mechanisms associated to the energetic

metabolism before and after 8 weeks of training program. It has been carried out in two

steps, first we reconstruct a tissue, organelle and condition specific GRN. It has been

achieved  by  integrating  transcriptomic  and  literature-based  data.  The  resulting

reconstruction integrates the most relevant mechanisms that regulate gene expression

in response to training in healthy people and COPD patients. Next we integrated the

GRN reconstruction into a discrete model offering a platform to further integrate omic

data  from  different  sources  as  well  as  simulate  the  evolution  of  the  regulatory

mechanism due to perturbations produced by the levels of ROS in response to training.

Next we performed a correlation analysis on an extensive number of gene expression

data-sets.  We  developed  an  strategy  that  allowed  us  to  integrate  the  information

extracted from this probabilistic analysis into the mechanism described in the GRN

reconstruction in the form of constraints. Once we integrated the GRN reconstruction

and the constraints from the correlation analysis into a discrete model, we determined

the activity state of the GRN of the three groups in response to training.  Gathering the

model predictions we have an overview in which healthy people adapts to training by

increasing the activity of those pathways involved in energy production, by contrary,

this machinery has a defective adaptation to training in COPD patients with normal
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BMI  and is more severe in COPD group with low BMI. The abnormal adaptation also

affects genes and proteins related with proteolysis, it could explain the lose of muscle

mass observed in the most severe COPD patients. 

Summing up, in this paper we have presented the development of different strategies

that allowed us to reconstruct a highly curated COPD-specific GRN and the integration

of  the  mechanism  described  by  this  network  with  information  extracted  from

probabilistic  approaches.  It  has  permitted  us  to  unlock  important  mechanisms

underlying the abnormal adaptation to training in COPD patients and the role of ROS

in this disease. All this shows the potential of this method and opens an avenue of

possible strategies to study complex diseases such as COPD or other chronic diseases

providing new therapeutic targets or better tools to design more efficient strategies to

mitigate the effects of the disease.

Methods

Experimental data

In this work we have studied the abnormal muscle adaptation to training associated to 

COPD disease and the role of ROS in the activity state of the GRN in six different 

states: Control grup (12 patients), COPD with normal BMI (13 patients) and COPD 

with low BMI (6 patients) [18] before and after a 8 weeks training program [19].

We determined the gene expression levels of each patient by microarray analysis 

(Affymetrix genechip u133a 2.0) of their skeletal muscle tissue biopsies (bastus 

lateralis). Next, the gene expression data was normalized by RMA [26].

Rank Product

Fold change: Once the microarrays data was preprocessed as is described in [26], we 

determined the effect of training and the effect of COPD on the transcriptomic profile 

of the six groups by calculating the log2 FC from the following comparisons:

A) Trained Control  vs Sedentary Control

B) Trained COPD with low BMI vs  Sedentary COPD with low BMI

C) Trained COPD with normal BMI vs  Sedentary COPD with normal BMI 
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D) Sedentary COPD with low BMI vs Sedentary Control

E) Sedentary COPD with normal BMI vs Sedentary Control

F) Sedentary COPD with low BMI vs Sedentary COPDwith normal BMI

G) Sedentary COPD with low BMI vs Sedentary Control

H) Sedentary COPD with normal BMI vs Sedentary Control

I) Sedentary COPD with low BMI vs Sedentary COPDwith normal BMI

This measures give a numerical value describing how up or down regulated is a gene in

one group compared with the same gene in other group as is described by the following

expression:

  EMBED Microsoft Equation 3.0259                

(1)

Thus, if the log2 FC is positive for a given gene, it is overexpressed in the second 

condition compared with the first condition and vice versa if it is negative.

Rank product: The rank product (RP) method is a widely accepted non-parametric 

technique for identifying differentially expressed genes in replicated microarray 

experiments under two experimental conditions or groups [27 ]. It has also been widely

applied to other omic datasets, for example in proteomics and metabolomics [183,184].

This method uses any measure that compares two conditions like the logarithm based 

two fold change (log2 FC), to entail ranking genes according to their differential 

expression within each replicate experiment and subsequently calculating the product 

of the ranks across replicates. This approach assumes that i) only a minority of genes 

are affected by relevant expression changes, ii) the measurements are independent 

between replicate arrays, iii) most changes are independent of each other and iv) the 

variance of the measurements is similar for all genes. 

This approach uses three parameters to identify genes that are differentially expressed

between  different  conditions:  i)  RP gives  a  numerical  value  of  how  up  or  down

regulated is a given gene between two different conditions, ii) p', this statistic quantify

the statistical  significance of the RP and iii) q that represents  percentage of false-
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positives.

Thus, for an experiment examining n genes in k replicates, assuming that the genes are

randomly  distributed in the k lists, the probability that a given gene was at the top of

each  list  (rank  1)  is  1/nk.  Generally,  for  each  gene  g,  one  can  calculate  the

corresponding combined probability to be at the top of each list  (rank 1) as a rank

product (RPup):

         (1)

Where k is total number of replicates, rup
ig is the position of gene g in the list of genes

in the ith replicate sorted by decreasing FC that is normalized by the length of the i th

replicate  (ni).  The  most  strongly  up-regulated  gene  would  have  a  rup=1.  Likewise

rdown=1 corresponds  to  the  most  strongly  down-regulated  gene.  The  RP values  are

calculated over all possible pairwise comparisons. Thus, the genes with smallest RP

(RPup or RPdown) values are those that are more differentially expressed.  Next, in order

to  correct  for  the  fact  that  the  pairwise  comparisons  between  samples  are  not

independent is necessary to determine the significance of gene expression changes and

which genes are likely to be truly differentially expressed. Then, for an experiment

with k replicates and n genes, is defined the statistic p'. It is calculated by multiplying

RP by a factor F representing the number of possible products of k numbers smaller

than n that are equal to the numerator of the RP value:

   (2)

The  F  factor  can  be  determined  by  using  a  simple  permutation-based  estimation

procedure  [185].  Other  approaches  propose  a  continuous  gamma  distribution

approximation for the log-transformed rank products [186] or an exact distribution of

rank products [187]. In this manner we can estimate how likely it is to observe a given

RP value or better in a random experiment. In addition, is necessary to calculates the

conservative estimate of the percentage of false-positives (PFP) for each gene g by
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calculating the statistic q as follows:

 (3)

Here, rank(g) gives the position of gene g in a list of all genes sorted by increasing RP

value.  This  estimates  the  PFP [188]  providing a  significance level  to  the  observed

changes on each gene. Now, one can decide how large a PFP would be acceptable and

extend the list of accepted genes up to the gene with this qg value. 

Thus, RP method offers reliable results in highly noisy data. This approach is powerful 

for identifying biologically relevant expression changes and can lead to a sharp 

reduction in the number of replicate experiments needed to obtain reproducible results.

Gene Regulatory Network reconstruction

In order to reconstruct a GRN considering the effect of both training and the disease, 

we did a first draft automated GRN reconstruction. For this aim we used Ingenuity 

Pathway Analysis (IPA) software and the IPA database (Ingenuity® Systems, 

www.ingenuity.com) to establish the relationships between those genes defined as 

differentially expressed. This software provides a platform that allows to integrate 

different layers of information such as genomics or proteomics and its graphical 

representation in a single interaction network. IPA Core Analysis can be used to link 

genotypes (molecular profiling data) to phenotypes and molecular events (Cellular and 

Disease Processes, Signaling and Metabolic Pathways, Molecular Networks), defining 

the reported interactions between genes, DNA, proteins, etc [20]. 

Thus, by this analysis we reconstruct a first draft automated GRN. However, some 

genes still remained unconnected. It could be mainly because a paucity of reported 

regulatory interactions in human skeletal muscle tissue. In order to bridge the existing 

gaps, we imposed putative interaction by expanding our analysis first to other muscular

tissues in human (smooth and cardiac), next to other excitable tissues in human (i.e. 

neurons) and finally to Drosophila's gene regulatory network (DroID database) [21].  
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For some of the new putative interactions was necessary to include new genes into the 

network. We choose these new nodes (genes) trying to use the minimum amount of 

new genes to connect the unconnected genes. Additionally for the genes extracted from

Drosophila's interaction network we imposed that their human homologous were 

expressed in skeletal muscle ( by using  Atlas protein database [29])

Finally, we manually curated the GRN reconstruction using data from a large number 

of bibliographic data sources [31,164]. The main objective of literature curation was to 

identify and correct incomplete or erroneous annotation and identify the direction and 

the sign of the interactions.

 Discrete modeling

An increasing number of evidences point the fact that there is no one-to-one mapping

between genotype and phenotype. In order to elucidate the fundamental principles that

govern how genomic information translates into organismal complexity, is necessary to

overcome the current habit of ad hoc explanations and instead embrace novel holistic

approaches  that  involve  computer  modeling.  Most  modeling  approaches  aim  at

recreating a living system via computer simulation, by including as much details as

possible. In contrast, boolean and discrete network models represent an abstraction and

a coarse-graining of a network, such that it can serve as a simple, efficient tool for the

extraction of the very basic design principles of molecular regulatory networks (such

as a gene regulatory network (GRN) or a signaling pathways), without having to deal

with all the biochemical details [17.]. Typically, the mathematical description of GRN

using  discrete modeling approach is based on the asynchronous logical description

proposed by R. Thomas [30 ].  This approach allows a  semi-qualitative analysis  of

complex biological networks that  describes the dynamics of the system [180]. GRN

are often represented in the form of an interaction graph, where nodes represent genes

and  arrows  represent  interactions  between  genes.  The  mathematical  equations

expressing these relationships are represented in the form of focal equations in the

figure  6.b.  These  equations  determine  the  trend towards  which  each  node  evolves

depending of the current state of the network.
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Fig. 6: Interaction graph. A: The figure illustrates a network with two genes represented as node “a” and

“b” and the interactions are represented by arrows where + and - represents activations and inhibitions

respectively and the number represents the thresholds above which the interaction is active (i.e. a activates

b when a is above threshold 1). The concentrations take discrete values, each one representing an interval

between two consecutive thresholds. Then, taking for instance the node a (that can represent whether a

protein or a transcript) if its logical variable xa=0 then the concetration of “a” is bellow the threshold θ1
a ,

whereas xa=1 means that the concentration of “a” is higher than (or equal to) θ 1
a. Here the threshold θ1

a

determines  the  minimum amount  of  “a”  necessary  to  activate  b.  B:  Focal  equations  relating  a  state

characterized by the vector of protein concentrations [xa,xb]and its focal state [Xa,Xb].

Thus  these  equations  defines  the  dynamic  behavior  of  the  network  that  can  be

represented as a state in a transition graph. This graphical representation shows how

the network goes from one state to the next  depending on its structure. Each state of

the  network  is  represented by  a  vector  of  protein  concentrations  that  take discrete

values that represent the interval between two consecutive thresholds. These states are

represented in Fig 7 where the arrows are the transition between each state and its

possible successors. 
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Fig. 7: Transition graph. A: Transition graphs G1,...,G6 of the instantiated models satisfying consistency

e(Ce). Ce is the set of (b) observability and (c) additivity constraints for the example in Fig. 6

A specific attractor value called focal state ,[X1,...,Xn], is associated to a given state S.

It represents the expression levels toward which the genes tend to evolve. A successor

of  S  in  the  graph,S'=[x'1,...,x'n],  is  deduced  by  comparing  the  value  of  a  logical
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variable  with  that  of  its  focal  state.  The  transition  of  S  to  S'  is  assumed  to  be

asynchronous, in the sense that at most one logical variable xi is updated at a time. If

the variable xi is updated, the formal relationship between these states is expressed as

follows: x'i=xi+1 if Xi>xi and x'i=xi−1 if Xi<x'i. If no logical variable xi is updated

then the focal state of S is equal to S and S is its own successor: it is said steady (or

stationary). The focal state value Xi of gene I depends on the state S of thenetwork and

in particular, on a set of conditions regarding the presence or absence of activators and

inhibitors of gene I . For the simple example in Fig. 6, the focal state value Xa of gene

adepends on the influence of B on a, that is, whether the concentration of B is below

(xb=0) or above its first threshold value. Such interactions are expressed by means of

products of step functions of the form: 

  (14)
  

Discrete  network  models  can  help  to  examine  how  gene  regulatory  interactions

generate the coherent, rule-like behavior of a cell – the first level of integration in the

multi-scale complexity of the living organism. Hereby the various cell fates, such as

differentiation,  proliferation  and  apoptosis,  are  treated  as  attractor  states  of  the

network. This modeling language allows us to integrate qualitative gene and protein

interaction  data  to  explain  a  series  of  hitherto  non-intuitive  cell  behaviors.  Thus,

discrete modeling offers a solution to sort the limitations of the current simplistic ‘one

gene - one function - one target’ paradigm, allowing to develop of conceptual tools to

increase our understanding of how the intricate interplay of genes gives rise to a global

biological phenotype.

Gene Regulatory Networ reduction

The more complex a GRN becomes, the more difficult it is to design and analyze the 

behavior of the system. This is mainly because of important physiological factors such 

as translation processes, signaling cascades, time delays,..., etc, that play important 

roles in the dynamics of the system. However, these factors cannot be ignored in order 
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to design a model providing correct predictions [189,190]. In order to reduce the 

dimensionality and complexity of the GRN conserving the equilibrium and stabilities 

of the initial network we performed a reduction transformation that permitted to 

simplify the analysis [181]. By using this approach we can eliminate  the nodes without

self-feedback loop one by one until the interaction graph becomes irreducible. 

Sign of a path: In an interaction graph, given value 1 to the mth interaction if it is 

positive or -1 if it is negative and having a path of length l connecting two nodes, we 

can determine the sign of a specific path by using the following expression:

     (6)

Thus, if the sign of the path is positive the affector node is affecting positively the 

target node and negatively if the sign is negative.

Irreducibility: An interaction graph is irreducible only when there is at least one path 

from the j-th node to the i-th node for all i,j  N (i ≠ j) where N is the total amount of ∈

components in the transition graph, p1,...pl  N and e∈ papb is an edge from node pa to 

node pb. In other words, an irreducible interaction graph is that in which exist a path 

connecting each node with all the others nodes and there is no nodes with only one 

input and one output (self-feedback loops are not included).

Feedback loop: A feedback loop is defined as a path from the i-th node of a network to 

the same i-th node, if it consist of a single edge then it is a self-feedback loop. 

Reduction method: The reduction procedure is interpreted by the following operations 

on the interaction graph. As is described in the figure 6A, changes on node A  can be 

propagated through node B affecting node C, thus the information contained in the 

node B as well as their inputs and outputs can be integrated into a direct interaction 

from A to C Having an affector node acting on a target node, the first step in this 

process is remove the target node. Next, we create new edges from the affector node to 

all the nodes from which an edge went out from the target node, the sign of this new 

interaction is determined by the equation (6). This process is repeated until the network

is irreducible. This method can be done on feedback loops or linear path as is shown in 
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the figures 6A and 6B.

Fig. 6. Methods to reduce interaction graph. The nodes represent genes or proteins and the arrows 

represent the interactions between them. Each interaction can be either an inhibition (-) or an activation (+)

of the target node. A: This graph shows the process to reduce the dimensionality of four possible linear 

path. Based on the equation 6 if a activates b and b activates c, the effect of a on c is also an activation as 

shown in the first and thirds interaction graphs, however, if one of the interactions is negative the effect of 

a on c is an inhibition as is shown in the second and fourth interaction graphs. This process is independent 

of possible direct effects of a on the target node c as is represented in the thirds and fourths interactions 

graphs. B: This graph represents an example of feedback loop and the process to reduce its size. This 

process starts by removing the node a and merging the edge b-a and a-d based on equation 6 obtaining 

consequently b activates d. The same process is repeated removing a node at each step until the network is 

irreducible.

Thus, according to this methodology all the nodes without any self-feedback loop 

and/or experimental data available can be eliminated one by one reducing the 

dimensionality of the system but conserving the equilibrium and stabilities of the 

original system.

Constraint integration into the model

The integration of constraints was held in two ways depending on the source of the 
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data. 

Based on levels of significance: By analyzing the microarray data from skeletal muscle

tissue biopsies, as is previously described , we could determine which genes were 

differentially expressed between the 6 different states studied in this paper by doing 9 

different comparisons.

This information was integrated into the discrete model in the form of inequalities. 

Then, for example, if it was determined that the expression of gene “a” is significantly 

higher in “condition 1” than in “condition 2” (log2FC > 0 and p < 0.01), the following 

constraint is introduced into the model: Gacon1 ≥ Gacon2, where Gacon1 is the 

discrete value of gene a in the first condition and Gacon2 is the discrete value of the 

same gene in the second condition. In this manner we defined  correlations in the 

discrete values of the nodes between the six different states.

Based on correlation analysis: Additional constraints from public microarray gene 

expression data set were integrated into the discrete model. We performed a correlation

analysis that was lately integrated as constraints in the discrete model in the form of 

inequalities. This analysis is based on the rationale that the discrete values of two genes

that are significantly correlated cannot evolve in opposite directions (one increasing its 

expression and the other decreasing its expression), analogously two genes 

significantly anti-correlated cannot evolve in the same direction.

Then, taking for example the non-connected nodes A and B with 4 and 3 possible 

discrete values respectively it can exist an specific case as is represented in the table 2

Genes\Conditions Condition 1 Condition 2

A 2 3

B 1 BC2

Table 2.

If exist a significant correlation between gene A and B then there are only two possible 
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discrete values for BC2, 1 or 2, this scenario excludes BC2=0. However, if instead 

there is a significant anticorrelation between gene A and B, then BC2 only can be 1 or 

0 excluding BC2=2.

In order to perform this analysis systematically, we have developed an algorithm that 

analyzes gene expression data sets performing a correlation analysis between the genes

of different samples determining the correlations existing between them and their 

corresponding corrected significance. Next, those correlations with a level of 

significance above a certain threshold are converted into constraints based on the 

criteria previously described and integrated into the discrete model in the form of 

inequalities. This analysis is based on Pearson correlation test and the algorithm is 

written in R and Bash script (Supplementary material 5). This approach permits to 

integrate information from probabilistic analysis into a deterministic model in the form

of constraint.
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